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PROGRAMMA
Lunedì 27 maggio
16.00 – 19.00

Registrazione Corsi

Martedì 28 maggio
15.00 – 19.00

Registrazione Conferenza e allestimento poster

08.30 – 17.00

CORSI SATELLITI DI AGGIORNAMENTO PRE-CONFERENZA
LA FORMAZIONE CONTINUA DEL CITOMETRISTA

CORSO CB

CORSO BASE DI CITOMETRIA:
STRUMENTAZIONE, METODOLOGIA E PRINCIPALI APPLICAZIONI
Coordinatori: Eugenio Erba (Milano), Giuliano Mazzini (Pavia)

08.30 – 10.30

MODULO 1 “TEORIA/STRUMENTAZIONE”
I principali componenti che caratterizzano i Citometri
Giuliano Mazzini (Pavia)
I concetti fondamentali di diffusione della luce (scatter) e di fluorescenza per capire
come funziona il Citometro
Cesare Usai (Genova)

10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

11.00 – 12.30

MODULO 2 “METODOLOGIA/APPLICAZIONI”
Concetti fondamentali di immunofluorescenza e relative applicazioni
Loris Zamai (Urbino)
La Citometria in campo ematologico
Giulia Scalia (Napoli)

12.30 – 13.00

discussione interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 17.00

MODULO “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”

CORSO C1

CONTRIBUTI INNOVATIVI DELLA CITOMETRIA
NELLA DIAGNOSTICA ONCOEMATOLOGICA
L'evoluzioni metodologiche e applicative della diagnostica citometrica
in campo ematologico
Coordinatori: Rosa Chianese (Varese), Silvestro Volpe (Avellino)

08.30 – 13.00

Uso della Tecnologia Multiplexing nelle Malattie Linfoproliferative Croniche
Alessandra Stacchini (Torino)
Identificazione, conteggio e significato clinico delle plasmacellule circolanti
nel mieloma multiplo
Paola Omedè (Torino)
10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
Le Sindromi Mielodisplastiche: una lunga storia. Approccio metodologico e ruolo
della diagnostica citometrica
Giulia Scalia (Napoli)
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Approccio metodologico alla Malattia Minima Residua
nella Leucemia Mieloide Acuta
Giovanni Rossi (San Giovanni Rotondo)
12.30 – 13.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 17.00

MODULO “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”

CORSO C2

IMMUNOTERAPIA IN AMBITO ONCOLOGICO SPERIMENTALE E CLINICO:
NUOVE FRONTIERE DEI BIOMARCATORI PREDITTIVI DI EFFICACIA
Ruolo della Citometria policromatica nell’ambito dell’immunoterapia dei tumori
Coordinatori: Daniela Fenoglio (Genova), Claudio Pioli (Roma)

08.30 – 13.00

CITOFLUORIMETRIA POLICROMATICA E IMMUNOSCORE
Multicolor panel design
Sara De Biasi (Modena)
Analisi della composizione del microambiente tumorale
mediante citometria policromatica nell’era della medicina di precisione
Daniela Fenoglio (Genova)

10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
Network soppressivo delle cellule mieloidi in pazienti oncologici: aspetti citometrici
e rilevanza con efficacia immunoterapia
Alessandra Battaglia (Roma)
NK nelle immunoterapie
Simona Carlomagno (Genova)

12.30 – 13.00

discussione interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 17.00

MODULO “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”

CORSO C3
08.30 – 13.00

IL RUOLO DELLA CITOMETRIA IN ONCOLOGIA:
DALLE CELLULE STAMINALI TUMORALI ALLA BIOPSIA LIQUIDA
Dedicato ai citometristi che spaziano negli “eventi rari” in campo oncologico
Coordinatori: Giuseppe Pirozzi (Napoli), Virginia Tirino (Napoli)
Le cellule staminali nella progressione tumorale
Giuseppe Pirozzi (Napoli)
Analisi biparametrica DNA/BrdU negli studi di proliferazione cellulare
Nicolò Panini (Milano)

10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
MicroRNA circolanti e vescicole extracellulari: analisi citometriche
Igea D’Agnano (Milano)
La Biopsia liquida: il nuovo Sacro Graal della lotta contro il cancro?
Marco Danova (Pavia)

12.30 – 13.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 17.00

MODULO: “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”
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CORSO C4

IL RUOLO DELLA CITOMETRIA NELLO STUDIO E DIAGNOSI DELLE REAZIONIDI
IPERSENSIBILITÀ IMMEDIATA E RITARDATA
Coordinatori: Patrizia Pignatti (Pavia), Barbara Bucci (Roma)

08.30 – 13.00

Introduzione clinica alle reazioni di ipersensibilità immediate e ritardate
Mona-Rita Yacoub (Milano)
La citometria a flusso nelle reazioni immediate: il BAT standardizzazione
ed utilizzo nelle reazioni a chemioterapici e a mezzi di contrasto
Patrizia Pignatti (Pavia), Barbara Bucci (Roma)

10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
La citometria a flusso nelle reazioni ritardate: test di proliferazione
dei linfociti con CFSE, CD69 come early marker di attivazione dei linfociti, etc.
Paola Parronchi (Firenze)
Difficoltà interpretative nella pratica clinica, metodi diversi a confronto
e proposte di gruppi di studio
Salvatore Chirumbolo (Verona)

12.30 – 13.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 16.30

MODULO: “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”

CORSO C6
08.30 – 13.00

APPLICAZIONI CITOMETRICHE PER IL CONTROLLO DEI PRODOTTI ALIMENTARI
Food & Beverage processing and true-to-type assessment in primary production
Coordinatori: Stefano Amalfitano (Roma), Sergio Lucretti (Roma)
Quantificazione di microrganismi vivi e morti nei preparati probiotici:
la citometria a flusso nei nuovi standard di qualità alimentare
Stefania Arioli (Milano)
La citometria a flusso per il monitoraggio microbiologico on-line in tempo reale
Stefano Amalfitano (Roma)

10.30 – 11.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
Metodi citofluorimetrici per la valutazione di contaminanti nano e microparticellari
in food and care products
Giorgio Leter (Roma)
Che genoma hanno le piante che mangiamo? La stabilità genetica come parametro
di qualità e strumento di miglioramento nella produzione vegetale
Sergio Lucretti (Roma)
La Citometria come ausilio nel “plant breeding”
Debora Giorgi (Roma)

12.30 – 13.00

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo

14.00 – 17.00

MODULO: “NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”
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14.00 – 17.00

MODULO COMUNE A TUTTI I CORSI
“NUOVE FRONTIERE DELLA CITOMETRIA”
Ma l’analisi delle vescicole extracellulari in Citometria a flusso è possibile?
Andrea Fattorossi (Roma)
Riduzione della dimensionalità in pannelli di citofluorimetria policromatica a flusso
attraverso metodi computazionali: guida galattica per autostoppisti
Mario Picozza (Roma)
Aggiornamenti del Sistema Qualità in Citometria
Rosa Chianese (Varese)

16.30 – 17.00
17.00 – 17.15
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discussione e conclusioni
Verifica con questionario e compilazione della scheda di valutazione E.C.M.

CONFERENZA NAZIONALE DI CITOMETRIA
AGGIORNAMENTI E INNOVAZIONI DELLA CITOMETRIA
NELLE APPLICAZIONI CLINICHE E DI RICERCA
Martedì 28 maggio
15.00 – 19.00

Registrazione Conferenza e allestimento poster

17.00

Apertura della Conferenza
Giovanni D’Arena (Rionero in Vulture), Raffaele De Vita (Roma), Giuliano Mazzini (Pavia)

17.30

Lettura Magistrale
Dal trapianto di midollo alle CAR-T
Andrea Bacigalupo (Roma)

Mercoledì 29 maggio
08.30 – 12.00

SESSIONE PLENARIA INTERSOCIETARIA “MEMORIAL LUIGI DEL VECCHIO”
GIC / SIE / SIES / SIMTI
Introduzione:
Luigi Del Vecchio e il GIC
Raffaele De Vita (Roma)

Moderatori: Giovanni D’Arena (Rionero in Vulture), Silvestro Volpe (Avellino)
08.30

L’emoglobinuria Parossistica Notturna
Antonio Risitano (GIC - Napoli)

09.00

La rilevanza della citofluorimetria nelle meielodisplasie
Emanuele Angelucci (SIE - Genova)

09.30

Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti

10.00

La malattia minima residua nelle leucemie acute
Luca Maurillo (SIES - Roma)

10.30

Cellule CD34+ e controlli di qualità
Daniela Graziano (SIMTI - Napoli)

11.00 – 12.00

discussione interattiva con i Docenti

12.00 – 13.00

SESSIONE PLENARIA “IMMUNOEMATOLOGIA E METODOLOGIE ANALITICHE”
Moderatori: Raffaele De Vita (Roma), Giuliano Mazzini (Pavia)

12.00

Un metodo rapido per lo studio delle malattie linfoproliferative B
Maddalena Raia (Napoli)
Supported by BECKMAN COULTER Life Sciences

12.30

Meccanismi di immunità innata nella patologie neurodegenerative analizzati tramite
citometria per immagini
Federica Piancone (Milano)
Supported by LUMINEX

13.00 – 14.00

pausa pranzo
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14.00 – 15.30

SESSIONI PARALLELE

Parallela 1

NOVITÀ IN CITOMETRIA EMATOLOGICA
Moderatori: Rachele Amodeo (Roma), Rosa Chianese (Varese)

Comunicazioni orali
A Pilot Study to Assess the Correlation Between Frailty and DNA Damage in Hematopoietic Stem Cells
Chiara Grasselli1, Silvia Bombelli1, Paolo Mazzola1,2, Stefano Eriani1, Maddalena Bolognesi1, Fabio Rossi3,
Laura Antolini1, Giorgio Cattoretti1, Giorgio Annoni1,2, Roberto Perego1.
1Lab Oncologia e Patologia Molecolare, Dipartimento di medicina e chirurgia, Università degli studi di Milano – Bicocca.
2Struttura complessa di geriatria, Ospedale San Gerardo, ASST Monza. 3ENTE, Servizio immunotrasfusionale, Ospedale
San Gerardo, ASST Monza.
Evaluation of Hematogones in post-hematopoietic Stem Cell transplantation
Aiello F. 1, Raia M. 1, Cerbone V. 1, Gentile L. 1, Visconte F. 1, Mauriello L. 1, Scalia G. 1
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II, Napoli.
Novel Classification of Leukemia-Associated Immunophenotypes Improves the Detection Sensitivity of Minimal
Residual Disease in Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Giovanni Rossi1, Vincenzo Giambra2, Maria Marta Minervini1 ,Chiara DeWaure3 ,Michele Ciavarella2, Nicola Pio Sinisi1,
Nicola Cascavilla1.
1Department of Hematology, IRCCS “Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza” Hospital, San Giovanni
Rotondo (FG),Italy; 2Institute
of Stem Cells Biology, Regenerative Medicine and Innovative therapies (ISBReMIT), “Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza-IRCCS”,
San Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy;3 Dipartmento di Medicina Sperimentale-Igiene Generale ed Applicata.
Determination of Total Lymphocytes and B Cell Subsets in Patients Receiving Allogeneic Hematopoietic Stem
Cell Transplantation
Silvia Bellesi, Federica Marchionni, Elisabetta Metafuni, Pier Luigi Puggioni, Francesco Corrente, Sabrina Giammarco,
Andrea Bacigalupo, Simona Sica, Valerio De Stefano and Patrizia Chiusolo
Hematology Department. Fondazione Policlinico A. Gemelli IRCCS – Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore, Rome.

Parallela 2

IMMUNOREGOLAZIONE E PATOLOGIE IMMUNO-MEDIATE
Moderatori: Alessandra Battaglia (Roma), Patrizia Pignatti (Pavia)

Comunicazioni orali
Optimization of a 22-parameter Immunophenotypic Flow Cytometry Panel to Detect antigen-specific and
bystander activation in In Vitro stimulated PBMC
Candiloro F.,1 Picozza M., 1 Battistini L., 1 Borsellino G. 1
1Unità di Neuroimmunologia, Fondazione Santa Lucia, Roma.
Basophil activation test in oral desensitization to cow's milk allergy
Garziano F.1; De Falco C.1; Vitale A.2; Strisciuglio C.2; Atripaldi L.1; Perna F.1
1Ospedali dei Colli-U.O.C. Biochimica Clinica-Diparimento di Servizi Sanitari - 2 Università degli Studi della Campania
Luigi Vanvitelli–Dipartimento della Donna, del Bambino e di Chirurgia Generale e Specialistica.
Multicenter harmonization of a six-color flow cytometry panel for naïve/memory T cell immunomonitoring
Macchia I.1, La Sorsa V.2, Sanchez M.4, Tirelli V.4, Carollo M.4, Fedele G.5, Leone P.5, Schiavoni G.1, Buccione C.1,
Rizza P.3, Nisticò P.6, Palermo B.6, Morrone S.7, Maria Stabile H.8, Rughetti A7, Nuti M.7, Zizzari I.7, Fionda C.8, Maggio
R.7, Capuano C.7, Quintarelli C.9, Sinibaldi M.9, Agrati C.10, Casetti R.10, Rozo Gonzalez A.1, Iacobone F.1, Ruspantini
I.4, Belardelli F.1, Biffoni M.1, Urbani F.1,11*.
1. Dept of Oncology and Molecular Medicine -OMM, Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS), Rome, Italy; 2. Research
Coordination and Support Service - CoRI , ISS, Rome, Italy; 3. Gender Medicine Reference Center, ISS, Rome, Italy; 4.
Technical-Scientific Service and Core facilities - FAST Cytometry Area , ISS, Rome, Italy; 5. Dept of Infectious Diseases
(MIPI), Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy; 6. Tumor Immunology and Immunotherapy Unit – Istituti Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri -National Tumor Institute “Regina Elena” - Rome, Italy; 7. Dept of Experimental Medicine, Sapienza University
of Rome, Italy; 8. Dept of Molecular Medicine, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy; 9. Onco-Hematology Dept IRCCS
Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital (OPBG), Rome, Italy; 10. National Institute for Infectious Diseases "L. Spallanzani"
(INMI), Rome, Ita;y; 11. Medical Biotechnology and Translational Medicine PhD School, Tor Vergata University – Rome.
The relationship Between Graves’ Disease, micronutrients and T regulatory cells: preliminary data of a pilot study
Gallo D1, Cattaneo SAM2, Piantanida E1, Mortara L3, Merletti F2, Nisi M2, Gentile L1, Doday M3, Tanda ML1, Bartalena
L1 and Chianese R2
1Department of Medicine and Surgery, Endocrine Unit, University of Insubria, 21100 Varese, Italy - 2Department of
Trasfusion Medicine and Immunohematology, ASST Sette Laghi, 21100 Varese, Italy - 3 Immunology and General
Pathology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, University of Insubria, Varese.
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Effects of Plant Small-Rnas in Hiv Infection
Minutolo A.1*, Potestà M.1*, Cirilli M.2, Cerva C.3, Roglia V1, Fanelli M1, Pietrobono E.1, Iacovelli F.1 , Desideri A.1,
Andreoni3 M., Colizzi1 V., Muleo R.2, Grelli S.4 and Montesano C.1
1 Department of Biology University of Rome "Tor Vergata" Via della Ricerca Scientifica, 1 - 00133 Rome, Italy; 2
Department f Agricultural and Forestry, Science, University of Tuscia, Viterbo, Italy; 3 Clinical Infectious Diseases,
Department of System Medicine, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”; 4 Clinical Microbiology and Virology Unit, Department
of Experimental Medicine, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, Rome.

Giovedì 30 maggio
08.30 – 13.00

SESSIONE PLENARIA “LEUCEMIA LINFATICA CRONICA”
Moderatori: Dimitar Efremov (Trieste), Luca Laurenti (Roma)

08.30

Biologia della leucemia linfatica cronica
Nicholas Chiorazzi (New York)

09.00

Fattori prognostici
Valter Gattei (Aviano)

09.30

discussione interattiva con i Docenti

10.00

La rilevanza della malattia minima residua
Paolo Ghia (Milano)

10.30

La terapia della leucemia linfatica cronica
Giovanni Pizzolo (Verona)

11.00 – 12.00

discussione interattiva con i Docenti

12.00 – 13.00

SESSIONE PLENARIA: “IMMUNOEMATOLOGIA E METODOLOGIE ANALITICHE”
Moderatori: Rosa Chianese (Varese), Giovanni D’Arena (Rionero in Vulture)

12.00

Surface Oriented Front-line Tube (SOFT): un nuovo schema per l'orientamento
diagnostico Leucemie Acute
Vincenza Cerbone (Napoli)
Supported by BD BIOSCIENCES

12.30

Immune monitoring in pazienti affetti da glioblastoma trattati con Immunoterapia
con cellule dendritiche
Serena Pellegatta (Milano)
Supported by MILTENYI BIOTEC

13.00 – 13.45

Pausa pranzo

13.45 - 14.15

SESSIONE PLENARIA: MEDICINA VETERINARIA
La Citometria In Medicina Veterinaria a 360°
Fulvio Riondato (Torino)

14.15 – 17.00

SESSIONI PARALLELE

Parallela 3

FUTURI SVILUPPI DELLA CITOMETRIA EMATOLOGICA
Moderatori: Rosa Chianese (Varese), Rachele Amodeo (Roma)
Nuovi approcci metodologici ed algoritmi diagnostici nella malattia minima
residua per una terapia personalizzata nella leucemia acuta mieloide
Giovanni Rossi (San Giovanni Rotondo)
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Comunicazioni orali
Diagnostic Impact of Polychromatic Flow Cytometry in non-Hodgkin Lymphoma
Gentile L.1, Visconte F.1, Cerbone V.1, Aiello F.1, Mauriello L.1, Scalia G.1, Raia M. 1 , Panico L. 2
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II, Napoli, Italy, - 2A.O.R.N. S.G. Moscati, Avellino.
Acute Myeloid Leukemia Cells Disregulate Normal Hematopoiesis by Releasing Extracellular Vesicles
Laurenzana I.,1 Trino S.,1 Lamorte D.,1 Santodirocco M.,2 Di Mauro L.,2 Musto P.,3 De Luca L.,1 Caivano A.1
1 Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research, IRCCS Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata (CROB),
Rionero in Vulture, PZ, Italy; 2 Transfusion Medicine Unit, Puglia Cord Blood Bank, IRCCS Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza,
San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy; 3 Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit, IRCCS CROB, Rionero in Vulture, PZ.
Assessment of Activin a Effect on BCP-All Cell Vesiculation
Cricrì G.,1 Portale F.,1 Fallati A.,1 Bedini G.,1 Di Marzo N.,1 Pergoli L.,2 Biondi A.,1 Bollati V.,2 Dander E.,1 D’Amico G.,1
1Centro Ricerca Tettamanti, Dipartimento Pediatrico, Università di Milano-Bicocca, Fondazione MBBM, Monza, Italy
2Università degli Studi di Milano, EPIGET (Epidemiologia, Epigenetica e Tossicologia) Lab, Dipartimento di Scienze cliniche e di Comunità, Milano.

Parallela 4

MODELLI PRECLINICI E CLINICI PER L’IMMUNOTERAPIA ONCOLOGICA
Moderatori: Raffaele De Palma (Napoli), Virginia Tirino (Napoli)
TLR, NCR, KIR…..e CAR: "interruttori" critici delle cellule NK umane
Simona Sivori (Genova)
Cellule allogeniche Cytokine Induced Killer (CIK) trasdotte con il recettore chimerico
(CAR) per l’antigene CD19: sviluppo farmaceutico, applicazione clinica
e monitoraggio citometrico nei pazienti con leucemia linfoblastica acuta di tipo B
Giuseppe Gaipa (Monza)

Comunicazioni orali
Synergic Approach of Multicolor Flow Cytometry and unsupervised high dimensional analysis to describe T Cell
dynamic in head-neck Cancer Patients
Fenoglio D1,2,5, Vlah S2, Belgioia L3,5, Parodi A2, Altosole T2, Astone G2, Negrini S1,2,5, Missale F5, Corvò R3,5,
Bacigalupo A5, Vecchio S5, Fabiola I5, Peretti G4,5 and Filaci G1,2,5
1Internal Dept;2 Excellence Centre (CEBR); 3Health Science Dept; 4Surgery Dept -University of Genoa; 5IRCCS San
Martino Hospital, Genoa.
IMMUNeOCT: Octreotide LAR in the Induction of Immunologic Response in Patients (pts) with Neuroendocrine
Neoplasms (NENs): A Perspective Observational and Translational Study (EudraCT2017-001613-83)
Rea G , Napolitano M, Ottaiano A, Capozzi M, De Divitiis C, Tatangelo F , Von Arx C, Capiluongo A, D'Alterio C,
Savastano B, Scala S, Tafuto S.
Istituto Nazionale Tumori IRCCS Fondazione G Pascale, Naples.
Β2-Ar blockade potentiates Erk/Mek Inhibitors effect on HNSCC by regulating Nrf2-mediated defense mechanism.
*Del Vecchio V.1, *Mele L.1 Prisco C.1, Schwerdtfeger M.1, La Noce M.1, Davide L.1, Papaccio G.1, Tirino V.1, Arra C.2,
*Desiderio V.1, *Barbieri A.2.
1University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”, Department of Experimental Medicine, Naples, Italy - 2S.S.D. Sperimentazione
Animale, Istituto Nazionale Tumori, IRCCS Fondazione G. Pascale, Naples, Italy.
Higher Level Of Transforming Growth Factor-Β1 (Tgf-Β1) in Tumor draining pulmonary vein and CD90 expression
as possible markers of poor prognosis in early NSCLC.
Laura Marra1, Rosa Camerlingo1, Giosue’ Scognamiglio2, Anna Manzo3, Nicola Martucci3, Giuseppe Pirozzi1,
Nicola Normanno1, Alessandro Morabito3.
1IRCCS INT Fondazione “G. Pascale” of Naples- O.U. Cellular Biology and Bioterapy- Research Department; 2IRCCS
INT Fondazione “G. Pascale” of Naples- O.U. Pathology Unit; - 3IRCCS INT Fondazione “G. Pascale” of Naples- O.U.
Thoracic Unit.
A New Inhibitor of Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Blocks Pentose Phosphate Pathway, Potentiates TKI
Target Therapy Effect and Suppresses Malignant Proliferation.
Mele L.1, La Noce M.1, Liccardo D.1, Del Vecchio V.1, Prisco C.1, Regad T.3, Schwerdtfeger M.1, Papaccio G.1, Barbieri
A.2, Caraglia M.4, Tirino V.1, Desiderio V.1.
1University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”, Department of Experimental Medicine, Naples, Italy - 2S.S.D. Sperimentazione
Animale, Istituto Nazionale Tumori, IRCCS Fondazione G. Pascale, Naples, Italy. - 3The John van Geest Cancer Research
Centre, School of Science and Technology, Nottingham Trent University, Clifton Lane, NG1 4FQ, Nottingham, UK. 4Department Precision Medicine, University of Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli", 80138, Naples.
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17.00

Assemblea dei Soci
Premio di Studio GIC “Luigi Del Vecchio” 2019
Premi Poster GIC “Luigi Del Vecchio” 2019
Elenco Citometristi Esperti

Venerdì 31 maggio
08.30 – 12.30

SESSIONE PLENARIA
L'APPORTO DELLA CITOMETRIA NELL'ERA DELLA MEDICINA DI PRECISIONE:
FOCUS SULL'IMMUNO-ONCOLOGIA
Moderatori: Claudio Pioli (Roma), Igea D’Agnano (Milano)
Colture tumorali tridimensionali (3D): modelli cellulari avanzati nella ricerca oncologica
Gabriella Rainaldi (Roma)
La risposta delle cellule dell’immunità innata a stimoli infiammatori
Francesca Granucci (Milano Bicocca)
Discussione Interattiva con i Docenti
Moderatori: Raffaele De Vita (Roma), Daniela Fenoglio (Genova)
Cancer immunotherapies: a tailor for the best fit
Raffaele De Palma (Napoli)

11.30

Lettura Magistrale Conclusiva
Nuove strategie terapeutiche per la cura del cancro
Ruggero De Maria (Roma)

12.30

Conclusioni

12.45 – 13.00

Verifica con questionario e compilazione della scheda di valutazione E.C.M.
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POSTER
ALLERGOLOGY
A1 DIRECT-NO-LABELLING METHOD FOR EVALUATING IN VITRO SKIN SENSITIZATION BY FLOW CYTOMETRY
A. Buzzella1,2, G. Mazzini1,3, U. Pianca2, C. Angelinetta2, R. Vicini2, O. Pastoris1.
1 Department of Biology and Biotechnology "Lazzaro Spallanzani", University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy. - 2 Bio Basic
Europe s.r.l., Milan, Italy. - 3 Institute of Molecular Genetics, CNR, Pavia, Italy.
A2 IMPLEMENTING BAT TEST SERVICE IN A FLOW CYTOMETRY LAB: SHARING OF LAST YEAR EXPERIENCE
AT LUM (BOLOGNA)
E.Magrini, M. Bassi, P.Selva, A. Carangelo, H. Silvestri, G Deleonardi, P. Galati, R. Mancini
Lab Ematologia Speciale, LUM, Azienda Ospedaliera di Bologna.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND TOXICOLOGY
E1 FLOW CYTOMETRY AND WATER QUALITY: NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE SPACE RESEARCH
Amalfitano S., Levantesi C., Rossetti S.
Istituto di Ricerca Sulle Acque IRSA-CNR, Via Salaria Km 29,300, Monterotondo, Rome
E2 ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF RESVERATROL-DERIVED MONOMERS AND DIMERS AGAINST FOODBORNE
PATHOGENS
Arioli S.
University of Milan, Department of Food, Environmental and Nutritional Sciences (DeFENS), Via Celoria 2, 20133, Milan Italy
E3 INVESTIGATING THE DYNAMICS OF FUNGAL GROWTH INHIBITION BY FLOW CYTOMETRY: EVALUATION
OF THE ANTIFUNGAL PROPERTIES OF Cordia leucocephala Extracts Against Fusarium WILT OF TOMATO
AND MELON
Baldassarre Švecová E.1,3, Lucretti S.2, Farina A.2, Giorgi D. 2, Colla G.1, Crinò P.2
1University of Tuscia, Department of Agriculture and Forest Sciences, Via S. Camillo de Lellis snc, 01100, Viterbo,
Italy - 2Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA), C.R.
Casaccia, Biotechnology and Agroindustry Division, Via Anguillarese 301, 00123, Rome, Italy - 3The Czech Academy
of Sciences, Institute of Botany, Department of Mycorrhizal Symbioses, Lesní 322, 252 43, Průhonice, Czech Republic.
E4 APPLICATION OF FLOW CYTOMETRY FOR NUCLEI ISOLATION IN MIXED DIATOM CULTURES
Balestra C., Annunziata R., Ferrante M.I., Biffali E.
Stazione Zoologica Anton Dhorn, Napoli.
E5 FISHIS ON NUCLEI IN SUSPENSION: A FAST METHOD FOR PROBE SCREENING AND FIRST GENOME
CHARACTERIZATION
Farina A., Giorgi D., Grosso V., Lucretti S.
ENEA - Italian National Agency for New technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, Casaccia
Research Center, SSPT BIOAG, Biotechnology Laboratory, Via Anguillarese 301, Rome,
E6 FLOW CYTOMETRY AND PUBLIC HEALTH: NEW APPLICATIONS IN NON-MEDICAL FIELD
Tirelli V. and Sanchez M.
ISS core facilities-Cytometry Unit, Italian National Institute of Health, Rome,
HEMATOLOGY
H1 CHARACTERIZATION OF CD8+ TISSUE-RESIDENT MEMORY T CELLS IN MULTIPLE MYELOMA
Caccamo N.1, Orlando V.1, La Manna M.P.1, Carlisi M2, Siragusa S.3, Dieli F.1
1Central Laboratory for Advanced Diagnosis and Biomedical Research (CLADIBIOR)- nadia.caccamo@unipa.it;
2Department of Surgical, Oncological and Stomatological Disciplines, University of Palermo, Italy.3Department of
Oncology, Haematology Unit, University of Palermo, Italy.
H2 A NEW PANEL OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES (Surface Oriented Frontline Tube, SOFT) IN THE LYOTUBE
FORMULATION, FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE LEUKEMIAS
Cerbone V.1, Scalia G.1, Visconte F.1, Gentile L.1, Aiello F.1, Mauriello L.1, Raia M.1
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II, Napoli, Italy
H3 TREATMENT-RESISTANT AUTOIMMUNE CYTOPENIAS AS A SIGN OF PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY
DISORDERS (PIDDS)
Ciullini Mannurita S.1, Attardi E.2, Schiavo E.1, Coniglio M.L.3, Bagni M.2, Tellini M.3, Vignoli M.1, Tucci F.3,
Veltroni M.3, Favre C.3, Gambineri E.1,4.
1Dep. of NEUROFARBA - Section of Child's Health, University of Florence, Florence, Italy; 2Hematology Unit, AOU
Careggi, Florence, Italy ; 3Dep. of Hematology-Oncology, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital, Florence, Italy ; 4Bone
Marrow Transplant Unit, Dep. of Hematology-Oncology, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital, Florence, Italy.
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H4 DIAGNOSTIC IMMUNOPHENOTYPE OF ACUTE PROMYELOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
C. Costanzo (1), S.M. Muggianu (2), D. Graziano (1), A. Viola (2), A. Gravetti (1), B. Scarpati (1), D. Bovenzi (1),
M. Valentino (1), O. Finizio (2), O. Vitagliano (2), F. Ferrara (2), M. Vacca (1) 1U.O.C. Immunoematologia e Medicina Trasfusionale – AORN A. Cardarelli, Napoli - 2U.O.C Ematologia – AORN A.
Cardarelli, Napoli.
H5 CD200 AND PROGNOSIS IN CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA (CLL): CONFLICTING RESULTS.
D’Arena G.,1 Valvano L.,2 Vitale C.,3 Coscia M.,3 Statuto T.,2 Bellesi S.,4 Lamorte D.,5 Musto P.,1 Laurenti L.,4,
D’Auria F.2
1Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit, IRCCS Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture,
Italy; 2Laboratory of Clinical and Advanced Diagnostics, IRCCS Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in
Vulture, Italy; 3Hematology Institute, University of Torino, Torino, Italy; 4Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation
Unit, Catholic University of “Sacred Hearth”, Roma, Italy; 5Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research,
IRCCS Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture, Italy.
H6 CURRENT APPROACH TO THE FLOW CYTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF MATURE LYMPHOID DISORDERS IN
ITALY: AN ITALIAN CYTOMETRY SOCIETY (GIC) SURVEILLANCE STUDY.
D’Arena G.,1 Rossi G.,2 Albertazzi L.,3 Amodeo R.,4 Bellesi S.,5 Capalbo F.,6 Chianese R.,7 Cimminiello M.,
8 Coppola G.,9 Cordone I.,10 D’Auria F.,11 Del Poeta G.,12 Doddato A.,13 Galati D.,14 Gattei V.,15 Gentile G.,
16 Loseto G.,17 Omedè P.,18 Statuto T.,11 Mercuri A.,19 Milani R.,20 Molica S.,21 Morciano M.R.,22 Panichi V.,
23 Papini S.,24 Perbellini O.,25 Racino A.,26 Raspadori D.,27 Savarese E.,28 Specchia G.,29 Tirino V.,30
Triolo A.M.,31 Tanca D.,32 Topini G,23 Valvano L.,11 Volpe S.,33 Zambello R.,34 Del Vecchio L.35
1U.O. Ematologia, IRCCS CROB, Rionero in Vulture; 2U.O. Ematologia, IRCCS “Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza”, S.
Giovanni Rotondo; 3Laboratorio Analisi, IRCCS Reggio Emilia; 4Laboratorio Analisi, Ospedale S. Andrea, Roma;
5Cattedra di Ematologia, Università Cattolica, Roma; 6U.O. Ematologia, Ospedali Riuniti, Foggia; 7SIMT ASL TO4
Ospedale Ivrea; 8U.O. Ematologia, Osped. S. Carlo, Potenza; 9SIMT, Università di Salerno; 10UOSD Patologia
Clinica IRE, IRCCS INT Regina Elena, Roma; 11Laboratorio di Diagnostica Clinica Avanzata, IRCCS CROB, Rionero
in Vulture; 12Cattedra di Ematologia, Università Tor Vergata, Roma; 13Transfusional Service, Hospital of Sapri;
14U.O. Ematologia, INT Fondazione Pascale, Napoli; 15Clinical and Experimental Hematology Unit, CRO, Aviano;
16U.O. Ematologia, Ospedale di Cosenza; 17IRCCS, Istituto Tumori G. Paolo II, Bari; 18AOU Città della Salute e
della Scienza, University of Torino; 19U.O. Ematologia, Università di Verona; 20SIMT, IRCCS Ospedale S. Raffaele,
Università di Milano; 21U.O. Ematologia, Ospedale di Catanzaro; 22U.O. di Ematologia, Ospedale “Panico”, Tricase;
23U.O. Ematologia, Ospedale Belcolle, Viterbo 24Fondazione G. Paolo II, Campobasso; 25Hematology Unit, ULSS
8 Berica, Vicenza; 26UOC Centro Emofilia e Trombosi, Ospedale Loreto Mare, Napoli; 27Cattedra di Ematologia,
Università di Siena; 28P.O. S. Leonardo, Castellammare di Stabia; 29Cattedra di Ematologia, Università di Bari;
30Dipartimento di Patologia, Università ”L. Vanvitelli”, Napoli; 31U.O. Ematologia, Università di Catania;
32Laboratorio Analisi, Ospedale di Lavagna; 33SIMTI Ospedale di Avellino; 34Dipartimento di Ematologia e
Immunologia Clinica, Università di Padova; 35CEINGE, Università di Napoli.
H7 PAROXYSMAL NOCTURNAL HAEMOGLOBINURIA, ECULIZUMAB AND PREGNANCY: A CASE REPORT
Fameli A.1, Mercurio M. 1, Ilacqua G. 1, Garreffa C. 1, Oliva B. M. 1, Oliva E. N2, Rodà F. 2, Palomba S.3, Lagana’ C. 1
1U.O.C. Lab. Analisi 2U.O.C. Ematologia 3U.O.C. Ginecologia e Ostetricia, Grande Ospedale Metropolitano,
Reggio Calabria
H8 A HEALTH TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT-BASED APPROACH TO FLOW CYTOMETRIC IMMUNOPHENOTYPING OF ACUTE LEUKEMIAS: SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE LITERATURE
Gaipa G, Erba E, Danova M, Mazzini G, Venditti A, Buldini B, Specchia G, Maglia O, Kunkl A, Ciriello MM, Arpinati M,
Mannelli F, Lanza F, Riccioni R, Pistotti V, and Apolone G. on the behalf of the Società Italiana di Citometria (GIC)
H9 ANTI-TUMOR ACTIVITY AND MECHANISMS OF ACTION OF PHYTOEXTRACTS ON ACUTE MYELOID
LEUKEMIA CELLS
Lamorte D.,1 Laurenzana I.,1 Trino S.,1 Faraone I.,2 Milella L.,2 Russo D.,2 Musto P.,3 De Luca L.,1 Caivano A.,1
1IRCCS “Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata” (CROB), Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research,
Rionero in Vulture, PZ, Italy; 2 University of Basilicata, Department of Science, Potenza, Italy; 3 IRCCS-CROB,
Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit, Rionero in Vulture, PZ, Italy
H10 MEASURING MICROVESICLES AND EXOSOMES BY CONVENTIONAL FLOW CYTOMETRY: DREAM OR REALITY?
Lucchetti D.1, Ricciardi-Tenore C.1, Colella F.1, Battaglia A.2, De Maria R.1, Sgambato A.1,3 Fattorossi A2.
1Istituto di Patologia Generale, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy - 2Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli IRCCS, Rome, Italy - 3 Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico della Basilicata (IRCCS-CROB), Rionero in Vulture (PZ), Italy
H11 THE ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN COUNTING AND IN EVALUATION OF CD34+ HEMATOPOIETIC STEM
CELL (HSCs) VIABILITY IN AUTOLOGOUS STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION (ASCT)
Nuccorini R1, Pascale S1, Stabile D1, Amendola A1, Vertone D1, Cimminiello M1, Filardi N1, Matturro A1, Pizzuti M1
1U.O. Ematologia AOR San Carlo di Potenza
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H12 FUNCTIONAL INTERACTION BETWEEN Β-CATENIN AND FOXO3A PROMOTES T CELL
LEUKEMIA-INITIATING ACTIVITY
Patrizio Panelli1, Daniela Caporusso1, Laura Spagnoli1, Samuel Gusscott S2, Andrew P. Weng 2,
Vincenzo Giambra1,2
1Institute for Stem Cell Biology, Regenerative Medicine and Innovative Therapies (ISBReMIT), Fondazione IRCCS
Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, 71013 San Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy. - 2 Terry Fox Laboratory, BC Cancer
Agency, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1L3, Canada.
H13 EPHB6 POSITIVE CELL SUBSETS ARE ENRICHED FOR LEUKEMIA-INITIATING CELLS (LICS) IN T-CELL
ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA
Delia Francesca Sansico1,*, Riccardo Pracella1,*, Angelo Vescovi1 , Elena Binda1,# , Giambra Vincenzo1,2,#
1 Institute for Stem Cell Biology, Regenerative Medicine and Innovative Therapies (ISBReMIT), Fondazione IRCCS
Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, 71013 San Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy. - 2 Terry Fox Laboratory, BC Cancer
Agency, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1L3, Canada.
H14 LIFE-THREATENING HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA: A HINT FOR STAT3 GOF MUTATION?
Schiavo E.1, Bagni M.2, Ciullini Mannurita S.1, Attardi E.2, Vignoli M.1, Sanvito M.C.3, Tintori V.3, Frenos S.3,
Tondo A.4, Fotzi I.4, Azzali A.4, Luti L.5, Brugnolo F.6, Favre C.4, Gambineri E.2,3
1University of Florence, Department of NEUROFARBA - Section of Child's Health, Florence, Italy; 2Hematology Unit,
AOU Careggi, Florence, Italy; 3Bone Marrow Transplant Unit, Dep. of Hematology-Oncology, Anna Meyer Children's
Hospital, Florence, Italy. 4Dept. of Hematology-Oncology, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital, Florence, Italy; 5Dep. of
Paediatric Hematology-Oncology, AOU Pisana, Pisa, Italy; 6Cell factory, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital, Florence, Italy.
H15 THE DIAGNOSTIC ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN A CASE OF COEXISTING T-CELL PROLYMPHOCYTIC
LEUKEMIA AND MONOCLONAL B-CELL LYMPHOCYTOSIS
Luciana Valvano1, Fiorella D’Auria1, Teodora Statuto1, Filomena Nozza1, Gabriella Vona1, Giovanni D’Arena2,
Giovanna Rosaria Mansueto2, Vanessa Rebecca Gasparini3, Renato Zambello 4 and Pellegrino Musto2,5
1Laboratory of Clinical Research and Advanced Diagnostics, IRCCS – CROB, Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata,
Rionero in Vulture (Pz), Italy - valvano.luciana@gmail.com - 2Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit,
IRCCS – CROB, Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture (Pz), Italy - 3Department of Medicine,
University of Padova - Venetian Institute of Molecular Medicine, VIMM, Padova (PD), Italy - 4Hematology and Clinical
Immunology, Department of Medicine, Padua School of Medicine, Padova (PD), Italy - 5Hematology Department of
Basilicata, IRCCS – CROB, Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture (Pz), Italy
IMMUNOLOGY
I1

CHARACTERIZATION AND IMMUNE MODULATION OF HUMAN PLACENTA-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM
CELLS (PD-MSCs)
Amico G.1, Bulati M.2, Pampalone M.1, Miceli V.2, Frazziano G.1, Chinnici C.1, Padova A.1, Conaldi PG.2
1Ri.MED Foundation, Palermo - 2IRCSS ISMETT, Mediterranean Institute for Transplantation and Advanced
Specialized Therapies, Palermo

I2

TRANSLATIONAL CORRELATES 0F INDIRECT ANTIBODY IMMUNIZATION USING SCHEDULED
COMBINATION THERAPY WITH CARBOPLATIN PACLITAXEL PLUS OREGOVOMAB IN OVARIAN CANCER
PATINETS: A PHASE II RANDOMIZED STUDY
Battaglia A.,1 Fattorossi A.,1 Buzzonetti A., 1 Fossati M., 1 Scambia G.,1 Nicodemus C.,2 Madiyalakan M.,3
1Policlinico Universitario A. Gemelli-IRCCS, Roma RM, Italy, 2AIT Strategies, AIT Strategies, Franconia NH, USA,
3OncoQuest Inc., OncoQuest Inc., Edmonton- Alberta, Canada.

I3

WHITE MATTER MICROSTRUCTURE ALTERATIONS CORRELATE WITH TERMINALLY DIFFERENTIATED
CD8+ EFFECTOR T CELL DEPLETION IN THE PERIPHERAL BLOOD IN MANIA: COMBINED DTI AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION IN THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF BIPOLAR DISORDER
Fenoglio D. 1,3,5, Magioncalda P. 2,5, Martino M. 2,5, Sterlini B. 4, Tardito S. 1, Parodi A. 1, Altosole T. 1, Kalli F. 1,
Conio B. 2,5, Russo D. 2,5, Capobianco L. 2,5, Filaci G. 1,3,6, Inglese M. 2, Amore M. 2,5
1Center of Excellence; 2Dep Neuroscience, Rehabilitation, Ophthalmology, Genetics, Maternal and Child Health;
3Dep Internal Medicine; 4Dep Experimental Medicine; University of Genoa - 5IRCCS Ospedale Policlinico San
Martino, Genoa, Italy- 6Biotherapy Unit, IRCCS Ospedale Policlinico San Martino, Genoa Italy

I4

IMPLEMENTING BAT TEST SERVICE IN A FLOW CYTOMETRY LAB: SHARING OF LAST YEAR EXPERIENCE
AT LUM (Bologna)
E.Magrini, M. Bassi, P.Selva, A. Carangelo, H. Silvestri, G Deleonardi, P. Galati, R. Mancini
Lab Ematologia Speciale, LUM, Azienda Ospedaliera di Bologna.
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I5

EVALUATION OF AUTOPHAGY IN LYMPHOCYTE POPULATIONS DURING ATHEROSCLEROTIC PLAQUE
PROGRESSION WITH FLOW CYTOMETRY
Mandatori S.,1 Pacella I.,2 Piconese S.,2 Starace D.,1 Caprio M.,3,4 Armani A.,3 Marzolla V.,3 Mammi C.,3
Padula F.,1 Ziparo E.,1 Cecconi F.,5,6,7 and Filippini A.,1
1Department of Anatomical, Histological, Forensic Medicine and Orthopedic Sciences, Sapienza University of Rome,
00161 Rome, Italy - 2Department of Internal Medicine and Medical Specialties, Sapienza University of Rome 3Laboratory of Cardiovascular Endocrinology, IRCCS San Raffaele Pisana, Rome, Italy. - 4Department of Human
Sciences and Promotion of the Quality of Life, San Raffaele Roma Open University, Rome, Italy - 5Department of
Biology, University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy. - 6Department of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology,
IRCCS Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital, Rome, Italy. - 7Unit of Cell Stress and Survival, Danish Cancer Society
Research Center, Copenhagen, Denmark.
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EFFECTS OF PARP-1 GENE KNOCKOUT IN FOXP3+ AND HELPER-17 T CELL DIFFERENTIATION
Novelli F., Pioli C.
ENEA, Division of Health Protection Technologies, Laboratory of Biomedical Technologies, Rome, Italy.

I7

EFFECTS OF PLANT MICROVESICLES CONTAINING MIRNAS ON PROLIFERATION AND
APOPTOSIS IN TUMOUR CELL LINES
Potestà .M1*, Minutolo1*A., Roglia1 V., Fanell M. i1, Pietrobono. E1 , Iacovelli1 F., Gismondi A.1,
Desideri A.1, Canini A.1, Colizzi V.1 and Montesano C.1
1Department of Biology University of Rome "Tor Vergata" Via della Ricerca Scientifica, 1 - 00133 Rome, Italy
*These authors contributed equally to this work

I8

FLOW CYTOMETRY DETECTION OF PKCepsilon EXPRESSING PLATELETS AS A NOVEL
DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR FAST CHEST PAIN WORKUP
Pozzi G.,1 Masselli E.,1 Presta V.,1 Mattioli M.,2 Martini S.,3 Goldoni M.,1 Aloe R.,4 Cervellin G.,5 Gobbi G.1,
Vitale M.,1 Carubbi C.1
1Department of Medicine and Surgery, University of Parma, Parma, Italy. - 2Division of Cardiology, Azienda OspedalieroUniversitaria di Parma, Parma, Italy. - 3Protein Phosphorylation Laboratory, Francis Crick Institute, London, United
Kingdom. - 4Dipartimento di Biochimica ad Elevata Automazione, Dipartimento Diagnostico, Azienda OspedalieroUniversitaria di Parma, Parma, Italy. - 5Emergency Department, Azienda Ospedaliero- Universitaria di Parma, Parma, Italy.

I9

DOWN REGULATING mGluR5 IN THE SOD1G93A MOUSE MODEL OF ALS REDUCES THE
REACTIVE PHENOTYPE OF EX-VIVO CULTURED SPINAL CORD ASTROCYTES
Usai C.1, Provenzano F.2, Gallia E.2, Milanese M.2,3, Bonifacino T.2, Bonanno G.2,3
1Institute of Biophysics, National Research Council, 16149 Genoa, Italy; 2Department of Pharmacy, Unit of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Genoa, 16132 Genoa, Italy; - 3Center of Excellence for Biomedical
Research, University of Genoa, 16148 Genoa, Italy.
ONCOLOGY

O1 EFFECT OF THE NEW CISPLATIN-BASED Pt(IV)Ac-POA PRODRUG ON RAT C6 GLIOBLASTOMA CELLS
Beatrice Ferrari1, Erica Cecilia Priori1, Beatrice Rangone2, Mauro Ravera2, Paola Veneroni1,
Ilaria Zanellato2, Elisa Roda1,3, Domenico Osella2, Maria Grazia Bottone2
1Laboratory of Cell Biology and Neurobiology, Department of Biology and Biotechnology “L. Spallanzani”, University of
Pavia, Italy - 2Department of Sciences and Technological Innovation (DiSIT), University of Piemonte Orientale “A.
Avogadro”, Viale Teresa Michel 11, 15121, Alessandria, Italy - 3Laboratory of Clinical & Experimental Toxicology,
Pavia Poison Centre, National Toxicology Information Centre, Toxicology Unit, ICS Maugeri Spa, IRCCS Pavia, Italy
O2 Pt(IV)Ac-POA, A NEW PLATINUM-BASED PRODRUG. EMERGING IN VITRO STRATEGIES IN THE
TREATMENT OF GLIOBLASTOMA
Beatrice Ferrari1, Erica Cecilia Priori1, Beatrice Rangone2, Stella Siciliani1, Fabrizio De Luca1, Mauro Ravera2,
Paola Veneroni1, Elisa Roda1,3, Domenico Osella2, Maria Grazia Bottone2
1Laboratory of Cell Biology and Neurobiology, Department of Biology and Biotechnology “L. Spallanzani”, University of
Pavia, Italy; 2Department of Sciences and Technological Innovation (DiSIT), University of Piemonte Orientale “A.
Avogadro”, Alessandria, Italy; 3Laboratory of Clinical & Experimental Toxicology, Pavia Poison Centre, National
Toxicology Information Centre, Toxicology Unit, ICS Maugeri Spa, IRCCS Pavia, Pavia, Italy.
O3 TOPOGRAPHY PLAYS A PIVOTAL ROLE FOR OSTEOBLASTS RESPONSE, AT DIFFERENT SCALES OF
MAGNITUDE
1,2Montagna G., 5Waldorff E.I, 1,3Bloise N., 1,3,4Bertoglio F., 1,2Visai L., 5Fang S., 5Zhang N., 6Jiang J, 5Ryaby J.T.
1Molecular Medicine Department (DMM), Center for Health Technologies (CHT), UdR INSTM, University of Pavia,
Viale Taramelli 3/B - 27100 Pavia-Italy -2 Department Electrical, Computer and Biomedical Engineering, Università
degli Studi di Pavia, Pavia, Italy. 3 Department of Occupational Medicine, Toxicology and Environmental Risks,
Istituti Clinici Scientifici Maugeri, IRCCS, Via S. Boezio, 28 - 27100 Pavia – Italy 4 Scuola Universitaria Superiore
IUSS, Pavia – Italy - 5Orthofix, Inc., 3451 Plano Parkway, Lewisville, Texas, USA 6 University of Texas at Arlington,
Department of Material Science, Arlington, Texas, USA.
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O4 Hericium erinaceus DIETARY SUPPLEMENTATION PROMOTES PROLIFERATION AND NEUROGENESIS IN
FRAILTY MICE. AN IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STUDY IN HIPPOCAMPUS AND CEREBELLUM
Daniela Ratto1, Federica Corana2, Barbara Mannucci2, Erica Cecilia Priori1, Filippo Cobelli1, Elisa Roda1,3,
Beatrice Ferrari1, Alessandra Occhinegro1, Carmine Di Iorio1, Fabrizio De Luca1, Valentina Cesaroni4,
Carolina Girometta4, Maria Grazia Bottone1, Elena Savino4, Hirokazu Kawagishi5 and Paola Rossi1
1Department of Biology and Biotechnology “L. Spallanzani”, University of Pavia, Italy - 2Centro Grandi Strumenti,
University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy - 3Laboratory of Clinical & Experimental Toxicology, Pavia Poison Centre, National
Toxicology Information Centre, Toxicology Unit, ICS Maugeri Spa, IRCCS Pavia, Via Maugeri 10, Pavia, Italy 4Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy; - 5Research
Institute of Green Science and Technology, Shizuoka University, Shizuoka 422-8529, Japan
O5 AN ALTERNATIVE SOURCE OF MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS DERIVED FROM HUMAN OVARIAN
FOLLICULAR FLUID FOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH.
Riva F1, Omes C2, Sammarco G1, Ricci S1, Todaro F2, Mazzini G3
1Dept of Public Health, Experimental and Forensic Medicine, Histology and Embryology Unit, University of Pavia;
2Center of Reproductive Medicine, IRCCS S. Matteo Hospital Foundation, Pavia; 3IGM-CNR, Pavia.
O6 ASSESSING SENSITIVITY TO DNA DAMAGING AGENTS AND DNA REPAIR EFFICIENCY IN
RUBINSTEIN-TAYBI SYNDROME LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES
Scalera C.,1 D’Aulerio R.,1 Ticli G.,1 Dutto I.,1,2 Cazzalini O.,3 Savio M.,3 Gervasini C.,4 Mazzini G.,1 Larizza L.,5
Prosperi E.1
1Istituto di Genetica Molecolare (IGM) L. Cavalli Sforza, CNR, Pavia. 2 Institute for Research in Biomedicine (IRB),
Barcelona, Spain.3Dipartimento di Medicina Molecolare, Università di Pavia. 4Dipartimento di Scienze della Salute,
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FLOW CYTOMETRY AND OTHER ANIMALS
Alberto Álvarez-Barrientos
Servicio de Técnicas Aplicadas a la Biociencia
Edificio Guadiana - Universidad de Extremadura Badajoz España
aalvarezb2000@gmail.com
Veterinary Sciences have as focus of their research
varied animals other than mice, rat or human, usual research animals. Therefore, species with low profile like
sparrows, housemartins, pelicans, turtles or reptiles in
general, or sea mammals and fishes have the inconvenient of lack of reagents to study them. FCM is widely
used on research based in mice, rat and human but is not
usually used with other species. This talk tries to demonstrate the use, applications and advantages that the use
of FCM with those species can produce.
Working with pets (mainly dogs and cats) exist protocols
to use with cat and dog blood, but these is outside from
the scope of this talk.
The analysis of functional parameters in cells from birds
and fish blood can be adopted to analyze animal wealthy
status. The use of mitochondrial membrane potential, oxidative stress, viability and cell number are correlated with
toxicology and stress situation of birds and fishes. Those
analysis can be use in fish farms to stablish the wealthy
status of fish populations.
Other applications for wild animals will be shown.
Conclusion is that flow cytometry could be a powerful tool
in veterinary sciences.

MEASURING MYELOID-DERIVED SUPPRESSOR CELLS
TO STRATIFY CANCER PATIENTS AND REALIZE
IMMUNOTHERAPY’S FULL POTENTIAL
Alessandra Battaglia
Istituto di Clinica Ostetrica e Ginecologica - Università
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Alessandra.Battaglia@unicatt.it
Myeloid cells endowed with potent ability to suppress
several types of immune response have been described
since the early 1970s. In 2007, based on their myeloid
origin and on their peculiar functional activity, the name of
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) has been proposed to identify a heterogeneous population of myeloid
cells that has failed to complete differentiation and is
endowed with immunosuppressive/regulatory activity.
MDSC can be subdivided into two main subsets, MDSC
of monocyte (M-MDSC) and of polymorphonuclear
(PMN-MDSC) origin, both characterized by similar suppressive functions. PMN-MDSC are characterized by
reduced buoyancy as compared to their non-suppressive
PMN counterpart and, for this reason, they have more
recently been defined as low density neutrophils.
Conditions like chronic inflammation, autoimmune disease
and cancer cause the aberrant expansion of MDSC that can
in turn modify disease progression. In the cancer setting,
elevated levels of MDSC can be found in peripheral blood,
bone marrow, lymph nodes and tumour microenvironment.
The number of MDSC in the peripheral blood and in the
tumour microenvironment associates with stage in several
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types of malignancies. Most interestingly, accumulating evidence has demonstrated that MDSC may contribute to the
mechanisms of resistance to cytotoxic agents.
Emerging evidence suggests that MDSC play a role as
predictive biomarker for the efficacy of anti-cancer therapeutic vaccines and of immune checkpoint blockade
(ICB) therapies and represent a major obstacle to effective anti-cancer immune responses. Thus, assessing
MDSC before and during ICB and anticancer vaccine
therapies can represent a useful tool for identifying those
cancer patients who benefit from treatments.
The importance of MDSC as key components in the regulation of the immune response against cancer and in the
promotion of resistance to immunotherapy makes it critically important to properly measuring circulating MDSC
levels during clinical trials. As peripheral blood counts of
M-MDSC and PMN-MDSC are both considered relevant
for the efficacy of anticancer therapies, it is highly advisable to use standardized flow cytometry for highly accurate assessment of both MDSC subsets. Relevant for the
correct measurement of MDSC is to analyse them in
fresh and not in frozen blood samples, especially for
PMN-MDSC that do not survive freezing procedures.
Both MDSC can be identified by the coordinate expression of several myeloid markers, none of them, unfortunately, unique to MDSC. Thus, optimal cocktails of fluorochrome-conjugated monoclonal antibodies to provide
good separation of signals from background and as
diverged as possible in terms of excitation/emission characteristics to reduce spillover and spreading errors
should be selected. Use of FcR-blocking reagents is also
advisable as cells of myeloid origin often express several
Fc� receptors. Harmonization of gating strategies among
laboratories can considerably reduce the variability in
MDSC measurements. Finally, several efforts have
recently been made to identify PMN-MDSC in whole
blood without using cell sedimentation procedures, to
make their assessment less demanding.

CHIMERIC ANTIGEN RECEPTOR-MODIFIED
PERIPHERAL BLOOD NATURAL KILLER CELLS: A
NEW ALLOGENEIC ADOPTIVE IMMUNOTHERAPY
STRATEGY FOR THE TREATMENT OF B-CELL
LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA.
Carlomagno S1, Quintarelli C2-3, Caruso S2, De Angelis B2,
Moretta A1-4, Locatelli F2-5, Moretta L6, Sivori S1-4
1 Dipartimento di Medicina Sperimentale, Università degli
Studi di Genova, Genova, Italy - 2 Department of
Pediatric Hematology-Oncology, IRCCS Bambino Gesù
Children’s Hospital, Rome, Italy - 3 Department of
Clinical Medicine, University of Naples Federico II,
Naples, Italy. - 4 Centro di Eccellenza per le Ricerche
Biomediche, Università degli Studi di Genova, Genova,
Italy - 5 Department of Pediatric Science, University of
Pavia, Italy - 6 Dipartimento di Immunologia, IRCCS
Ospedale Bambin Gesù, Roma, Italy
The increasingly understanding of NK (NK) cells biology
makes these cells particularly interesting and useful for the
development of protocols for the clinical practice. These
lymphocytes of innate immunity are capable of killing multiple viral or tumor transformed target cells in non-HLA
restricted manner and, releasing soluble factors important
for regulating innate and adaptive immune responses.
Recent studies propose the use of NK cell lines engineered with "Chimeric Antigen Receptor" (CAR) to eradicate different types of tumors. Indeed CARs are proteins
designed to improve specific recognition and activation of
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lymphocytes towards tumor associated antigens.
In this study we present a characterization of NK cells
isolated from peripheral blood, activated and modified by
transduction of a CAR recognizing CD19 (CAR.CD19NK) in order to improve the recognition and elimination of
CD19positive leukemic cells. CAR.CD19 is expressed by
NK cells at different maturation stages (NKG2A/KIR subsets) and does not influence the expansion of peculiar NK
cell subsets, including the CD57positive terminally differentiated NK cells. In CAR.CD19-NK cells, the main native
activating receptors and co-receptors maintain their surface expression and their functional capabilities.
Furthermore, the CAR.CD19-NK cells are able to release
higher amounts of lytic granules than unmodified NK cells
in co-culture with CD19positive lymphoma cell lines. In
addition, CAR.CD19 triggering is only partially inhibited
by the negative signals generated by the interaction of
HLA-specific inhibitory receptors, such as KIRs or
NKG2A, with their specific HLA ligands on target cells, as
observed by degranulation assays against CD19positive
transfected cell lines with several HLA class I alleles.
These results suggest that CAR-NK cells may represent
a valid alternative to the use of CAR-T cells for the adoptive immunotherapy, surpassing issues affecting the current CAR-T therapies such as the need for a personalized
and patient-specific product.

PREANALYTICAL ISSUES IN DIAGNOSTIC FLOW
CYTOMETRY IN VETERINARY MEDICINE
Stefano Comazzi,
Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of Milan
stefano.comazzi@unimi.it
The use of flow cytometry in veterinary laboratory diagnostics is quite recent acquisition in veterinary medicine
although it is growing. The main problems that have contributed to slowing down the spread of this technique in
veterinary practice are 1) the cost of the instrumentation,
2) the poor availability of specific monoclonal antibodies
for the different species of veterinary interest, and 3) the
influence of many pre-analytical aspects potentially
affecting the quality of the flow cytometric results. The
increased availability on the market of small, and quite
affordable equipment, equipped with 2 lasers, has contributed to increasing the diffusion of flow cytometers
involved in diagnostics, not only in academic laboratories
but also in large reference facilities. In the meantime the
ongoing development of monoclonal antibodies specific
for the main leukocyte subpopulations of dogs, cats,
horses and domestic ruminants, as well as the availability of antibodies prelabeled with different fluorochromes,
has allowed the spread of wide multicolor diagnostic panels. However, preanalytical aspects remain the main
issues that limits the clinical diagnostic potential in veterinary medicine. The need of shipping samples to an
equipped reference laboratory requires a punctual standardization of sampling, sample preparation, storage and
transport techniques. In two retrospective researches
derived from the caseloads collected in 6-7 years experience on dogs and cats submitted for flow cytometry, the
factors that have the highest probability to produce inconclusive results were evaluated. The final aim was to
define some guidelines that can be used to minimize the
influence of preanalytical errors on the final report thus
allowing a standardization of the method. In particular, we
focused on samples sent for the diagnosis of lymphoma,
the main hematopoietic neoplasm of the dog and cat, in
which the flow cytometric diagnosis is obtained on sam-

ples collected by fine needle aspiration and resuspended
in liquid medium. This technique plays a primary role for
the final diagnosis as it is very informative and minimally
invasive, which makes it suitable for even the most
aggressive and shy patients. In light of the results, some
recommendations were drawn up on the type of withdrawal, the transport medium, the storage and shipping
methods. The cellularity of the samples, the availability of
at least a cytological slide for microscopically evaluation,
and of samples taken even from multiple locations (lymph
node, peripheral blood, bone marrow, spleen or masses),
as well as the experience and technical skill of the veterinarian who submits the sample proved to be among the
aspects that most influence the probability of producing
an accurate diagnosis. In contrast less importance is
given to the type of transport, the transport medium and
the site of the sampled lesion. Samples that have been
properly processed and shipped may produce adequate
flow cytometric diagnoses in more than 90% of cases in
the dog and in more than 60% of the cases in the cat.

ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF
CANINE LYMPHOMA
Stefano Comazzi
Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of Milan
Immunophenotyping lymphomas in the canine species is
for sure the most interesting among the many applications
of flow cytometry in veterinary medicine. Canine lymphoma, because of its diffuse nature, is the best candidate
to be investigated using needle aspiration techniques,
therefore the role of cytology associated with flow cytometry in dogs has a far greater importance than in human
medicine. In dogs, lymphomas with nodal architecture
such as follicular lymphoma, have been reported too but
they appear very rare. Therefore the evaluation of the histological pattern is not compulsory in more than 70-80% of
cases of canine lymphoma subtypes. The ongrowing availability of large panels of antibodies labeled with different
fluorochromes has today allowed not only the evaluation of
the immunophenotype of most diffuse canine lymphoma
subtypes (Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma, Peripheral T
Cell Lymphoma, T Zone Lymphoma, Marginal Zone
Lymphoma) with high accuracy, but also the determination
of infiltration of peripheral blood and bone marrow and
residual disease after therapy. The integrated approach of
cytology and flow cytometry for the diagnosis of lymphoma
in dogs allows to obtain prognostic and therapeutic indications that may help to set chemotherapeutic protocols even
in subjects in which lymphadenectomy is difficult, with a
good concordance with histological techniques. In addition
flow cytometry has demonstrated the best accuracy in
diagnosis some specific lymphoma subtypes, such as T
zone lymphoma, among all other techniques. The use of
specific algorithms allows us to limit the antibodies that can
be used to those of actual interest for the specific neoplasm. Finally, in some cases flow cytometry allows to test
some antigens with prognostic meaning. This is the case of
MHC II, CD25, CD34 and other putative markers whose
expression has been reported associated to outcome in
different lymphoma subtypes. Further researches, especially on this last aspect, are necessary to expand the
panel of specific monoclonal antibodies. In particular, the
availability of a larger panel of antibodies for the detection
of the maturation stages of the B cell line and of specific
antibodies for NK cells would certainly be of great help for
a more accurate diagnosis of lymphoma in the dog.
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CIRCULATING MICRORNAS AND EXTRACELLULAR
VESICLES: CYTOFLUORIMETRIC STUDIES.
D’Agnano Igea
CNR-Institute for Biomedical Technologies, Segrate (MI).
igea59@gmail.com
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) represent a group of small (18-25
nucleotides) single-stranded non-coding RNAs, highly conserved from an evolutionary point of view, which bind to
complementary target sequences present on messenger
RNAs with which they form sequence-specific hybrids.
This bond involves the destabilization or degradation of
specific messenger RNA and the subsequent inhibition of
its translation. In the last decade, it has emerged that
miRNAs are key post-transcriptional regulators of gene
expression involved in numerous cellular processes such
as proliferation, growth, differentiation, apoptosis and the
immune response. Their expression is often altered in
many human diseases such as tumours. The expression of
miRNAs has been systematically analysed in tumour samples of different histotype and so-called "signatures" have
been identified that can distinguish tumour cells from the
corresponding normal cells. In many cases, their altered
expression is associated with the prognosis and progression of neoplastic disease. miRNAs are extremely stable
molecules and easily measurable by molecular techniques
in tissues and body fluids, where they are physiologically
present thanks to processes of exocytosis or cell lysis and
where they are protected from degradation by binding to
protein carriers or because they are contained within extracellular vesicles (EVs) such as e.g. exosomes. EVs are
small vesicles formed by a cell membrane and an internal
content composed of nucleic acids, including miRNAs, proteins and lipids. In recent years, it has been increasingly
demonstrated that EVs represent a new mechanism of
intercellular communication thanks to their function as
transporters of molecules such as microRNAs from a
donor to a recipient cell thus transferring functional information at the paracrine and endocrine level. The recent
increase in the sensitivity of technologies for the analysis
of genetic material has allowed the sampling and analysis
of small amounts of free DNA / RNA released in the blood
from tumours, giving rise to the practice of liquid biopsy as
an alternative approach to standard biopsy for monitor the
genetic profile of tumours. Liquid biopsies offer many
advantages, as well as being a less painful, simpler and
less expensive sampling procedure; they can represent
the entire heterogeneity of the disease. Very recently, interesting techniques have been developed that use flow
cytometry both for measuring the expression of miRNAs
inside cells (e.g. SmartFlare technology) and for selective
capture of EVs, using the expression on the surface of EVs
themselves of different protein molecules such as
tetraspanin. In the first case, the big advantage over traditional molecular evaluation methods of RNA is that of being
able to measure the expression of miRNAs at the single
cell level, on intact cells without compromising vitality and
integrity. Moreover, thanks to the non-toxicity of these technologies the possibility of working with live cells allows further applications ranging from the vital sorting to the quantitative PCR. In the second case, the possibility of characterizing and possibly separating different populations of
EVs allows the measurement of miRNAs contained in
them and expressed at very low levels.
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MULTICOLOR PANEL DESIGN
Sara De Biasi
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
debiasisara@yahoo.it
Flow cytometry is a rapidly evolving field that allows the
measurement of multiple parameters using fluorescent
markers. Variables in cell and reagent preparation, fluorochrome choice, cytometer function, data acquisition
parameters, and data analysis will all affect the experimental outcome in terms of accurate identification of
desired populations of cells and quantification of their
characteristics. This lesson is intended to introduce the
basic theory and protocols needed to plan and run simple
to complex multicolor experiments. A basic understanding of fluorochromes and their characteristics, spectral
overlap and spillover, compensation and spread, as well
as cytometer variables that can affect the sensitivity of
the measurements is necessary will be illustrated. Rules
and recommendations for the choice of fluorochrome
combinations for multicolor panel design will be discussed in detail, as well as the pros and cons of different
controls.

IS MEASURING MICROVESICLES AND EXOSOMES
BY A CONVENTIONAL FLOW CYTOMETER
POSSIBLE?
Andrea Fattorossi
Ist. Clinica Ostetrica e Ginecologica, Dip. Scienze
della Salute della Donna e del Bambino, Fondazione
Policlinico Universitario A. Gemelli IRCCS Roma
andrea.fattorossi@guest.policlinicogemelli.it
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-surrounded
structures released into the intercellular environment and
blood stream by a large variety of cells. EVs shuttle lipids,
proteins, RNA, DNA, and other metabolites between cells
and tissues. They diverge into two main subgroups
according to their cellular origin: microvesicles (100–
1,000 nm in diameter, MVs) are shed from the plasma
membrane, whereas exosomes, which are generally
smaller in size (30–100 nm in diameter, EXOs) originate
from the endosome as intraluminal vesicles enclosed
within multivesicular bodies. Because of their increasingly recognized importance in a variety of physiological and
pathological conditions, EVs are currently extensively
investigated in the clinical setting. A number of techniques are available for assessing EVs, including electron microscopy, resistive pulse sensing, nanoparticle
tracking analysis, dynamic light scatter (DLS) and flow
cytometry (FC). FC combines speed and high-throughput
and offers multi-parameter capability and the potential to
inform on the EVs phenotype. A flow cytometer measures
forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) concurrently, and the two parameters combined provide a fairly
good foundation to begin analysis. Although FSC, and
more rarely SSC, is suitable as the trigger threshold,
when the scattered light does not exceed the optical and
electronic noise, analyzing small nanometer-sized particles generates signals that may be exceedingly low and
fall within the range of background noise. Scatter signal
intensity has a strong dependence on the relationship
between the size of the particle and the wavelength of the
incident laser light. Thus, some modern instruments have
the capability to measure SSC (generally more sensitive
than FSC) off the violet (incident light 405 nm) in addition
to that off the blue (incident light 488 nm) laser.
Unfortunately, even this benefit falls short of expectations
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as the signal drops with the power of six to the diameter.
Adding a fluorescent tracking dye improves resolution,
although also the fluorescence analysis is made difficult
by the really dim light presented by the small size of EVs
(generally EXOs). Moreover, some fluorescent probes
induce aggregation.
The major problem in the FC of EVs is the excess of coincident particles (swarm detection) and/or the presence of
aggregates. This phenomenon deeply affects the FC of
the EVs, as it makes a number of EVs passing through
the laser beam at the same time to be measured as a single event producing scatter and fluorescence signals
comparable to those of a single large particle. Although
sample dilution can solve the problem for EVs >100/120
nm, the risk remains that smaller EVs are in fact detected by the FC only because several of them traverse the
laser spot at the same time and are therefore coincident
events. Furthermore, immunophenotyping of EVs in the
EXOs range is challenged by the limited number of target
molecules available for binding on the EXOs surface.
These limitations represent insuperable hurdles for the
cytometry of EVs below the 100/80 nm range by FC and
make it difficult to interpret conclusions of studies reporting on EVs in the EXOs size range in various biological
fluids. Laboratory-built cytometers featuring reduced
probe volume for background reduction, a very low flow
rate to extended dwell time and optimized hydrodynamic
focusing of the particles for enhanced photon generation
will probably improve the FC of the EVs. These instruments, however, are not best suited for the wide range of
other, more conventional applications (e.g., multicolor
immunophenotyping) required in clinical settings.

ALLOGENEIC CYTOKINE INDUCED KILLER (CIK)
CELLS TRANSDUCED WITH CD19 CHIMERIC ANTIGEN
RECEPTOR (CAR): DEVELPOMENT, CLINICAL
APPLICATION AND FLOW CYTOMETRIC
MONITORING IN PATIENTS WITH B-CELL
PRECURSOR ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA
(BCP-ALL).
Giuseppe Gaipa
Laboratorio di Terapia Cellulare e Genica Stefano Verri,
ASST-Monza, Ospedale San Gerardo, Monza (MB),
Fondazione Tettamanti, Clinica Pediatrica Università
degli Studi Milano Bicocca, Monza (MB)
Background
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a malignant disorder with a long-term remission of less than 50% of adult
patients and of nearly 80% of children. Relapsed and
refractory (r/r) adult and childhood B-ALL patients have
significant unmet medical needs. Adoptive transfer of
patient-derived T cells engineered to express a chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) by viral vectors has achieved
complete remission and durable response in highly
refractory populations (1). In addition, unmodified
Cytokine Induced Killer (CIK) cells (CD3+CD56+ T cells)
have clearly demonstrated a high profile of safety in ALL
patients (2). Here, we demonstrate the feasibility and
reproducibility of a Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)compliant culture and gene-modification protocol of allogeneic CIK cells using the non-viral Sleeping Beauty (SB)
transposon system (3) to obtain CD19CAR expressing
CIK cells (4-6) starting from limited amounts of peripheral blood (PB).
Methods
Fifty mL of PB were centrifuged on Ficoll gradient to
obtain mononuclear cells (PBMCs). PBMCs were then

simultaneously electro-transferred with the SB GMPgrade DNA transfer CD19.CAR/pTMNDU3 plasmid
(human 3rd generation anti-CD19CD28OX40z CAR
under the pTMNDU3 promoter), and transposase pCMVSB11 plasmid (kindly provided by L. Cooper, MDACC,
Houston, TX, USA). CIK populations (7) were then generated according to the method enclosed in the filed
patent EP20140192371 (4). The manufacturing process
and the quality control tests were performed in a good
manufacturing practices (GMP) academic cell factory
authorized by Agenzia Italiana del Farmaco (AIFA) in the
context of an ongoing phase I clinical trial
(NCT03389035) for children and adults with
relapsed/refractory B-cell precursor ALL post hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT).
Results
We manufactured ten batches by seeding a median of
103.16x106 allogeneic PBMCs derived from 50 ml of peripheral blood (range 46.5 – 193.17x106). After 20-27 days of culture (median 22) we harvested a median of 3.6x109 nucleated cells (range 1.40 – 15.75x109). At the end of expansion,
cell viability was 97.24% (range 91.99%-98.96%), manufactured cells were mostly CD3+ lymphocytes (mean 98.73%
±SD 1.55%). Of these, 46.17% ± 17.92% were CAR+ and
43.89% ± 10.13% were CD56+, while median fold increase
was 176.6 (37.0-1350), 161.2 (65.6-1465), 174.4 (23.1-1359)
respectively,and had a median vector copy number (VCN) of
2.56 VCN/cells, according to pre-clinical data (4). In all the ten
batches, CARCIK-CD19 cells demonstrated potent and specific in vitro cytotoxicity towards the CD19+ REH target cell
line (mean 80.68%, range 61.89%-97.72%). Cell products
appear to be highly polyclonal and no signs of genotoxicity by
transposon insertions could be observed by integration site
(IS) analysis performed using Sonication Linker Mediated
(SLiM)-PCR and Illumina MiSeq sequencing. All the batches
were released after about 10 days after the end of production.
The quality requirements for batch release were met in all 10
productions.
Conclusions
Overall, these results demonstrate that clinical-grade SB
transduction of allogeneic CIK cells with CD19 CAR is
feasible and allows efficient expansion of highly potent
CARCIK-CD19 cells starting from easily available small
amounts of PB, with important implications for non-viral
technology. In summary our data represent a solid
ground for the future development of further SB-based
platforms. A clinical trial investigating allogeneic CARCIKCD19 in r/r pediatric and adult ALL post HSCT is currently ongoing (NCT03389035).

“PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN CLL”
Valter Gattei
Head Clinical and Experimental Onco-Hematology Unit
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico, I.R.C.C.S. - Aviano
:vgattei@cro.it" vgattei@cro.it
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) is a disease characterized by quite heterogeneous clinical courses, that
can be at least in part foreseen by investigating the presence/absence of several prognostic biomarkers. The
speech will review the main prognostic factors identified
in recent years in CLL, highlighting and discussing especially those that, from a clinical point of view, have been
identified as the most relevant one, actually behaving as
"predictive factors", ie biomarkers whose value is capable
to help clinicians in the choice of the optimal therapy,
either the conventional chemo-immunotherapeutic regimens or the novel biological therapies with B cell recep21
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tor inhibitors. In this context, the markers that will be discussed are the following: CD49d, mutational state of the
IGHV, TP53 and NOTCH1 genes. Of the aforementioned
biomarkers, some "biological" interactions will be discussed (eg between CD49d and CD38, between CD49d
and trisomy 12 and NOTCH1 mutations and between
CD49d and BCR), along with some specific biological
activities (eg effect of the activation of the NOTCH1 pathway on CD20 expression) and some aspects related to
the clinical relevance of the mutational load (eg for TP53
gene mutations).

INNATE IMMUNE CELL RESPONSE TO
INFLAMMATORY STIMULI
Granucci F.
Department of Biotechnology and Biosciences, University
of Milano-Bicocca Milan Italy
Innate immunity is the most ancient form of response to
pathogens and it relies on evolutionary conserved signaling pathways, i.e. those involving the NF-kB pathway.
Nevertheless, increasing evidence suggests that factors
that have appeared more recently in evolution, such as
the Nuclear Factor of Activated T cell transcription factor
family (NFATc), also contribute to innate immune
response regulation in vertebrates. We have observed
that exposure to inflammatory stimuli, such as LPS,
induces the activation of NFATc factors in innate immune
cells, including conventional dendritic cells (DCs). In turn,
NFAT contributes to the regulation of inflammatory
cytokine production, antigen transport to the lymph nodes
via the lymph and DC life cycle. The NFAT-controlled
phenomena and the consequences of NFAT activation
will be discussed in models of microbial infections and
sterile inflammation.

CD34 CELLS AND QUALITY CONTROLS.
Daniela Graziano.
Settore di Immunologia cellulare in oncoematologia SIT
A.O. A. Cardarelli Napoli
Hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPC) normally represent 35% of the cells in bone marrow and 0,03-0.05% in peripheral blood. They are capable to self-renovate and to generate every hematological cell. The source of HPCs for transplant purposes, can be bone marrow, peripheral blood and
placental or umbilical cord blood cells (CBCs). CBCs use
has been restricted to pediatric patients due to the low
amount of them. The favorite source for transplant purposes
are hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPC) that are mobilized
from bone marrow into peripheral blood by cytotoxic drugs
and/or cytokines. Using only chemotherapy the increase of
cells in the peripheral blood is of the order of 20-25 times;
using only growth factors, the increase of cells is of the order
of 16-25 times; using both of them, the increase of cells is of
the order of 100-160 times. It is possible to collect them by
apheresis and use for transplant purposes. To guarantee the
engraftment of HPC transplant it is very important to enumerate the HPC in peripheral blood in order to choose the
best timing for collection and to calculate the number of HPC
transplanted per kg body weight. From the discovery of
CD34 antigen, which identifies a membrane glycoprotein
located on HPC, flow cytometric enumeration of CD34+
cells was proposed as the best indicator of the restorative
capacity of PBSC transplant both in the event of autologous
transplant, that in case of HLA identical allogeneic donors. It
is fundamental to establish standardized protocols for the
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enumeration of CD34+ cells to guarantee the minimal intra
and interlaboratory variation. So an ideal surrogate marker
of engraftment must be a robust and reproductive method
available at time of decision making so as to give a reliable prediction of time of engraftment. The early pluripotent
progenitor cell is positive for CD34 and CD90 antigen and is
negative for CD38, HLA DR and CD45 RA antigen. The
CD34 cell count is performed on peripheral blood samples
obtained within 6 h of venipuncture, stored at temperature of
4 C. It is recommended to use Fitc conjugated CD45 FITC,
CD34 PE and 7 AAD. A minimum of 100 CD34events should
be collected. Absolute counts should be derived using single
platform technology and reverse pipetting. The sequential
gating strategies as described in the ISHAGE strategy
EWGCCA modified protocol is recommended.
Flow Cytometer performance should be monitored daily
using commercial beads and isotype negative and positive controls.
It is necessary to participate to accredited external
Quality control program.

NEW APPLICATIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC VETERINARY
MEDICINE
Melega Maverick
Dipartimento di Scienze Veterinarie -Università di Torino
maverick.melega89@gmail.com;
maverick.melega@unito.it
Flow cytometry (FC) found wide application in veterinary
diagnostics, particularly in hematopoietic disorders, thanks
to its rapidity, repeatability and the reduced cost considering
the high number of antibodies simultaneously used. We
recently investigated the extension of the diagnostic potential of FC with particular interest in cavitary effusions, mast
cell tumors (MCT) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).
Morphological assessment of cells in cavitary effusions is
challenging and ancillary immunobased test are often
needed to identify the origin of the cells. Even though fluids are naturally suitable for FC analysis, its application is
generally limited to lymphoma-related effusions while classical techniques (immunocytochemistry on direct smears
or cell blocks) are applied in other cases. By integrating
specific non-hematopoietic markers (e.g. cytokeratin,
vimentin and desmin) in the common broad-spectrum panels, FC allows the contemporary identification of the main
cell lines. Inflammatory, mesothelial and epithelial cells can
therefore be identified and characterized in one test with a
short turnover time. This contribution to refining the cytological diagnosis is particularly relevant when invasive
sampling, poor clinical conditions or limited owner compliance do not allow the histological diagnosis.
Diagnostic workup of cutaneous MCT includes cytological diagnosis, histological grading and staging on different matrices. FC has been demonstrated to be a useful
tool for mast cells characterization, particularly to detect
aberrant phenotypes, to quantify mast cells in lymph
nodes and for diagnostic purposes. This technique can
find application in the staging process and in the study of
prognostic factors, ensuring rapid results and contributing
to define the oncological status especially in patient not
eligible for surgery.
CSF flow cytometric analysis can be an alternative
method to the manual counting chambers, reducing the
processing time with a high repeatability. The evaluation
of morphological scatters allows the quantification of red
blood cells and total nucleated cells and the detection of
the inflammatory neutrophilic component. Moreover,
other inflammatory and neoplastic populations can be
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identified using specific antibodies. However, lacking
data regarding normal composition of CSF, reference values with clinical relevance, times and methods of processing and storage, currently limit the daily flow cytometric analysis of CSF.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) TUMOR CELL CULTURES:
ADVANCED CELL MODELS IN CANCER RESEARCH.
Rainaldi G.
Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Reparto Immunologia dei
Tumori, Dipartimento di Oncologia e Medicina
Molecolare, Roma, Italy
gabriella.rainaldi@iss.it
For many years, researchers have studied cancer especially by utilizing tumor cell lines grown in bi-dimensional
(2D) monolayer. Although this in vitro cell system has provided important information regarding the mechanisms
responsible for tumor cell behavior, it is inadequate in
representing properly in vivo tumors. In fact, in monolayer cultures the three-dimensional (3D) architecture of the
tumor and its interactions with the microenvironment are
ignored. For these reasons, it is becoming more and
more clear that 2D tumor monolayers are unsuitable in
evaluating, in a realistic manner, the response to anticancer treatments.
In order to design more suitable pre-clinical in vitro models
that simulate much more closely the 3D architecture of
solid tumor and its numerous interactions with the microenvironment, 3D tumor models have been developed.
To accurately recreate in vitro the complex tumor
microenvironment remains a major challenge, but this will
be the key to coherently define tumor behavior and to
increase the success of translating new anticancer therapies in clinical practice. Within anticancer therapeutic
strategies, the potential of 3D tumor culture systems is
increasingly recognized. In fact, advanced 3D tumor
models are an extraordinary tool strikingly mirroring
pathophysiological aspects of in vivo human solid cancers, thus, allowing more realistic results. Indeed, it is
thought that these in vitro 3D models of cancer might be
the actual promising approach in experimental translational research aimed to appropriately assess and speedup predictions on the clinical efficacy, and to apply adequately to international and national research projects.
To date a broad range of culturing methods have been
developed to generate in vitro 3D cancer models.
Although research on this topic may be experimentally
quite complex, different techniques are employed to
study and characterize in detail this 3D tumor systems. In
this context, flow cytometry plays a pivotal role. In fact,
flow cytometry is a fundamental tool to evaluate cell
growth dynamic of 3D tumor cell cultures, to investigate
their response to antineoplastic agents, and to analyze
3D tumor models co-cultured with non-tumor cells. From
these considerations, it is apparent that flow cytometry
represents an indispensable technical approach in cancer research utilizing 3D tumor cell cultures.

FLOW CYTOMETRY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF
NON-ONCOLOGICAL DISEASES IN VETERINARY
MEDICINE
Fulvio Riondato
Dipartimento di Scienze Veterinarie - Università di Torino
fulvio.riondato@unito.it
The clinical-diagnostic application of flow cytometry in vet-

erinary medicine is mainly focused on hemato-oncological
diseases. Flow cytometry is also used in different contexts
and to analyze different kind of samples (CSF, effusions,
urine, ecc). However, the second most requested clinically relevant analysis is aimed at the diagnosis of immunemediated diseases such as immune-mediated haemolytic
anemia (IMHA) and immunomediated thrombocytopenia
(ITP). The test takes advantages of the cytometer’s ability
to detect the presence of immunoglobulins eventually
adherent to the surface of red blood cells and platelets.
The test is definitely more sensitive than the classic
Coomb's test for the IMHA diagnosis. On the contrary, for
the diagnosis of ITP the test appears much less reliable
and is associated in particular with a high number of false
positive restults. The test provides no indications for a differential diagnosis between primary and secondary forms,
both for IMHA and ITP. A further application with clinical
value is the evaluation of the immune balance through the
quantification of circulating CD4 + and CD8 + lymphocytes, which finds particular utility in FIV-positive cats.
Similar to HIV infection in humans, the variations of these
two populations are associated with different stages of the
infection, with particular significance on the amount of circulating CD4 + cells.

FLOW CYTOMETRY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF
CANINE LEUKEMIAS
Fulvio Riondato
Dipartimento di Scienze Veterinarie - Università di Torino
fulvio.riondato@unito.it
Flow cytometry basically provides two information when a
leukemia is suspected in a pet: it confirms or excludes the
diagnosis of neoplastic proliferation and provides indications on the lineage of the neoplastic cells.
Namely, the analysis tell us if we are actually facing a
leukemia and if it is a myeloid, monocytic, lymphoid,
megakaryocytic or undifferentiated leukemia. The first
goal is achieved through the detection of a predominant
population with a unique immunophenotype, which is
interpreted as a surrogate for clonality. The second goal
depends on the detection of antigens specific of each
line: CD11b and CD14 for the myeloid and monocytic
line; CD3, CD5, CD4 and CD8 for the lymphoid T-cell line;
CD79 and CD21 for the lymphoid B-cells; CD61 for the
megakaryocytic line. The possible aberrant exposure of
these antigens contributes to the diagnosis of neoplastic
proliferation. The expression of CD34 and CD117 (precursor markers) is typically a sign of an acute leukemia,
though acute negative forms are not uncommon, especially among lymphoid leukemias. The evaluation of
anamnestic data, clinical picture and laboratory results is
still mandatory for a differential diagnosis with particular
attention to the peripheral blood picture (cytopenias most
frequently are associated with acute forms). A particular
leukemia of splenic origin is frequently diagnosed in the
dog: it is an indolent form characterized by LGL lymphocytes that appear CD8+ CD11d+. Finally, while prognostic markers have recently been reported for canine lymphomas, specific flow cytometric indicators with prognostic significance have not yet been identified for leukemias.

TLR, NCR, KIR ... ..AND CAR: CRITICAL "SWITCHES"
OF HUMAN NK CELLS
Simona Sivori
Department of Experimental Medicine (DIMES) - Histology
section, University of Genoa. Center of Excellence for
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Biomedical Research (CEBR), University of Genoa.
Simona.Sivori@unige.it
Natural Killer (NK) cells, thanks to the constitutive expression of an efficient lithic machine and the rapid release of
cytokines, play an important role in innate defenses against
viral infections, tumor growth and metastatic spread.
Several receptors expressed on NK cells can mutually
coordinate and regulate their functions, contributing to
the generation of innate responses and the subsequent
triggering of adaptive immune responses. NK cells can
be activated via TLRs and/or NCRs, two different types of
receptors that can cooperate in inducing NK cell activation and in controlling viral/bacterial infection and cancer.
The activation of NK cells is also under the control of the
inhibitory receptors KIR and CD94/NKG2A, specific for
self HLA-cl I molecules. The lack of recognition of HLA
molecules by inhibitory receptors allows the activation of
NK cells following the involvement of NCRs. KIR and
NKG2A are clonally expressed and their cellular distribution allows to distinguish subpopulations of NK cells with
different phenotypic and functional characteristics.
Many evidences also support the existence of a correlation between the presence of activating KIR receptors and
the clinical outcome of some human diseases, including viral
infections, some cancers and autoimmune diseases.
The collaboration between TLR and KIR has also been
described. Indeed, some KIRs can function as sensors for
microbial products and as chaperones for TLR9 ligands.
Recent studies have re-evaluated or confirmed the
importance of NK cells in tumor therapy. In fact, NK cells
can perform unique anti-tumor activities such as ADCC,
thanks to the expression of CD16, or the killing of HLA-cl
I-deficient tumor cells not detectable by cytolytic T lymphocytes. Furthermore, masking of HLA-cl I-specific KIR
or NKG2A inhibitory receptors may allow NK cells to perform their cytotoxic activity even against HLA-cl I+ target
cells. Finally, the generation of CAR-NK cells can implement CAR-T cell therapy, exploiting the homing properties and the typical functional characteristics of NK cells.

Allergology

DIRECT-NO-LABELLING METHOD FOR EVALUATING
IN VITRO SKIN SENSITIZATION
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY
A. Buzzella1,2, G. Mazzini1,3, U. Pianca2,
C. Angelinetta2, R. Vicini2, O. Pastoris1.
1. Department of Biology and Biotechnology "Lazzaro
Spallanzani", University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy.
2. Bio Basic Europe s.r.l., Milan, Italy.
3. Institute of Molecular Genetics, CNR, Pavia, Italy.
BACKGROUND: In the last decade many progresses
have bene made in the development of alternative tests
in order to comply with the European legislation regarding safety assessment of cosmetic ingredients and products. In particular, concerning skin sensitization, one of
the in vitro methods used is human cell line activation test
(h-CLAT). H-CLAT is based on the measurement of fluorescence intensity of two specific markers CD54 and
CD86, correlated to the third key event of the Adverse
Outcome Pathway (AOP) of skin sensitization: the activation of monocytes and dendritic cells. Following this
method, different compounds have been analyzed, but
the emitted fluorescence, generally at low intensity, has
caused problems concerning the interpretation of results,
OBJECTIVE: Find an alternative cytometric parameter
for discriminating skin sensitizers and non-sensitizers.
METHODS: THP-1 monocytic cell line have been analyzed
with flow cytometry after treatment with sensitizing substances administered at non-cytotoxic concentrations.
RESULTS: Cells treated with skin sensitizers show evident variations to a more “condensed” morphology allowing their identification under microscope as a sensitized
subpopulation. These changes cause similar alterations
in forward and side scatter, making cells easily monitorable by flow cytometry.
CONCLUSIONS: This method, based on the analysis of
scattering parameters, can be used as an in vitro test for
the identification of skin sensitizing potential of chemical
compounds.

BASOPHIL ACTIVATION TEST IN ORAL DESENSITIZATION TO COW'S MILK ALLERGY
Garziano F.1; De Falco C.1; Vitale A.2; Strisciuglio C.2;
Atripaldi L.1; Perna F.1
1 Ospedali dei Colli-U.O.C. Biochimica Clinica
Diparimento di Servizi Sanitari
2 Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli–
Dipartimento della Donna, del Bambino e di Chirurgia
Generale e Specialistica
federica.garziano@gmail.com
Introduction: Cow’s milk protein allergy (CMPA) is the
most frequent food allergy in childhood with an incidence
of 2-3% among newborns. Long-term prognosis in affected children is generally satisfactory despite the increasing impact in terms of socio-medical costs resulting from
the exclusion diet. Although milk tolerance may occur
spontaneously in 80-90% of subjects within the fifth year
of life, several desensitization therapies have been proposed to accelerate this recovery. Basophil Activation
Test (BAT) has been widely used in the screening of aller24
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gy sufferers and in the selection of candidates to cow’s
milk reintroduction. Several studies showed that treatment with the probiotics L. Gassari CECT5714 e L.
Coryniformis CECT5711 has beneficial effects on different immunological parameters including reduction in
allergen-specific IgE.
Methods: In a cohort of 8 children CMPA with
a positive skin prick test, BAT was performed to confirm the
diagnosis at time 0 (T0), and repeated to monitor the course
of therapy after 45 days of probiotic administration (T1), and
45 days after having stopped therapy (T2). We used
Beckman Coulter Allergenicity kit that utilizes CD203c PE e
CD3 PC7 to select the basophil population inside the lympho-monocyte region (CD3- CRTH2+); CD203c, normally
present on basophil granulocytes but over-expressed on
activated ones, evaluates IgE-mediated activation.
Results: BAT confirmed skin prick testing with high levels of
specific degranulation at T0; a significant decrease in
basophil activation for all tested milk proteins was observed
at T1. Values returned similar to basal levels at T2.
Conclusions: BAT is a reliable test in the diagnosis of
cow's milk allergy and in the screening of subjects candidate to oral food challenges. BAT may also prove useful
in monitoring desensitization therapy to define its effects
over time in order to establish the correct duration of
treatments.

The usability of BAT assay was as much important for our
lab as standardization. Our current BAT workflow allowed
to process the majority of requests, with 2 days of testing
per week, integrating BAT into all our routine. Any optimization and improvement in lab workflow will be taken in
consideration to fulfill the current increasing needs of the
test from clinicians.
We have very few information on the clinic of the patient
to evaluate the relevance of the request. The only parameters we have are the high percentage of requests coming from specialist only and the quality of request focusing only on specified drug classes. From both side we got
good results coming out from years of interaction and discussion with clinicians. Further improvement in this
regards will be discussed with clinicians to better analyze
the aspirin results.

IMPLEMENTING BAT TEST SERVICE IN A FLOW
CYTOMETRY LAB: SHARING OF LAST YEAR
EXPERIENCE AT LUM (BOLOGNA).
E. Magrini, M. Bassi, P. Selva, A. Carangelo, H. Silvestri,
G. Deleonardi, P. Galati, R. Mancini
Lab Ematologia Speciale, LUM, Azienda Ospedaliera di
Bologna.
The Basophil Activation Test (BAT) has emerged as an
additional tool that can be integrated into the diagnostic
workup especially for difficult allergies like drug hypersensitivity reactions (DHR), Hymenoptera venom allergy,
and pediatric food allergy.
As special hematology service lab, we were offering the
BAT test service to both internal and external clinicians
since several years.
We analyzed the last year of BAT service from a lab perspective to identify trends and relevance in the clinician's
request and potential improvements in the lab workflow in
order to offer an even better service to patients.
We used a standardized BAT test and allergens (Flow
CAST® and CAST® Allergens, Bühlmann Laboratories),
expressing patient reports in percentage of CD63 positive
basophils, identified as CCR3pos/SSClow, for each single allergen stimulation.
The BAT test is performed twice a week, integrated into
our main flow cytometry routine.
In 2018, we tested 289 patients in 79 sessions, with an
average of 3.7 patients/day for a total of 1402 allergens.
The main requests of BAT were for drug allergens, specifically antibiotics (36%) and analgesics (34%). An average
of 4.8 allergens for the patient was requested, in 70% of
patient allergens from one class of drug, in 29% from two
classes, few from 3 or more.
We found 80/289 (28%) patients positive to at least one
allergen. The most frequently positive allergens were
analgesics (18%, in which aspirin represent the 94%) and
antibiotics (16%).
The requests came mainly from specialists (73%), the
majority were an internal and external allergist. Only 12%
came from general practitioners.
25
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Environmental Sciences
and Toxicology

FLOW CYTOMETRY AND WATER QUALITY: NEW
INSIGHTS FROM THE SPACE RESEARCH
Amalfitano S., Levantesi C., Rossetti S.
Istituto di Ricerca Sulle Acque IRSA-CNR, Via Salaria Km
29,300, Monterotondo, Rome
amalfitano@irsa.cnr.it
Space exploration by self-sufficient spacecraft is
demanding the development of culture-independent
microbiological methods for in-flight water monitoring to
counteract possible contamination risks. During longerlasting future space missions, water renewal by groundloaded supplies will become increasingly expensive and
unmanageable for months. In this study, we aimed at
evaluating microbial load data assessed by selected
techniques with promising perspectives in space applications (i.e., HPC, ATP-metry, qPCR, flow cytometry),
through the analysis of chlorinated and unchlorinated tap
waters, groundwaters, river waters, and wastewaters. We
identified and presented new alternative standards of
water quality based on the assessment of the total microbial load. Our approach is suitable to provide an immediate alert of microbial load peaks, thus enhancing the crew
responsiveness in case of unexpected events due to
water contamination and treatment failure.

ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF
RESVERATROL-DERIVED MONOMERS AND DIMERS
AGAINST FOODBORNE PATHOGENS
Arioli S.
University of Milan, Department of Food, Environmental
and Nutritional Sciences (DeFENS), Via Celoria 2,
20133, Milan Italy
stefania.arioli@unimi.it
Plant polyphenolic compounds are considered as a promising source for new antibacterials. In this study we evaluated the antimicrobial activity of a collection of resveratrol-derived monomers and dimers against nine foodborne pathogens species. The results demonstrated that
monomers (i.e. pterostilbene 2, (E)-3-hydroxy-4',5-dimethoxystilbene 9) and dimers (i.e. δ-viniferin 10, viniferifuran 14 and dehydro-δ-viniferin 15) showed a significant
antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria. The
exposition of Gram-positive foodborne pathogens to 100
μg/mL of the selected molecules induced a severe cell
membrane damage, determining the disruption of the
phospholipid bilayer. The most promising dimeric compound, dehydro-δ-viniferin 15, was tested against L.
monocytogenes, determining loss of cultivability, viability
and cell membrane potential, assessed by flow cytometry. TEM analysis revealed grave morphological modifications on cell membrane and leakage of intracellular content, confirming the cell membrane as the principal biological target of the tested derivative.
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INVESTIGATING THE DYNAMICS OF FUNGAL
GROWTH INHIBITION BY FLOW CYTOMETRY:
EVALUATION OF THE ANTIFUNGAL PROPERTIES OF
CORDIA LEUCOCEPHALA EXTRACTS AGAINST
FUSARIUM WILT OF TOMATO AND MELON
Baldassarre Švecová E.1,3, Lucretti S.2, Farina A.2,
Giorgi D. 2, Colla G.1, Crinò P.2
1University of Tuscia, Department of Agriculture and
Forest Sciences, Via S. Camillo de Lellis snc, 01100,
Viterbo, Italy - 2Italian National Agency for New
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic
Development (ENEA), C.R. Casaccia, Biotechnology and
Agroindustry Division, Via Anguillarese 301, 00123,
Rome, Italy - 3The Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute
of Botany, Department of Mycorrhizal Symbioses, Lesní
322, 252 43, Průhonice, Czech Republic
Cordia is one of the major and most important genus of
the Boraginaceae family. For this genus are recognized
ca. 300 species, many of which are used in traditional
medicine. Root methanolic extract of Cordia leucocephala, a plant used in folk medicine, was tested against spore
of Fusarium oxysporum, a strong phytopathogen in horticulture. We have found that the minimum inhibitory concentration of the plant extract was 1.4%, which reduced
spore germination by 92-99%. The extract significantly
reduced Fusarium disease development in tomato and
melon in greenhouse. In addition, disease symptoms in
melon plants were particularly reduced when highly concentrated C. leucocephala extract (5.6%) and fungal inoculum were applied simultaneously.
The dynamics of fungal growth inhibition was further investigated by flow cytometry (FCM) assays. The inhibition
of germ tube formation and the effect of plant extract on
fungal cytoplasmic membrane integrity were assessed. A
negative effect of the plant extract on spore vitality and a
positive correlation between spore size and vitality were
observed. The data on dynamics of fungal growth inhibition obtained by FCM and microscope observations correlated positively up to 5 hours of observations. FCM
resulted as a fast and accurate method for screening of
antifungal activity of plant extracts in early stages of F.
oxysporum f. sp. melonis growth. The results of all testing
methods suggest that C. leucocephala is a promising
source of antifungal compounds against Fusarium wilt,
an important plant soil bound disease.

APPLICATION OF FLOW CYTOMETRY FOR NUCLEI
ISOLATION IN MIXED DIATOM CULTURES
Balestra C., Annunziata R., Ferrante M.I., Biffali E.
Stazione Zoologica Anton Dhorn, Napoli.
cecilia.balestra@szn.it
Diatoms are photosynthetic microalgae of exceptional
ecological relevance, accounting for about 20% of the
global primary production and influencing the principal
biogeochemical cycles. The majority of diatom species
alternate a phase of mitotic divisions, causing cell size
reduction, and a phase of sexual reproduction, leading to
cell size restoration. Despite the increasing interest in
diatom biology and ecology, the molecular mechanisms
regulating their life cycles, especially in relation to the cell
size, are little explored.
The aim of this work is to separate cells of different size
in an heterogeneous culture of Pseudo-nitzschia multistriata and then to isolate nuclei for molecular analysis
such as genome sequencing, transcriptomic analysis,
Chip-Seq and ATAC-Seq.
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To this aim, cultures of P. multistriata were analyzed by
flow cytometry and three populations displaying similar
values of red fluorescence but slightly different cell size,
were sorted. Sorted cells then were cultured separately
and processed for nuclei isolation through a combination
of chemical and mechanical treatments. The cell lysate
containing free nuclei was finally stained and nuclei were
sorted from the cell debris making them usable for enzymatic reactions. These preliminary results support the
application of flow cytometry as an efficient and fast
approach to isolate big amounts of pure nuclei from
diatom cells.
The application of this technique to other phytoplanktonic
organisms promises to shed light on the molecular basis
of phytoplankton adaptive responses to the dynamic
changes of the marine environment.

FISHIS ON NUCLEI IN SUSPENSION: A FAST
METHOD FOR PROBE SCREENING AND FIRST
GENOME CHARACTERIZATION.
Farina A., Giorgi D., Grosso V., Lucretti S.
ENEA - Italian National Agency for New technologies,
Energy and Sustainable Economic Development,
Casaccia Research Center, SSPT BIOAG, Biotechnology
Laboratory, via Anguillarese 301, Rome, Italy

a technology dedicated to the characterization of cells of
hematological origin, ranging between immunology, erythropoiesis, stem cells and carcinogens. The versatility of
this technology, which allows rapid, quantitative, multiparameter and functional analyses on a large number of
events, has allowed its use in various sectors such as
industrial processes, environmental controls, agri-food
and veterinary. The FC is arising enormous interest as a
possible methodological approach for the analysis of any
event that could compromise the quality and safety of a
food product.
Some applications demonstrate the potential of flow cytometry in several non-medical field. The production of milk
and its derivatives is a valid example of a supply chain
with several critical points that require continuous checks
to protect both animal health and the safety and quality of
the final product. It would be of enormous benefit to
extend the field of cytometric application to cover the
greatest number of sensitive stages along the entire production chain.
Starting from this model, we will evaluate the idea of
undertaking intra-and inter-laboratory evaluation
pathways that can consolidate new control methods
based on flow cytometry as alternative reference
methods, thus giving an important contribution in the control of risks to animal and human health.

Coupling FISHIS technique with flow cytometry can be of
great advantage not only for the evaluation of a chromosomal sorting experiment but also in the qualitative and
quantitative discrimination of genome remodeling due to
crossings, chemical treatments or intrinsic instability of
the genome due to the passage of evolutionary stages.
FISHIS allows DNA labelling “in suspension” with fluorescent probes, and the microsatellites, which consist of
short repetitions of 2-4 bp, are a useful probe for discriminating chromosomes and genomes constitutions, and
which the plant genomes are particularly rich of. From
some years by now particular importance is given to the
typology and the quantity of microsatellites present in a
genome so much to consider them characterizing a species and spy of remodeling that the genome can undergo
in different situations. Labelling sometimes could get difficult since microsatellites differ for each species, and
discriminating tiny bands on chromosome metaphases
could also be a tough task. We have developed a simple
and rapid method of fluorescent hybridization in suspension of nuclei of plant species which is of great help in
speeding probe selection, even in the case in which the
chromosomes of the species are so small as to make the
cytogenetic study hard. Nuclei extraction was initially
developed on in vitro Orchid seedling grow for studying
microsatellites variation in ploidy changes induced by
chemical agents. Following the same methodology we
have analyzing other species of relevant economic
importance but whith very small chromosomes such as
spinach, lettuce, pepper, potato, tomato, fennel, artichoke, and proving the FISHIS on nuclei a useful approch for
a first genome characterization.

FLOW CYTOMETRY AND PUBLIC HEALTH: NEW
APPLICATIONS IN NON-MEDICAL FIELD
Tirelli V. and Sanchez M.
ISS core facilities-Cytometry Unit, Italian National
Institute of Health, Rome, Italy
valentina.tirelli@iss.it
Flow cytometry was developed at the end of the sixties as
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Hematology

EVALUATION OF HEMATOGONES
IN POST-HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL
TRANSPLANTATION
Aiello F. 1, Raia M. 1, Cerbone V. 1, Gentile L. 1,
Visconte F. 1, Mauriello L. 1, Scalia G. 1
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II,
Napoli, Italy
scalia@ceinge.unina.it.
Hematogones are benign precursors of normal B cells.
They are found in bone marrow of infants and young people, but decrease with age. They may be observed in the
regenerative state of hematopoiesis following chemotherapy or allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
(allo-HSCT). Their morphological resemblance with B-leukemic clones can cause a diagnostic misinterpretation.
This problem can be solved with an accurate combination
of monoclonal antibodies in flow cytometry, since hematogones have well-defined morpho-photometric features.
We analyzed 55 patients with hematological malignancies which were undergone to allo-HSCT: 34 Acute
Myeloid Leukemia (AML), 14 Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia (LLA), 1 Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML), 2
Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) and 4 Aplastic Anemia
(AA). In this study, we evaluated the expression of hematogones at days 30, 90, 120, 180 after allo-HSCT in order
to define at which time the presence of hematogones was
better related to bone marrow regeneration. We observed
a significant difference between the percentages of
hematogones at 90 and 120 days after allo-HSCT
(P<0.0015) and at 90 and 180 days after allo-HSCT
(P<0.0009). Our study focused on the presence of
hematogones at 90, 120, 180 days from allo-HSCT, using
a cut-off of 0.1% of the total number of nucleated cells.
Patients that respectively at 90, 120, 180 days after alloHSCT showed a percentage of hematogones <0.1%
were considered as hematogones-negative group, while
patients with hematogones >0.1% were considered as
hematogones-positive group.
We analyzed the relationship between the presence of
hematogones at 120 and 180 days after allo-HSCT and
minimal residual disease (MRD) in Acute Leukemia. The
patients with detectable percentage of hematogones
(>0.1%) at 120 and 180 days post allo-HSCT show a better prognosis than patients without hematogones
(<0.1%).
These results suggest that flow cytometric analysis is
important to study the presence of hematogones at 120
and 180 days from the allo-HSCT. In particular, an increase of hematogones may reflect eradication of leukemic
cells that could inhibit normal hematopoiesis and correlates with a better clinical outcome after allo-HSCT. The
presence of hematogones may be a useful tool in predicting the prognosis of patients treated with allo- HSCT.

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL LYMPHOCYTES AND B
CELL SUBSETS IN PATIENTS RECEIVING
ALLOGENEIC HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL
TRANSPLANTATION
Silvia Bellesi, Federica Marchionni, Elisabetta Metafuni,
Pier Luigi Puggioni, Francesco Corrente,
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Sabrina Giammarco, Andrea Bacigalupo, Simona Sica,
Valerio De Stefano and Patrizia Chiusolo
Hematology Department. Fondazione Policlinico A.
Gemelli IRCCS – Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore,
Rome, Italy
In literature, few data exist about the role of B cell subsets
in the contest of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Dysfunction of B cells may play a role
in the pathogenesis of Graft versus Host disease
(GVHD). In particular, some authors described that after
allogeneic HSCT B cells with regulatory function were
less frequent and functionally impaired in peripheral
blood (PB) of patients (pts) developing chronic GVHD.
B cell subset was evaluated by AQUIOS cytometer with
the use of AQUIOS Designer Software, a tool for the creation of user-defined applications. Panel-1 CD19FITC/CD10-PE/CD38-ECD/CD24-PC5/CD27-PC7 and
Panel-2
CD19-FITC/CD5-PE/CD38-ECD/CD24PC5/CD20-PC7 were specifically designed by Beckman
Coulter for our center. We enrolled 75 pts, 33 females
and 42 males, submitted to HSCT from November 2017
to October 2018 in our center. Median age was of 56
years (range 16-69). Stem cells source was PB in 40
cases and bone marrow in the others.
We analyzed B cell subsets at baseline for pts and
donors and in allogeneic grafts products. Transitional B
cells were defined as CD24high/CD38high/CD27-, Mature
B cells as CD24low/CD38low/CD27- and Memory B cells
as CD24+/CD38-/CD27+. Mann Whitney U Test was
applied to compare B cell subsets percentages and
absolute count (in graft product, donor and pts baseline)
with the occurrence of acute GvHD (aGVHD). Any association was found between different B cell subsets in
donors and pts at baseline and aGvHD occurrence.
Analyzing B cell subsets in graft products, a lower median percentage of Transitional B cells was detected in pts
with aGvHD as compared to pts without aGvHD (5.5% vs.
9.1%, p=0.002). In addition, pts with aGvHD showed a
higher median percentage of Memory B cells in graft
product as compared to pts without aGvHD (34.8% vs
23.3%, p=0.03). No difference was seen for Mature B
cells median percentage according to aGvHD occurrence.
Multivariate analysis confirmed that Transitional B cell
percentage in graft product could be considered as predictive variable for aGvHD development (HR 0.88, 95%CI
0.80-0.97, p=0.008). These data need to be integrated
with functional assay to confirm a regulatory activity of
transitional B cells and the association between B cell
subsets and aGvHD need to be confirmed in a larger
cohort of pts. Moreover it will be interesting to evaluate a
possible association between B cell subsets in pts at day
+90 after HSCT and the occurrence of chronic GVHD.

CHARACTERIZATION OF CD8+ TISSUE-RESIDENT
MEMORY T CELLS IN MULTIPLE MYELOMA.
Caccamo N.1, Orlando V.1, La Manna M.P.1, Carlisi M.2,
Siragusa S.3, Dieli F.1
1Central Laboratory for Advanced Diagnosis and
Biomedical Research (CLADIBIOR)
2Department of Surgical, Oncological and Stomatological
Disciplines, University of Palermo, Italy.
3Department of Oncology, Haematology Unit, University
of Palermo, Italy.
nadia.caccamo@unipa.it
Background: The BM has been considered an important
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reservoir for long term T cell memory. CD8+ T cells are
classically divided into different subsets based on their
circulatory patterns: the central memory (TCM) and the
effector memory T cells (TEM). In addition, it has been
described a subset of resident memory T cells (TRM), not
circulating cells permanently living in peripheral tissues,
including the bone marrow (BM). It is conceivable that
these cells can contribute to the defence toward hematological tumours infiltrating the BM since; in fact, upon activation they are able to produce pro-inflammatory
cytokines like IFN-, TNF-α and IL-2, or to release cytotoxic molecules. Therefore, we have conducted a study to
evaluate the frequency and the phenotype of T CD8 TRM
in BM of subjects affected by multiple myeloma (MM).
Moreover, to evaluate the contribution that the microenvironment can have on the homeostatic and functional
maintenance of these cells, we performed in vitro experiments of BM-derived PBMC of MM patients cultured in
the presence of homeostatic cytokines in maintaining
these cells for a long time.
Patients and Methods:We prospectively analysed 15
consecutive patients with a new diagnosis of IgA, IgG and
light chain MM. Clinical and laboratory data concerning
the patient's characteristics and blood disease were collected. At the time of the BM assessment, we took a sample to perform phenotypical and functional analysis and
in vitro cell culture.
RESULTS:
The ex vivo average frequency of CD8+ TRM in MM
patients was of 0.49% and the phenotype was represented mainly by TEM (78%) followed by TEMRA(12.2%) and
(5,19%) of naïve cells and (4,53%) of TCM. BM derived
mononuclear cells from MM patients were then cultured
in vitro for 4 days in the presence of IL15, IL7+IL15,
IL7+IL15+TGFβ, and medium alone. After in vitro culture,
we observed an increased frequency of CD8 TRM when
the cells were cultured
in the presence of
IL7+IL15+TGFβ, moreover the analysis of the phenotype
distribution showed an increase of the CM subset, that
represented the major subset with a higher frequency.
CONCLUSIONS:
The increase of CD8 TRM cell with a CM phenotype
obtained with the three cytokines could have an antitumor role in the control of MM. Further studies are needed to investigate the biological role of these cells in the
perspective of their use in therapeutic protocols.

“A NEW PANEL OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
(SURFACE ORIENTED FRONTLINE TUBE, SOFT) IN
THE LYOTUBE FORMULATION, FOR THE
DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE LEUKEMIAS”.
Cerbone V.1, Scalia G.1, Visconte F.1, Gentile L.1,
Aiello F.1, Mauriello L.1, Raia M.1
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II,
Napoli, Italy
cerbone@ceinge.unina.it
The immunophenotipic characterization of acute
leukemias through multiparametric flow cytometry allows
to simultaneously identify several antigens associated
with a particular leukemic karyotype and is useful, for its
sensitivity and rapidity, both in the diagnostic phase and
in the therapy monitoring.
Many groups tried an initial identification of the lineage of
leukemic blasts by placing in the foreground, among
myeloid markers, intracellular antigens such as
myeloperoxidase (MPO), whose presence is considered
indispensable to classify a myeloid leukemia.

We performed a retrospective study on a cohort of 295
cases of acute leukemia, in which there was the expression of MPO, although at low intensity, in 7% of LAL
cases and its absence in 30% of LAM cases. In this study
we demonstrated that the combined use of CD13, CD33
and CD117 myeloid markers showed a greater sensitivity
and specificity than MPO alone.
Therefore, we designed an eight-color panel to recognize
only surface antigens, Surface Oriented Frontline Tube
(SOFT), to perform a multiparametric analysis that would
allow a diagnosis and a rapid classification of acute
leukemias.
In addition to above mentioned myeloid markers, we
included: i) the CD19, the widest and most sensitive
"pan-B" marker; ii) for the T-line, we used CD7 (sensitive
but not specific) and the CD5 marker; iii) for blasts selection and to evaluate their immaturity we used CD45 and
CD34, respectively. Once the ideal mix was selected, the
Beckton Dickinson’s company made a freeze-dried mixture of these eight markers.
We validated the novel panel in a prospective study on
150 new acute leukemia patients that were investigated
in parallel with the routine evaluation methods that
involve an extended panel of antibodies.
We compared the two analysis strategies, i.e., the novel
8 marker SOFT panel and the traditional complete panel;
using the novel strategy we obtained the following values
of diagnostic sensitivity and specificity: 98% and 91% (for
LAM), 93% and 97.5% (for LAL-B), 75% and 98.6% for
LAL-T).
Our data indicate that the novel diagnostic panel, for its
simplicity and efficiency, could be included in more extensive prospective and randomized clinical studies on the
clinical-diagnostic management of patients affected by
acute leukemia.

TREATMENT-RESISTANT AUTOIMMUNE
CYTOPENIAS AS A SIGN OF PRIMARY
IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISORDERS (PIDDS)
Ciullini Mannurita S.1, Attardi E.2, Schiavo E.1,
Coniglio M.L.3, Bagni M.2, Tellini M.3, Vignoli M.1,
Tucci F.3, Veltroni M.3, Favre C.3, Gambineri E.1,4.
1Dep. of NEUROFARBA - Section of Child's Health,
University of Florence, Florence, Italy; 2Hematology Unit,
AOU Careggi, Florence, Italy ; 3Dep. of HematologyOncology, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital, Florence,
Italy ; 4Bone Marrow Transplant Unit, Dep. of
Hematology-Oncology, Anna Meyer Children's Hospital,
Florence, Italy
sara.ciullinimannurita@meyer.it
Autoimmune cytopenias are a common presentation of
autoimmunity in the general population; they are particularly frequent and can appear as the first sign in patients
with PIDDs and immunedysregulation. Our goal is to
investigate mechanisms underlying cytopenia to achieve
an early diagnosis and offer appropriate therapy.
We selected 30 patients affected by chronic cytopenia,
evaluated with immunophenotyping by flow-cytometry.
Data were subjected to multivariate analysis by Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) analysis of genes frequently implicated in PIDDs was performed.
Among the patients, 7 were affected by bone marrow failure and 23 were affected by immune-mediated cytopenia. The immunophenotyping showed a typical pattern of
CD8 T cell subpopulations expression in patients compared with healthy donors with an increase of naïve T
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cells and a reduction of central memory and effector
memory T cells levels. We observed a decrease in total
B cells, B switched and B memory cells and an increase
in CD21low cells. PCA showed an overlap between
groups, however it revealed a peculiar trend of some single patient, suggesting the pathway involved in immune
defect.
Preliminary results from NGS studies revealed genetic
variations in genes previously associated with PIDDs
(IKAROS, AIRE, FAS, STAT3 GOF, PIK3CD) in 10 out of
11 patients investigated. Concerning the remaining
patients further studies are ongoing to validate the
pathogenicity of the genetic variations.
PCA is an effective tool to analyze several parameters at
the same time, highlighting patients whose phenotype
shows the main peculiarities. The presence of specific
lymphocyte subpopulation patterns can be an important
indicator of immune-mediated cytopenias and a helpful
sign of specific PIDDs that should promptly be investigated with genetic analysis.

vides a rapid diagnostic tool in APL; in our experience,
the rapidity of flow cytometric diagnosis, often, generates
an important alert on a possible diagnosis of APL.
Moreover the antigenic expression correlates with cytogenetic and molecular studies also in valutation of prognostic factor.

DIAGNOSTIC IMMUNOPHENOTYPE OF ACUTE
PROMYELOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
C. Costanzo (1), S.M. Muggianu (2), D. Graziano (1),
A. Viola (2), A. Gravetti (1), B. Scarpati (1), D. Bovenzi (1),
M. Valentino (1), O. Finizio (2), O. Vitagliano (2),
F. Ferrara (2), M. Vacca (1)
1. U.O.C. Immunoematologia e Medicina Trasfusionale –
AORN A. CARDARELLI, NAPOLI
2. U.O.C Ematologia – AORN A. CARDARELLI, NAPOLI

Despite cure rate of B-Cell Precursor Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia (BCP-ALL) exceeds 85%, it
remains the leading cause of cancer-related death in children. In the bone marrow (BM) niche, stromal and
leukemic cells dialogue through extracellular vesicles
(EVs) which reprogram the stroma to become leukemiasupporting and chemoprotective. In the context of BCPALL, we recently showed that ActivinA positively regulates cytosolic calcium and actin polymerization, associated with EVs formation, secretion and cargo sorting.
Therefore, we investigated ActivinA effect on leukemic
cell vesiculation. We optimized a method to isolate and
characterize EVs from BCP-ALL cells by using the 697
cell line cultured in serum-free medium for 24-48h in
presence or not of ActivinA (50 ng/mL) (n=8). Only cells
with a viability percentage higher of 80% were used for
EVs evaluation. Cell culture media were analyzed with
NanoSight software to determine EVs concentration (particle/mL) and size distribution. Total EVs (30–700 nm),
exosomes (30–150 nm), and microvesicles (151–700
nm) have been classified. Notably, we demonstrated that
ActivinA treatment increases the mean concentration of
exosomes derived from 697 of about 60% (p<0,008) and
30% (p<0,016) at 24h and 48h, respectively, compared to
unstimulated condition. The microvesicle mean concentration was nearly significant after 24h of ActivinA stimulation (p=0,055), whereas at 48h there was an increase of
about 30% (p<0,016) compared to unstimulated condition. Moreover, a dedicated fraction of culture media was
ultracentrifugated and the obtained EVs were characterized by flow cytometry. In detail, 60-μL sample aliquots
were stained with 0.02 μM 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein diacetate N-succinimidyl ester (CFSE) to evaluate EVs
integrity and then each CFSE-stained sample was incubated with specific antibodies to verify the membrane
expression of CD19 (microvesicles from leukemic cells),
CD9 and CD63 (exosomes). Preliminary data indicated
that the expression levels of exosome markers were
higher compared to that of microvesicle markers.
Interestingly, we observed that ActivinA induces an
increased percentage of EVs expressing CD63 and CD9,
respectively of 60% at 24h and of 45% at 48h. Overall,
we demonstrated that ActivinA positively regulates BCPALL cell vesiculation. A better comprehension of EVs’ role
in the leukemia-stroma crosstalk may provide new therapeutic targets to eradicate BCP-ALL without affecting
healthy hematopoiesis.

Acute promyelocitic leukaemia (APL) is a rare subtype of
acute myeloid leukemia characterized by a specific
genetic hallmark wich is the chromosomal translocation
t(15;17) that leads to the production of PML/RARA oncoprotein.
APL diagnosis rapresents a clinical emergency because
the most dangerous complication is a consumptive coagulopathy that can leads to fatal hemorrhages.
Diagnosis of APL relies on the morphologic identification
of the leukemic cells, a distinctive pattern of antigen
expression by flow cytometry and confirmatory molecular
cytogenetic detection of the t(15;17).
Compared with other AML types, APL displays distinct
immunophenotypic features. In particular dual negativity
for CD34 and HLA-DR antigens, consistent CD117
expression and absent or low level of maturation myeloid
antigen.
Sometimes the typical immunophenotype describe above
is different and there is a positivity for CD2 and/or CD56
that may be indicative of poorer outcome.
This immunophenotype can be detected also in acute
leukemia with NPM1 and/or FLT3-ITD mutation or in
some acute leukaemia NOS.
From January 2016 to December 2018, we studied 325
new diagnosis of LAM. Among them 30 cases were compatible with LAP immunophenotype.
In 19/30 (63%) cases was detected the PML/RARA
translocation by cytogenetic and/or molecular studies.
Among the confirmed LAP cases 10 were bcr1 positive, 1
was bcr2 positive and 8 were bcr3 positive; 4 of these
bcr3+ presented also FLT3- ITD mutation.
Characteristicly the 8 cases bcr3+, included in the high
risk group, expressed CD2 in flow cytometry assay. They
showed a poorer outcome, and quickly died.
11/30 (37%) cases were non-APL subtypes. The half
showed NPM1 and/or FLT3 ITD mutation
In conclusion Flow Cytometry Immunophenotype pro30

ASSESSMENT OF ACTIVIN A EFFECT ON BCP-ALL
CELL VESICULATION
Cricrì G.,1 Portale F.,1 Fallati A.,1 Bedini G.,1
Di Marzo N.,1 Pergoli L.,2 Biondi A.,1 Bollati V.,2
Dander E.,1 D’Amico G.,1
1ENTE, Centro Ricerca Tettamanti, Dipartimento
Pediatrico, Università di Milano-Bicocca, Fondazione
MBBM, Monza, Italy
2ENTE, Università degli Studi di Milano, EPIGET
(Epidemiologia, Epigenetica e Tossicologia) Lab,
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CD200 AND PROGNOSIS IN CHRONIC
LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA (CLL): CONFLICTING
RESULTS.
D’Arena G.,1 Valvano L.,2 Vitale C.,3 Coscia M.,3
Statuto T.,2 Bellesi S.,4 Lamorte D.,5 Musto P.,1
Laurenti L.,4, D’Auria F.2
1Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit, IRCCS
Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture,
Italy; 2Laboratory of Clinical and Advanced Diagnostics,
IRCCS Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in
Vulture, Italy; 3Hematology Institute, University of Torino,
Torino, Italy; 4Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation
Unit, Catholic University of “Sacred Hearth”, Roma, Italy;
5Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research,
IRCCS Cancer Referral Center of Basilicata, Rionero in
Vulture, Italy.
The surface expression of CD200 has a relevant role in
the differential diagnosis of B-cell chronic lymphoproliferative disorders. However, little is known about its prognostic significance in CLL and conflicting results have
been published so far. We studied CD200 expression in
92 pts with CLL aiming at identifying its potential prognostic role. The mean age of pts was 70 yrs (range 38-93
yrs), 49 M; 43 F; 93% in Rai stage 0-II and 7% in Rai
stage III-IV. Genetics abnormalities (available in 71 pts):
negative in 26 (37%) pts; del13q in 24 (34%) pts; trisomy
12 in 10 (14%) pts; del11q in 6 (8%) pts, and del17p in 5
(7%) pts. IgVH mutation status was available in 62 pts, of
which 29 (47%) were unmutated. We measured the
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD200 on CD19+
and CD19-lymphocytes, and calculated the relative fluorescence intensity (RFI) as the ratio of the MFI of CD200
on CD19+lymphocytes and the MFI of CD200 on CD19lymphocytes. Mean CD200 MFI was 2,046 (range 28513,376) and mean CD200 RFI was 13 (range 2.4-49.5).
No correlations were found with mutational IgVH status
and CD200 MFI or CD200 RFI. Pts with del11q displayed
a significantly lower CD200 RFI value (but not CD200
MFI) (p 0.0019). Median follow-up was 35 months. ROC
analysis was not able to identify a cut-off value for the
percentage of CD200 expression, CD200 MFI or CD200
RFI able to discriminate pts with significantly different
TTT or OS. We therefore considered the mean value of
CD200 MFI and CD200 RFI in our cohort (2,046 and 13,
respectively) as cut-off. Pts with higher or lower CD200
MFI had superimposable TTT and OS (median TTT 104
months vs 72 months, ns; estimated 36-month OS 96%
vs 84%, ns). Pts with a CD200 RFI >13 did not differ from
those with a CD200 RFI ≤13 in terms of TTT, but had a
significantly longer OS (p=0.0084). Overall, in our cohort,
we found an association between the presence of del11q
and CD200 RFI. However, due to the small number of pts
with such abnormality, this data must be evaluated with
caution. Instead, CD200 MFI and RFI did not correlate
with any other clinical or biological features evaluated at
diagnosis. A CD200 RFI superior to the mean cohort
value characterizes pts with a significantly longer OS, but
this data need to be confirmed with an extended followup. In conclusion, different methodologies and samples
used could partially explain the conflicting results on the
prognostic role of CD200 expression in CLL partially.
Further studies are needed to better understand this
issue before definitive conclusions.

CURRENT APPROACH TO THE FLOW CYTOMETRIC
EVALUATION OF MATURE LYMPHOID DISORDERS IN
ITALY: AN ITALIAN CYTOMETRY SOCIETY (GIC)
SURVEILLANCE STUDY.
D’Arena G.,1 Rossi G.,2 Albertazzi L.,3 Amodeo R.,4
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Napoli; 27Cattedra di Ematologia, Università di Siena;
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29Cattedra di Ematologia, Università di Bari;
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Napoli; 31U.O. Ematologia, Università di Catania;
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Ospedale di Avellino; 34Dipartimento di Ematologia e
Immunologia Clinica, Università di Padova; 35CEINGE,
Università di Napoli.
giovannidarena@libero.it
Flow cytometry plays a well established role in the identification, classification, prognostication and follow-up of
mature lymphocytic neoplasias. Over the last years, several attempts have been made to standardize the approach
to the diagnosis and the minimal residual disease evaluation of these disorders. On the model of the EuroFlow and
ERIC-ESCCA Harmonization Project,the Italian Cytometry
Society (GIC) launched a survey to Italian flow cytometric
laboratories in order to assess the flow cytometric diagnostic approach to mature lymphoid neoplasms.Thirty-four
centers have participated by sending the filled questionnaires from 2018 to date. Most of the laboratories belong
to Departments of Hematology (n= 18), while others
belong to Transfusional Services (n =6), Clinical Pathology
Laboratories (n= 6) and Research Laboratories (n= 4). A
mean number of 200 (range 200-800) mature lymphoid
malignancies per year was seen during the study. Whole
blood represented the only processed sample. Separated
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mononuclear cells were not tested for this analysis. All laboratories used a two-step approach (a screening tube followed by tubes focused on suspected lymphoid lineage
involved). Out of them, one center used the combinations
suggested by ERIC-ESCA harmonization project and one
center those suggested by EuroFlow recommandations.
For each antibody thresholds of positivity ranged from 30%
(n=10; 29% of laboratories) to 20% (n= 24; 71% of laboratories) laboratories. CD45/SSC-based gating strategy
was choiced by all laboratories for the identification of the
lymphocytic population, while CD19/SSC and CD3/SSCbased gating strategy were used to better identify B and T
cells. The combination of antibodies used is very varied. In
conclusion, the preliminary data obtained from the questionnaires obtained by the first 34 centers that have participated to the study, highlight the adherence to a non-standardized approach and generally due to the initiative of the
single operator. Obtaining data from other centers will
allow us to have a clearer view of the cytofluorimetric
approach to the diagnosis of mature lymphocyte neoplasms in Italy, useful for allowing a panel of experts to propose guidelines aimed at standardizing the preparation
and analysis procedures of samples.

PAROXYSMAL NOCTURNAL HAEMOGLOBINURIA,
ECULIZUMAB AND PREGNANCY: A CASE REPORT
Fameli A.1, Mercurio M.1, Ilacqua G.1, Garreffa C.1,
Oliva B.M.1, Oliva E. N.2, Rodà F.2, Palomba S.3, Lagana’ C.1
1U.O.C. Lab. Analisi 2U.O.C. Ematologia 3U.O.C. Ginecologia
e Ostetricia, Grande Ospedale Metropolitano, Reggio Calabria
biancoliva@gmail.com
Paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH) is a rare
blood disease characterized by chronic hemolytic anemia
due to an intrinsic defect of the red blood cell membrane.
Untreated cases may present with bone marrow failure
and thrombotic episodes that mainly affect the hepatic,
abdominal, cerebral and skin veins. PNH has an incidence of 1/500,000 people, with an age of onset between
20 and 30 years. Eculizumab is a humanized antibody
that may dramatically change the clinical course of PNH,
aHUS and HELLP syndrome. At the Specialized Flow
Cytometry Laboratory ofthe Great Metropolitan Hospital
in Reggio Calabria, Italy, in 2012, a 23-year-old woman
with insulin-dependent Type-1 diabetes mellitus and a
previous cerebral thrombosis (no sequelae) was diagnosed with PNH usingFACSCanto II Instrument, 3 lasers,
2 physical parameters SSC and FSC, and 8 fluorescences, as per standard procedure.The patient began
treatment with Eculizumab.In February 2018, though the
patient had received recommendations to avoid pregnancy, the patient became pregnant and at the beginning of
pregnancy the drug administration interval was reduced
to 10 days, and starting from June 2018 every 7 days with
the aim of reducing the PNH hemolysis that unfortunately underwent a considerable increase during pregnancy.
We also monitored LDH levels over time with close
checks.Fetal growth continued regularly and in October
2018, birth was induced at the 38th week of gestation by
caesarean section. A healthy and viable baby of 3,120 kg
was born and the mother recovered without complications. The mother decided to have another pregnancy
immediately after.We report on a case of 2 healthy pregnancies in a single patient not respondent to Eculizumab
in terms of hemolysis. The baby is now 6 months old and
apparently in good health. In this case, thrombosis did not
occur during pregnancy and no evident toxicity on neither
the mother, nor the fetus, is reported.
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A HEALTH TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT-BASED
APPROACH TO FLOW CYTOMETRIC
IMMUNOPHENOTYPING OF ACUTE LEUKEMIAS:
SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE
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Acute leukemia (AL) is a broad, heterogeneous group of
malignant diseases originating from a pluripotent
hematopoietic stem cell. The diagnostic work-up of AL is
based on several clinical and laboratory findings including flow cytometric immunophenotyping. However, the
role of this assay in the context of diagnosis and management of AL has not been systematically investigated.
The aim of this study was to determine the diagnostic
accuracy and utility of flow cytometric immunophenotyping in the identification, characterization and staging of
these hematological malignancies, through careful and
accurate selection, evaluation and classification of the literature since 1980, specifically focused on flow cytometric immunophenotyping of AL.
In the last decade, the evaluation of new diagnostic technologies has become more demanding and includes the
demonstration of the clinical benefit and cost-effectiveness of any important diagnostic technology. Acute
leukemias (AL) are a broad, heterogeneous group of
malignant diseases originating from a pluripotent
hematopoietic stem cell. In most cases, the leukemic
clone is of lymphoid or myeloid lineage although ambiguous lineages have been described. The neoplastic clone
has a higher proliferation rate and or a lower apoptotic
index and also a low differentiation maturation capacity .
Multiple mutation events involving genes important in cell
regulation (such as oncogenes, oncosuppressor genes,
genes involved in apoptosis or DNA repair mechanisms)
ultimately lead to leukemogenesis. Flow cytometry (FCM)
is a technique for measuring the structural and functional
properties of cells in monodispersed suspensions.
Measurements are made by hydrodynamic focalization of
flowing cells labeled with fluorescent dyes. The diagnostic work-up of AL is based on clinical and laboratory criteria including morphological, cytochemical, immunophenotypic, cytogenetic and molecular investigations. In AL,
flow cytometric immunophenotyping analyzes several
antigens recognized by specific monoclonal antibodies
(MoAbs), providing information such as: i. definition of the
hematopoietic lineages; ii. detection and quantification of
abnormal cells iii. phenotypic characterization of the
abnormal cells (in comparison with their normal counterparts); iv. immunological classification of the disease(s)
when appropriated; v. identification of markers of prognostic and therapeutic value (i.e. targeted therapy).
The present report is part of a wider project sponsored by
the Italian Society of Cytometry (GIC) aiming to answer
the following general question: what is the role and clinical impact of flow cytometric immunophenotyping in the
acute leukemia at the time of diagnosis? More specific
research questions were:
• How accurate is this test in identifying (distinguishing
from normal), classifying (lineage and immunological
classification), and "staging" AL disease?
• What is its value in clinical practice to improve patient
management in terms of diagnosis, treatment, prognosis,
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and information to be given to patients?
• What is its clinical utility for improving health and patient
outcomes?
The ongoing project, which started in 2012, is addressing
these and other related questions. This paper reports on
the methods and findings of the first steps that included a
systematic analysis of the literature on AL.
This study was conducted under the auspices of the
Società Italiana di Citometria (GIC), Società Italiana di
Ematologia (SIE), and Società Italiana di Ematologia
Sperimentale (SIES).
We thank Tettamanti ONLUS Foundation and Dr.
Raffaele De Vita for continuous and fundamental support
in all the GIC projects.

DIAGNOSTIC IMPACT OF POLYCHROMATIC FLOW
CYTOMETRY IN NON-HODGKIN LYMPHOMA
Gentile L.1, Visconte F.1, Cerbone V.1, Aiello F.1,
Mauriello L.1, Scalia G.1, Raia M.1 , Panico L.2
1CEINGE Biotecnologie Avanzate, Università Federico II,
Napoli, Italy,
2A.O.R.N. S.G. Moscati, Avellino, Italy
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Non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHLs) are a heterogeneous
group of neoplastic disorders of the lymphoid system.
Histological and morphological examination, together
with Immunohistochemistry (IHC) typing, are essential for
the diagnosis of NHL and represent the gold standard
techniques currently. However, over the years the WHO
classification of lymphoid neoplasm has recommended a
multidisciplinary approach in which the classical diagnosis methods are accompanied by other techniques,
defined ancillary like Flow Cytometry (FCM), to improve
the accuracy of NHL identification and characterization.
FCM is a quick and sensitive method, as reported in literature but there are no data concerning FCM diagnostic
contribution to the final NHL diagnosis. In this study we
evaluated the diagnostic accuracy of the FCM on solid
biopsy. In particular, we assessed the role of FCM and its
capability of implementing accuracy of IHC in the diagnosis of NHL. 461 biopsy samples of NHL were studied by
FCM and classified according to WHO by pathologist, as
follows:
Small Lymphocytic Lymphoma/Chronic
Lymphocytic Leukemia (SLL/CLL, 26), Nodal Marginal
Zone Lymphoma (NMZL, 24), Follicular Lymphoma (FL,
85), Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL, 17), Diffuse Large B
Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL, 85), Primary Mediastinal Large
B Cell Lymphoma (PMLBCL, 2), Blastic Plasmacytoid
Dendritic Cell Neoplasm (BPDCN, 2), Dendritic Cell
Sarcoma (DCS, 1), Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma
CD30+ (ALCL CD30+, 2), B-T-Cell Rich Lymphoma (B-T
Rich, 3), Myeloid Tumor (MT, 3), Multiple Myeloma (MM,
1), Composite Lymphoma (CL, 3), Anaplastic Large BCell Lymphoma, ALK-positive (ALK+LBCL,2) T-Cell
Lymphoma (TCL, 6), Metastasis (Met,26), Lymphoblastic
Lymphoma (LL, 3), Gray zone HL/DLBCL (GZL
HL/DLBCL, 3), Reactive Hyperplasia (RH, 167). In addition, we conducted the immunophenotypic investigation
using multiparametric panels with 6 or 8 colors; these
combinations allow the study of lymphocytes B, T and
NK. In this study, FCM analysis was conclusive in 13
cases, so divided: 3 NMZL, 1 TCL, 1 FL, 4 RH, 3 CL, 1
CLL. In addition, FCM showed a diagnostic sensitivity of
96.75% and also the capability of reaching, combined
with IHC , the 100% of diagnostic accuracy.

A PILOT STUDY TO ASSESS THE CORRELATION
BETWEEN FRAILTY AND DNA DAMAGE IN
HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS
Chiara Grasselli1, Silvia Bombelli1, Paolo Mazzola1,2,
Stefano Eriani1, Maddalena Bolognesi1, Fabio Rossi3,
Laura Antolini1, Giorgio Cattoretti1, Giorgio Annoni1,2,
Roberto Perego1.
1ENTE, Lab Oncologia e Patologia Molecolare,
Dipartimento di medicina e chirurgia, Università degli
studi di Milano – Bicocca. 2ENTE, Struttura complessa di
geriatria, Ospedale San Gerardo, ASST Monza. 3ENTE,
Servizio immunotrasfusionale, Ospedale San Gerardo,
ASST Monza
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Frailty is a common syndrome in older adults. It is defined
as a state of increased vulnerability resulting from agingassociated decline of several physiological systems, so
frail patients have a reduced capacity to compensate for
external stressors. Frailty criteria has been defined by
Fried based on reduced physical and mechanical functions. The aim of this study was to explore the DNA damage amount in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
and circulating hematopoietic stem cells (cHSC) as an
effect of increased oxidative stress related to frailty.
We enrolled, based on Fried frailty phenotype criteria, 23
frail seniors (> 65 years), 19 fit seniors (> 65 years), and
24 healthy young controls (age 25 - 35 years). PBMC
were isolated from about 8 mL of whole blood samples
by Ficoll-Paque density gradient separation.
PBMC were incubated with the following specific lineage
antibodies: APC-conjugated Anti-Human CD3, APC-H7conjugated Anti-Human CD14, PE-conjugated AntiHuman CD34. After membrane staining, PBMC were
fixed and permeabilized for FITC-conjugated anti-phospho-Histone H2A.X (Ser 139) staining to identify DNA
double-strand break.
We then evaluated DNA damage by FACS detection of γH2AX positive cells in PBMC and also cHSC subpopulation, gated as CD34+/CD3-/CD14- cells.
In this pilot study, we observed in PBMC from frail and fit
seniors a significant increased percentage of cells with
DNA damage compared to young controls
Interestingly, a higher percentage of cells with DNA damage was detected in cHSC of frail seniors compared to
young controls (statistically significant) and fit seniors
(not significant).
We then sought to determine if also the amount of DNA
damage, measured as fluorescence intensity, was higher
in cHSC of frail patients and we observe that it was statistically higher compared to non frail seniors and young
controls.
In conclusion, our results show that cHSC of frail patients
have the highest amount of DNA damage compared to
other groups, that we expect to be due to an increased
oxidative status, related to frailty. We are going to study
this link between DNA damage and oxidative status in the
near future, assessing the plasma amount of the Ractive
Oxygen Metabolites reflecting total oxidant capacity.

ANTI-TUMOR ACTIVITY AND MECHANISMS OF
ACTION OF PHYTOEXTRACTS ON ACUTE MYELOID
LEUKEMIA CELLS
Lamorte D.,1 Laurenzana I.,1 Trino S.,1 Faraone I.,2
Milella L.,2 Russo D.,2 Musto P.,3 De Luca L.,1
Caivano A.,1
1 IRCCS “Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata” (CROB),
Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research,
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Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is an aggressive and heterogeneous disorder characterized by an abnormal proliferation and differentiation of myeloid precursors.
Despite advances in understanding AML pathogenesis,
the standard therapy remained unchanged over the past
three decades. Novel therapies, including the refinements of conventional cytotoxic chemotherapies and targeted drugs have been developed in recent years.
However, adverse events, toxicities and relapse are still
problems. Thus, the development of more effective novel
drugs having less side-effects is needed.
Plant extracts represent new potential anti-tumor drugs
thanks to their large structural diversity, low toxicity, favorable profile of absorption and metabolism. Of note, they
affect malignant cell proliferation. We recently reported
that extracts of Azorella glabra (AG) plant display antimultiple myeloma activities in vitro, including apoptosis,
cell cycle arrest and inhibition of cell-migration.
We investigated the in vitro effects of AG extracts on AML
and healthy cells.
Twelve fractions were obtained from AG aerial parts by
silica gel column chromatography. A FLT3-wild type
leukemic cell line, KG1, and another carrying FLT3-ITD
mutation, MV4-11, were used. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from 5 healthy donors.
All the AG fractions, at different concentrations (10-50
μg/ml), were co-incubated with AML cells or PBMCs for
24-72 hours. Viability, apoptosis and cell cycle were
assessed by colorimetric assay and flow cytometry,
respectively.
We found that the majority of AG fractions induced a
reduction of AML cell viability in a dose and time dependent way. In particular, two fractions showed major
effects at low concentration. Interestingly, MV4-11 resulted more sensitive to AG extract action than KG1. In addition, in MV4-11, these two AG fractions reduced the viability of 50% at concentration lower than 10 μg/ml (EC50).
The reduced viability was accompanied by an increased
apoptosis and cell cycle arrest in G0/G1 phase in both
AML treated cells. Importantly, AG fractions did not show
toxicity towards healthy PBMCs.
These data suggest AG extracts as potential antitumor
natural agents. Further investigations are ongoing to
identify specific bioactive compounds, to investigate the
molecular mechanisms underlying anticancer activity and
to define how these natural extracts could be used as an
effective and well tolerated complementary approach to
current therapies of AML.

ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA CELLS DISREGULATE
NORMAL HEMATOPOIESIS BY RELEASING EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES
Laurenzana I.,1 Trino S.,1 Lamorte D.,1 Santodirocco M.,2
Di Mauro L.,2 Musto P.,3 De Luca L.,1 Caivano A.1
1 Laboratory of Preclinical and Translational Research,
IRCCS Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata
(CROB), Rionero in Vulture, PZ, Italy; 2 Transfusion
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Sollievo della Sofferenza, San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy; 3
Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit, IRCCS
CROB, Rionero in Vulture, PZ, Italy.
ilaria.laurenzana@crob.it
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Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is an aggressive and heterogeneus clonal disorder of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs). During leukemogenesis, AML cells progressively occupy and likely alter bone marrow (BM) niche
where normal HSPCs reside. Despite recent improvements in therapeutic approaches, only a fraction of AML
patients is cured. Therefore, it is crucial to identifynew
molecular mechanisms driving the AML pathogenesis.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are bi-layer membrane particles that shuttle a complex molecular cargo which can be
transferred to target cells and alter their functions. Tumor
derived EVs promote a tumor-supporting environment in
non-malignant cells favoring cancer proliferation.
We investigated the effect of leukemia derived-EVs
(LEVs) on healthy umbilical cord blood HSPCs to explore
their potential role in the induction of leukemic like-phenotype.
EVs were isolated from AML cell lines by centrifugation
steps and analyzed for AML surface markers by flow citometry. Next, they were co-incubated with healthy CD34+
sorted cells. After 24 h, cell count, apoptosis, HSPC–specific cluster of differentiation markers, CXCR4 expression, colony-forming unit and migration assays were
assessed.
Our data showed: i) LEVs displaying specific AML surface markers; ii) a similar number of CD34+ cells in LEV
treated-HSPCs, including HSCs, compared with controls;
iii) no differences in apoptosis between the two groups;
iv) an increase of multipotent progenitor (MPP) associated with a reduction of lymphoid-primed multipotent progentitors (LMPP) and multipotent lymphoid progenitors
(MLP) in treated cells; v) an increase of common myeloid
progenitors (CMP), together with reduction of granulocyte
macrophage progenitors (GMP) and megakaryocyte erythroid progenitors (MEP) in treated group; vi) a reduction
of colony-forming ability, including erythroid and granulocytic colonies, in treated cells; vii) decreased levels of
CXCR4 in LEV treated-HSPCs, that were accompanied
by reduced HSPC migration mediated by SDF-1.
Altogether, this study suggests that AML derived-EVs can
modify BM niche by disregulating normal hematopoiesis
and by promoting an increase of MPP and CMP.
Furthermore, they seem to induce less attraction of
HSPCs in BM niche by interfering with SDF1/CXCR4
axis. Strategies to block EV production and secretion, as
well as EV induced-reprogramming, could be a novel
exciting therapeutic approach in AML.

MEASURING MICROVESICLES AND EXOSOMES BY
CONVENTIONAL FLOW CYTOMETRY: DREAM OR
REALITY?
Lucchetti D.1, Ricciardi-Tenore C.1, Colella F.1,
Battaglia A.2, De Maria R.1, Sgambato A.1,3
Fattorossi A2.
1Istituto di Patologia Generale, Università Cattolica del
Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy - 2 Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, Fondazione Policlinico Universitario
Agostino Gemelli IRCCS, Rome, Italy - 3 Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata (IRCCS-CROB),
Rionero in Vulture (PZ), Italy
Background
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are released by a large variety of cells and include two main subgroups plasma
membrane-originated microvesicles (100–1,000 nm,
MVs) and endosome-derived exosomes, which are generally smaller in size (30–100 nm, EXOs). EXOs are
detectable in intercellular environment as well as in many
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biological fluids, including blood. Flow cytometry applied
to EVs fascinates many researchers for the possibility to
analyze antigens expressed on EVs in a rapid and reproducible manner and to use them as cancer biomarkers in
clinical setting. This huge interest has prompted the
development of flow cytometers able to measure side
scatter (SSC) off a violet laser (405 nm, VSSC) to better
resolve individual EVs. In the present study, we report our
experience on the identification of EVs of various sizes
(MVs and EXOs) using a Cytoflex (Beckman Coulter)
flow cytometer equipped with a violet laser with the aim to
understand if conventional flow cytometry can be used to
analyze individually EVs with size smaller than 200 nm.
Methods
To obtain EVs from HT29 and Caco2 cancer cells, the cell
culture medium was ultracentrifugated at 14000g for MVs
isolation and at 100000g for EXOs purification. The correct isolation was verified by DLS and TEM analysis. The
Megamix-Plus FSC beads of different sizes (100, 300,
500 and 900nm) emitting a FITC-like fluorescent light
served to establish the correct gate to visualize EVs in a
VSSC/fluorescence dot plot. EVs were stained with the
general markers Calcein-AM, Cell-Trace Violet (CTV), Di8-ANEPPS or with anti-CD63 and anti-CD9 monoclonal
antibodies (moAbs).
Results
Calcein staining allowed identifying the MVs and EXOs,
the latter being found below the 100nm beads VSSC, as
expected, but also above the 100nm beads. Calcein
staining was brighter in the high-VSSC population (above
the 100mm beads). The high-VSSC population could represent aggregates (due to isolation method or staining)
and/or swarming. The other general markers CTV and Di8-ANEPPS did not allow identifying the low-VSSC EXOs
and generated a rocket-shaped stain in the VSSC/fluorescence dot plot, suggestive for dye-induced EXOs
aggregation and/or presence of dye aggregates.The
insufficient binding sites on EXOs did not allow detecting
fluorescence signals relative to CD63 and CD9 MoAbs in
the low-VSSC population, although both moAbs did stain
the high-VSSC population. This was proven by mimicking
particles in the EXOs size range with anti-mouse IgG
coated 50nm-beads: the fluorescence generated by
adding FITC-conjugated mouse IgG to the beads did not
generate measurable fluorescence signal.
Conclusion
We demonstrate that the Cytoflex S conventional flow
cytometer can reliably resolve single MVs but not single
EXOs over the background noise. Single EXOs cannot
be stained by moAbs. Finally, EXOs producing highVSSC signal represent excess of coincident particles
(swarm detection) and/or aggregates.

THE ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN COUNTING
AND IN EVALUATION OF CD34+ HEMATOPOIETIC
STEM CELL (HSCS) VIABILITY IN AUTOLOGOUS
STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION (ASCT)
Nuccorini R1, Pascale S1, Stabile D1, Amendola A1,
Vertone D1, Cimminiello M1, Filardi N1, Matturro A1,
Pizzuti M1
1U.O. Ematologia AOR San Carlo di Potenza
roberta_n3@yahoo.it
BACKGROUND: Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation
(ASCT) is gold standard for patients (pts) with Multiple
Myeloma (MM).
Flow Cytometry (FC) plays an important role in clinical
decisions since it acts like a “bridge” between haematol-

ogy and transfusion medicine. In fact FC is present in different moments during transplantation:1.CD34+cells
monitoring,2.CD34+cells collection,3.qualitative stem
cells assessment by viability (before conditioning therapy
and at the time of infusion),4.evaluation of immunological
recovery.
METHODS: We studied CD34+ cell enumeration and viability using a reference FC procedure employing STEMKIT Beckman coulter and modified International Society
of Hematotherapy and Graft Engineering (ISHAGE). For
viability evaluation we used a cut-off of 20% according to
JACIE procedures.
PATIENTS: 27 adults with MM, with median age of 63
years (range:35-74) who received a first line therapy
according VTD or Cy-BOR (11vs16). 24 achieved ≥PR, 3
were NR, underwent a salvage therapy (2KRD, 1RAD).
RESULTS: All pts were mobilized collecting a median
7,95x10e6 CD34+cells/Kg (range:4-21) in a median number of 1 aphereses (range1-2). Viability pre-conditioning
therapy was evaluated in 25 pt with a median value of
47% (13-81). All pts underwent ASCT. 7 pts performed a
double ASCT according to clinical decision (total
trasplantation procedures: 34). Viability at the time of
infusion was evaluated in all 34 procedures with a median value of 57% (27-85).
Engraftment was achieved at day 11 for neutrophils
(range:9-14) and at day 15 for platelets (range 10-21).
With a median follow up of 21 months (range:6-43) all pts
were alive and we observed 4 progressive disease.
Stratifying pts according to therapeutic regimen
(VTDvsCyBOR) and age (<60vs>60 years) we not
observed significant differences in terms of viability,
CD34+cells count and engraftment.
CONCLUSIONS: From data analysis stratified by age,
we not observed significant differences, and, as reported
in literature, the younger pts collected more CD34+cells
than the older ones (median: 9,25vs5,6). This suggests
that even in older pts, HSCs maintain their characteristics
and are able to mobilize and reconstitute the marrow in
the same time frame as young pts.
Further studies will be needed to improve the standardization of the method for assessing viability and to clarify
which is the cut-off to use to define the quality of the
apheresis, and to integrate the laboratory information into
clinical practice.

FUNCTIONAL INTERACTION BETWEEN -CATENIN AND
FOXO3A PROMOTES T CELL LEUKEMIA-INITIATING
ACTIVITY
Patrizio Panelli1, Daniela Caporusso1, Laura Spagnoli1,
Samuel Gusscott S2, Andrew P. Weng 2,
Vincenzo Giambra1,2
1 Institute for Stem Cell Biology, Regenerative Medicine
and Innovative Therapies (ISBReMIT), Fondazione
IRCCS Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, 71013 San
Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy. - 2 Terry Fox Laboratory,
BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1L3, Canada.
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) is a malignancy
characterized by an uncontrolled accumulation of immature Tcell progenitors. Current regimens are highly toxic and can
induce significant developmental delay in pediatric patients as
well as leave all patients with chronic health problems that persist long after completion of therapy. Thus, more specific, less
toxic targeted therapies are needed to improve both pediatric
and adult patient outcomes. Relapses in both patient populations are presumably due to ineffective targeting of leukemia
initiating cells (LICs), which are thought to be primarily resis35
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tant to standard chemotherapy.
The Wnt/β-Catenin signaling is a versatile pathway integrally involved in the maintenance and growth of both
stem and cancer stem cells. In our previous study, we
have reported that an active Wnt/β-catenin signaling is a
defining feature of LICs in T-ALL and that an active Wnt
signaling is restricted to minor subpopulations within bulk
tumors of Notch1-induced mouse T-ALL. Moreover, we
have presented experimental evidences that Wnt-active
subsets are highly enriched with LICs and the genetic
inactivation of β-Catenin severely reduces LIC frequency.
Here, we report that Forkhead box-O3 (FOXO3a) transcription factor is a novel interaction partner of active β-Catenin in
T-ALL and that both -Catenin and FOXO3a synergistically
promotes LIC activity in T-ALL. Of interest, we show evidences of the direct binding of FOXO3a to active β-Catenin in
human T-ALL cell lines (HPBALL, DND41, RPMI8402 and
PF382) by mass spectrometry and co-immunoprecipitation
(co-IP) assays. We also evaluated the combinatorial activity of
β-Catenin and FOXO3A using an integrated fluorescent
reporter of Wnt signaling (7TGC) and its compatible (3DN8)
for the detection of FOXO activity in patient derived xenografts
(PDXs) and human T-ALL cell lines. To address what role
these pathways may play on the maintenance of well-established human T-ALLs, we indeed transduced two PDXs with
both reports (7TGC and 3DN8) and transplanted the double
transduced leukemias into new immunocompromised (NSG)
recipients to study the endogenous activity of both pathways
in vivo. Interestingly, we found that cell subsets with both
active -Catenin and FOXO were highly enriched for LICs.
Finally, we characterized the gene expression profiling modulated by -Catenin and FOXO3a in T-ALL cell lines after
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion of both CTNNB1 and
FOXO3a genes and subsequently transduction with lentivectors encoding the constitutive active mutant of -Catenin and/or
FOXO3a. Taken together, our data support a model in which
the functional interaction of -Catenin and FOXO3a promotes
the leukemia-initiating cell activity in vivo, suggesting the pharmacologic targeting of -Catenin/FOXO3a pathway could
have therapeutic relevance in patients with T-ALL.

NOVEL CLASSIFICATION OF LEUKEMIA-ASSOCIATED
IMMUNOPHENOTYPES IMPROVES THE DETECTION
SENSITIVITY OF MINIMAL RESIDUAL DISEASE IN ACUTE
MYELOID LEUKEMIA
Giovanni Rossi1, Vincenzo Giambra2, Maria Marta Minervini1,
Chiara DeWaure3, Michele Ciavarella2, Nicola Pio
Sinisi1, Nicola Cascavilla1.
1Department of Hematology, IRCCS “Casa Sollievo della
Sofferenza” Hospital, San Giovanni Rotondo (FG),Italy
2Institute of Stem Cells Biology, Regenerative Medicine and
Innovative therapies (ISBReMIT), “Casa Sollievo della
Sofferenza-IRCCS”, San Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy
3 Dipartmento di Medicina Sperimentale-Igiene Generale ed
Applicata.
Background. Minimal Residual Disease (MRD) is a powerful
tool for evaluating the response to treatment and for predicting the risk of relapse in patients affected with acute myeloid
leukemia (AML). The detection of immunophenotypic aberrant profiles (usually called leukemic associated immunophenotypes/LAIPs) by flow cytometry (FC) has represented an
attractive alternative to molecular monitoring. Anyway, our
previous data showed a low technical performance of this
method, mainly determined by a low sensitivity which justify
the high rate of relapse associated to MRD negative patients.
Some of the challenges affecting the detection of MRD by FC
have been already addressed, while others still remain to be
36

clarified. One of them may be represented by the selection
of patients to be monitored on the basis of the specificity of
each LAIP. Data generated from the different LAIP-specificity
could impact the monitoring of AML patients and consequently the sensitivity of MRD. Moreover, the minimum number of
LAIPs useful for the detection of MRD remains unknown as
well as thresholds used for MRD have still not been defined.
With the purpose to show an improvement in the sensitivity of
MRD by the specificity of LAIPS, a multi-phase study was provided. Results.Thresholds of 0.1% and 0.01% of total cells
were choiced to classify LAIPs in “strong”, “good” and “weak”
categories. Within the “cross-lineage antigens”- group,
CD33+/CD56+, CD33+/CD4+ and CD34+/CD10+ LAIPs
showed a median percentage greater than 0.1%, thus indicating a poorer sensitivity. Markers as CD7, CD56 and CD4
identified “strong” LAIPs when indifferently combined to
CD117 and CD34. Among “lacking antigens” LAIPs, only the
absence of HLADR on CD34+ cells and CD33 on CD64+
cells constituted “good” LAIPs. For the group of “overexpressed antigens” the overexpression of CD13 on CD34+
cells was the only to be considered as a “good” LAIP. Finally,
within the “asynchronous expressions” group, the coexpressions between CD11b or CD14 and CD34 markers were estimated as “strong” LAIPs while similar expressions between
CD61 or CD71 and CD34 markers identified “good” LAIPs. In
a second analysis, conditional probabilities were calculated in
less sensitive LAIPs in order to identify other LAIPs with lower
frequencies than 0.1% of BM cells. A population-study of 40
AML patients was further investigated in order to describe the
prognostic impact and the technical performance of MRD.
Despite the promising results come from survival analysis,
low values of sensitivity, NPV and LR- were found for MRD.
No significant correlation was obtained between number of
LAIPs and frequency of relapse, but majority of recurrences
were included among samples having 2 LAIPs. In particular,
recurrences were observed among samples lacking of
“strong” LAIPs (8/11, 72.2%) or having only one “good” (5/11,
45.5%) LAIPs. Thus, the only 29 patients having at least one
“strong”- or two “good”- LAIPs were considered for the lastphase of the study. An improvement in terms of sensitivity
(60% vs 47.6%), NPV (78% vs 63%) and LR- (0.4 vs 0.524)
was observed after comparison with the technical performance of previous series. Conclusions. Our data have highlighted the key role of “categories of specificity”of LAIPs in
improving the sensitivity of MRD by MFC, mantaining unaltered results on outcome.

EPHB6 POSITIVE CELL SUBSETS ARE ENRICHED
FOR LEUKEMIA-INITIATING CELLS (LICS) IN T-CELL
ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA
Delia Francesca Sansico1,*, Riccardo Pracella1,*,
Angelo Vescovi1 , Elena Binda1,# ,
Giambra Vincenzo1,2,#
1 Institute for Stem Cell Biology, Regenerative Medicine
and Innovative Therapies (ISBReMIT), Fondazione
IRCCS Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, 71013 San
Giovanni Rotondo (FG), Italy. - 2 Terry Fox Laboratory,
BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1L3, Canada.
T-cell lymphoblastic acute leukemia (T-ALL) is an aggressive hematopoietic tumor that affects children and adults.
It is curable in about 80% of pediatric patients, but only
40% of adults survive more than five years. It originates
from the malignant transformation of hematopoietic
stem/progenitor cells, which causes the accumulation of
immature T-cells in the blood. In the last years, our and
other groups have reported that both mouse and human
models of T-ALL are characterized by restricted cellular
subsets with asymmetrically enriched leukemia initiating
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cell (LIC) activity. Nonetheless, the genetic or signaling
programs, which promote the maintenance and progression of LICs in T-cell leukemias are still unclear and under
intense investigation.
It has been previously reported that high expression of
Ephrin (Eph) receptors, i.e. EphA2, is a property of
human glioblastoma stem-like cells (hGSCs), driving selfrenewal and tumorigenic ability of these cells. The Eph
family includes 16 receptor tyrosine kinases which are
modulated by their cognate ligands, ephrins. To address
what role this signaling pathways may play on the maintenance of well-established T-ALLs, we evaluated the
expression of different Eph receptors in over 260 T-ALL
patients samples using publicly available RNA-Seq
datasets. We found that EphB6 was the only member
within the Eph group, overexpressed in the analyzed TALL cases. We also investigated the expression of
EphB6 at protein level by flow cytometry in patientderived xenografts (PDXs) and human T-ALL cell lines.
Of note, only minor subpopulations within bulk tumors
showed the expression of EphB6 receptor. These EphB6
positive subsets showed also distinct immunophenotyping from the majority of EphB6 negative cells by multiparameter flow cytometry analysis and subsequently
dimensional reduction of 12 flow cytometric parameters
(10 markers plus FSC and SSC) to 2 t-SNE dimensions.
Finally, we report that the EphB6 positive subpopulation
is substantially enriched for LIC activity after FACS sorting and transplantation into immunodeficient NOD.CgPrkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) recipient mice. Taken
together, our data support the idea that overexpression
(the signaling activity) of EphB6 might support the maintenance and progression of LICs in T-ALL and the selective targeting of EphB6 positive cells could be therapeutically relevant for the treatment of patients with T-ALL.

LIFE-THREATENING HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA: A HINT
FOR STAT3 GOF MUTATION?
Schiavo E.1, Bagni M.2, Ciullini Mannurita S.1,
Attardi E.2, Vignoli M.1, Sanvito M.C.3, Tintori V.3,
Frenos S.3, Tondo A.4, Fotzi I.4, Azzali A.4, Luti L.5,
Brugnolo F.6, Favre C.4, Gambineri E.2,3
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Transplant Unit, Dep. of Hematology-Oncology, Anna
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Cytopenia, defined as reduction of one or more cell types
in the peripheral blood, may be a typical first symptom of
primary
immunodeficiency
disorders
(PIDDs).
Autoimmune manifestations can be associated with high
morbidity and mortality and are frequently observed in
PIDDs due to an impairment of immune system regulation. We report the case of an 8 years old Caucasian girl,
who was referred to the paediatric ward because of a
severe life-threatening autoimmune haemolytic anemia
(AIHA), and who needed hospitalization in intensive care.
Previous clinical history was generally unremarkable,
except for an episode of chronic diarrhoea that spontaneously resolved, and benign lymphoproliferation, which
occurred months before referral.
Extended clinical, immunological, haematological and

genetic evaluation was performed to clarify the
pathogenic mechanism of the disease. Immune phenotyping by flow cytometry showed a decrease of T lymphocytes, especially of CD4 naïve and thymic emigrant
cells, while an increase of CD4 and CD8 central memory
T cells. Total B cells were increased while switched memory B cells were decreased. Genetic analysis revealed a
de novo STAT3 gain-of-function mutation (Pro715Leu),
already reported as disease-associated. The patient
underwent successful hematopoietic stem cells transplantation from a 10/10 matched unrelated donor with
reduced intensity conditioning.
Within cytopenias, AIHA can display a severe and early
onset, evolving in life-threating situation in a short time.
Our results show how immunological and genetic analyses are key approaches to reveal the immunological
defect beneath cytopenia and how a prompt identification
of the defect is pivotal for an appropriate clinical management.

THE DIAGNOSTIC ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN A
CASE OF COEXISTING T-CELL PROLYMPHOCYTIC
LEUKEMIA AND MONOCLONAL
B-CELL LYMPHOCYTOSIS.
Luciana Valvano1, Fiorella D’Auria1, Teodora Statuto1,
Filomena Nozza1, Gabriella Vona1, Giovanni D’Arena2,
Giovanna Rosaria Mansueto2,
Vanessa Rebecca Gasparini3, Renato Zambello 4 and
Pellegrino Musto2,5
1 Laboratory of Clinical Research and Advanced
Diagnostics, IRCCS – CROB, Referral Cancer Center of
Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture (Pz), Italy
2 Hematology and Stem Cell Transplantation Unit,
IRCCS – CROB, Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata,
Rionero in Vulture (Pz), Italy
3 Department of Medicine, University of Padova Venetian Institute of Molecular Medicine, VIMM, Padova
(PD), Italy
4 Hematology and Clinical Immunology, Department of
Medicine, Padua School of Medicine,
Padova (PD), Italy
5 Hematology Department of Basilicata, IRCCS – CROB,
Referral Cancer Center of Basilicata, Rionero in Vulture
(Pz), Italy
valvano.luciana@gmail.com
A 79-year-old male was admitted at our Institution on
June, 2018, because of an increased number of circulating white blood cells (WBC) (38 x 103/ μL; lymphocytes
84 %, neutrophils 16%). Hemoglobin was 10.8 g/dl and
platelet count was 208 x 103/μL. The patient had a previous history of ischemic heart disease and presented with
bilateral neck, axillary and inguinal small (< 1-2 cm)
superficial lymph-nodes. Bone marrow (BM) aspirate
showed a widespread lymphoid infiltration, predominantly small “mature” lymphocytes with very rare nucleoli, representing about half of total cells. CT scan also showed
multiple abdominal lymph-nodes.
Flow cytometric immunophenotyping (FCI) of both
peripheral blood (PB) and BM aspirate showed the presence (50 and 60% respectively) of sCD3-, cyCD3+, CD8,
CD2+, CD7+, CD5+, CD4+. CD56-, CD57-, CD16-, HLADR-, CD34-, CD1a-, TdT-, CD10-, TCRαβ- and TCRγδpathological T cells; only three quarters of these cells
expressed CD45 on their membrane.
Notably, such T-cells were mixed with a small population
of clonal B lymphocytes (3,1 % of total cells in PB, 2.2%
in BM), that expressed CD19, CD5, CD20(dim), CD23,
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CD43, CD200, sIgkappa (dim),with a Matutes score of 4.
Trephine BM biopsy showed two nodular aggregates of
small and sometimes medium-size lymphoid elements
with predominantly T phenotype (CD57-, CD8-, CD5+,
CD3+, CD4+, CD56), mixed with rare CD20+, CD79α+
small B lymphocytes. FISH analysis, performed on unpurified nuclei, documented that 50 % of cells had both ATM
and 13q14.3 deletions, while 36 % had only ATM deletion. A second FISH conducted on purified CD19+ cells,
showed only deletion of chromosome 13q14.3. IGHV
sequences showed an unmutated status. Molecular analysis highlighted no mutation for both the exon 16 of the
STAT5b gene and the exon 21 of the STAT3 gene.
A final diagnosis of prolymphocytic T-cell leukemia (TPLL, likely “small cell variant”, according to 2008 WHO
classification) with concomitant monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis (MBL) was made. Following treatments with
bendamustine and CHOP regimen (cyclophosphamide,
vincristine, doxorubicin and prednisone) were unsuccessful and a progressive increase of circulating T cells
up to 500 x 103/μL was seen, while clonal B-cells disappeared. The patient currently receives pentostatin.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case of concomitant T-PLL and MBL so far described. FCI had a
determinant diagnostic role in this patient.
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CHARACTERIZATION AND IMMUNE MODULATION OF
HUMAN PLACENTA-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM
CELLS (PD-MSCS)
Amico G.1, Bulati M.2, Pampalone M.1, Miceli V.2,
Frazziano G.1, Chinnici C.1, Padova A.1, Conaldi PG.2
1Ri.MED Foundation, Palermo. - 2IRCSS ISMETT,
Mediterranean Institute for Transplantation and
Advanced Specialized Therapies, Palermo
gamico@fondazionerimed.com
Background: Extraembryonic tissues such as umbilical
cord and placenta are considered a promising source of
stem cells, potentially useful in cell therapy. The characterization of Placenta-derived mesenchymal stem cells (PDMSCs) and amniotic membrane revealed the presence of a
population of mesenchymal-like cells, sharing a set of core
markers expressed by MSCs “mesenchymal stem cells”.
Aim of the study: We aimed to evaluate the global phenotype and immunoregulatory molecules expression in
undifferentiated MSC cultured at different passages. The
evaluation of immunomodulatory potential of PD-MSCs
was performed through MLR (Mixed Lymphocyte
Reaction), by incubating cells with PBMCs or enriched
lymphocytes and quantitative assessment of lymphocyte
proliferation performed after incorporation of CFSE.
Materials and methods: Freshly isolated PD-MSCs were
cultured in standard media. To perform MLR, cells were
incubated with PBMC or enriched lymphocytes previously loaded with CFSE, in order to track their proliferation
using flow cytometry. After 5 days of incubation, marked
PBMC were counted and data plotted and analyzed.
Positive and negative controls were run simultaneously.
Results: PD-MSCs express the classical MSC markers at
all the tested passages. Moreover they resulted negative
for class II. MLR was performed at different PDMSCs/lymphocyte ratios, showing a global trend which
demonstrated that PD-MSCs are able to reduce proliferation of responder cells in MLR. In particular, ratios of
1:1 and 1:2 cells: lymphocytes showed results which reached the statistical significance.
Conclusion and future objectives: After this initial characterization, we have shown that cells extracted from
Placenta are adherent to the MSC phenotype. In addition,
we characterized the expression of a number of novel
molecules by these cells, some of which are known for
their immunomodulatory activity. As a result, PD-MSCs
were able to inhibit mitogen-induced lymphocyte proliferation. These data confirm the great interest on the phenotype of these cells, for which
growing roles are proposed in regenerative medicine.
Further data will be needed to evaluate the expression of
immunomodulatory molecules in the differentiated PDMSCs, and to evaluate the inhibitory potential of differentiated cells in MLR reactions in vitro. The characterization
of these properties is useful to create a specific preclinical models to evaluate the new cell therapy.
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TRANSLATIONAL CORRELATES 0F INDIRECT
ANTIBODY IMMUNIZATION USING SCHEDULED
COMBINATION THERAPY WITH CARBOPLATIN
PACLITAXEL PLUS OREGOVOMAB IN OVARIAN
CANCER PATINETS: A PHASE II RANDOMIZED STUDY.
Battaglia A.,1 Fattorossi A.,1 Buzzonetti A., 1 Fossati M., 1
Scambia G.,1 Nicodemus C.,2 Madiyalakan M.,3
1Policlinico Universitario A. Gemelli-IRCCS, Roma RM,
Italy, 2AIT Strategies, AIT Strategies, Franconia NH, USA,
3OncoQuest Inc., OncoQuest Inc., Edmonton- Alberta,
Canada- alessandra.battaglia@unicatt.it
Aims
A randomized multicenter controlled study showed a significant benefit of front line carboplatin paclitaxel oregovomab an anti-CA125 mAb- (CIT) relative to carboplatin/paclitaxel
(SOC) in optimally debulked ovarian cancer (Ferrandina G,
ASCO Proceedings 2017). The present study evaluated
peripheral blood for immune correlates.
Method
97 FIGO 3/4 ovarian cancer patients (CA125 >50U) were
randomized to 6-cycles SOC with or without addition of oregovomab 2mg IV at cycle 1, 3, and 5 and cycle 5+12 weeks.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were evaluated at baseline, cycle 5, and cycle 5+13 weeks. Patients were followed
for disease progression and survival. Immune cell populations and CA125-specific IFN-γ producing CD8+T cells
(sensitized using autologous dendritic cells loaded with oregovomab/CA-125 immune complexes) were evaluated by
flow cytometry.
Results
CIT (N=47) prolonged relapse free survival (RFS) relative to
SOC (N=50) (median RFS= N.E. [21.3, N.E.] vs 15.4 m
[10.9,19.3] p=0.0009 log rank). Early survival data is consistent with RFS. Safety/toxicity was similar in both arms. CIT
increased percentage and absolute cell count of CA125specific IFN-γ producing CD8+T cells (p=0.01 and p=0.02,
respectively) at cycle 5. The myeloid-derived suppressor
cells (MDSC) counts and the neutrophil-monocyte/lymphocyte ratio (NMLR) at baseline predicted outcome in the CIT
population with HR 9.75 (p<0.001).
Conclusion
Peripheral blood analyses of patients on SOC and CIT indicate that appearance of treatment-emergent CA-125 specific IFN-γ producing CD8+T cells is associated with treatment
efficacy and that baseline MDSC counts and NMLR are useful as predictive biomarkers for clinical response.

OPTIMIZATION OF A 22-PARAMETER
IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC FLOW CYTOMETRY PANEL TO
DETECT ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC AND BYSTANDER
ACTIVATION IN IN VITRO STIMULATED PBMC.
Candiloro F.,1 Picozza M., 1 Battistini L., 1 Borsellino G. 1
1 Unità di Neuroimmunologia, Fondazione Santa Lucia,
Roma, Italia.
f.candiloro@hsantalucia.it
Even though multidimensional views at heterogeneity
within cell mixtures is highly desirable and feasible by
modern instrumentation, panel design for high-end/multilaser Flow Cytometry systems may be time-consuming,
as strong effort should be given to minimize the effects on
critical parameters of increasing spectral spillover, which
significantly adds-up to other sources of variance (e.g.
autofluorescence). We describe here our endeavor
aimed at developing a 20-color/22-parameter flow cytometry panel to testify ex vivo-elicited antigen specific T
cell responses to highly purified antigens and complex

sources added to human PBMC. We initially screened by
titration 304 fluorochrome-conjugated mAbs. 206 mAbs
were tested to preselect reagents to add as a panel backbone to identify major T cell populations and non-T cell
lineages and to further segregate these cells along a phenotypic maturation path (e.g. into naive/memory/effector
subsets). Meanwhile, testing of other 97 mAbs was performed for inclusion as read-out markers (i.e. activationinduced). To build a flexible panel, able to inspect stimulated cells at different time points, we chose to include
both early (e.g. CD154, CD69, CD137) and more delayed
(e.g. CD25, CD38, HLA-DR, PD-1) activation markers. As
recommended by recent literature, an initial choice of the
fluorochrome-marker pairs was instructed by evaluating
critical crosses in a Spillover Spreading Matrix calculated
from single fluorochrome-stained beads. By this first
panel, we performed an iterative process, repeating the
steps of in vitro stimulation, staining and software analysis more than 10 times. The developmental strategy was
centered on prioritizing cleanliness of read-out marker
measurements while maintaining good separation of cell
subsets marked by the backbone. During this developmental path, changes in the reagents at each step were
guided by evaluating their resolution by visual inspection
of bivariate plots of fully-stained samples and
Fluorescence Minus One controls. Thanks to our fullyoptimized panel we were able to demonstrate distinct patterns of activation markers up-regulated by different T cell
subpopulations, as well as bystander instigation of B, NK,
ILC and monocyte subsets upon TCR triggering.
Furthermore, our panel proved to be robust when data
undergoes unbiased analysis by algorithmic tools such
as tSNE and FlowSOM.

WHITE MATTER MICROSTRUCTURE ALTERATIONS
CORRELATE WITH TERMINALLY DIFFERENTIATED
CD8+ EFFECTOR T CELL DEPLETION IN THE
PERIPHERAL BLOOD IN MANIA: COMBINED DTI AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION IN THE
DIFFERENT PHASES OF BIPOLAR DISORDER
Fenoglio D. 1,3,5, Magioncalda P. 2,5, Martino M. 2,5,
Sterlini B. 4, Tardito S. 1, Parodi A. 1, Altosole T. 1,
Kalli F. 1, Conio B. 2,5, Russo D. 2,5, Capobianco L. 2,5,
Filaci G. 1,3,6, Inglese M. 2, Amore M. 2,5
1Center
of
Excellence;
2Dep
Neuroscience,
Rehabilitation, Ophthalmology, Genetics, Maternal and
Child Health; 3Dep Internal Medicine; 4Dep Experimental
Medicine; University of Genoa - 5IRCCS Ospedale
Policlinico San Martino, Genoa, Italy- 6Biotherapy Unit,
IRCCS Ospedale Policlinico San Martino, Genoa Italy
White matter (WM) microstructural abnormalities and,
independently, signs of immunological activation were
consistently demonstrated in bipolar disorder (BD).
However, the relationship between WM and immunological alterations as well as their occurrence in the various
phases of BD remain unclear.
In 60 type I BD patients (20 in manic, 20 in depressive,
20 in euthymic phases) and 20 controls we investigated:
(i) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-derived fractional anisotropy (FA), radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity (AD)
using a tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) approach; (ii)
circulating T cell subpopulations frequencies and plasma
levels of different cytokines by flow cytometry; (iii) potential relationships between WM and immunological data.
We found: (i) a significant widespread combined FA-RD
alteration mainly in mania, with involvement of the body
of corpus callosum (BCC) and superior corona radiata
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(SCR); (ii) significant increase in CD4+ T cells as well as
significant decrease in CD8+ T cells and their subpopulations effector memory (CD8+CD28-CD45RA-), terminal
effector
memory
(CD8+CD28-CD45RA+)
and
CD8+IFNγ+ in mania; (iii) a significant relationship between WM and immunological alterations in the whole
cohort, and a significant correlation between FA-RD
abnormalities in the BCC and SCR and reduced frequencies of CD8+ terminal effector memory and CD8+IFNγ+
T cells in mania only.
Our data show a combined occurrence of WM and immunological alterations in mania. WM abnormalities highly
correlated with reduction in circulating CD8+ T cell subpopulations that are terminally differentiated effector cells
prone to tissue migration, suggesting that these T cells
could play a role in WM alteration in BD.

SYNERGIC APPROACH OF MULTICOLOR FLOW
CYTOMETRY AND UNSUPERVISED HIGH
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS TO DESCRIBE T CELL
DYNAMIC IN HEAD-NECK CANCER PATIENTS
Fenoglio D1,2,5, Vlah S2, Belgioia L3,5, Parodi A2,
Altosole T2, Astone G2, Negrini S1,2,5, Missale F5,
Corvò R3,5, Bacigalupo A5, Vecchio S5, Fabiola I5,
Peretti G4,5 and Filaci G1,2,5
1Internal Dept;2 Excellence Centre (CEBR); 3 Health
Science Dept ; 4ENT Surgery Dept -University of Genoa;
5IRCCS San Martino Hospital, Genoa, Italy
Introduction. Multicolor flow cytometry represents a
powerful tool to study the dynamic of lymphocyte populations in tumor generating high-dimensional datasets. In
parallel, combination of traditional analysis and computational tools based on particular algorithms (i.e., t-SNE)
constitute innovative approaches to dissect the complexity of the data. The purpose of this project has been to
apply the computational approach to decipher T cell subsets in the blood and tumor specimens of head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) patients to achieve a
dynamic picture of T cell clusters and provide new biomarkers for disease follow up.
Methods. Blood and tumor biopsies from untreated HNSCC
patients were evaluated by multicolor flow cytometry to delineate: CD4+ and CD8+ T cell maturation, frequency of
CD4+ and CD8+ T regulatory cells (Treg), expression of
immune checkpoints (CD39, PD-1, CTLA-4, TIM-3).
Results. The data showed: a) CD4+ and CD8+ effector
cell expansion among tumor infiltrating lymphocytes
(TIL) that exhibit decreased expression of co-activatory
CD28 molecule, and increased expression of inhibitory
receptors, than circulating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells; b)
intratumoral CD4+ and CD8+Treg increase in biopsies
that exhibit an active functional phenotype (elevated
expression of FoxP3, CTLA-4 and CD39 and high
expression of immune checkpoints) with respect to blood.
Conclusions. Collectively, the results highlight expansion
in the tumor of effector T cells characterized by high
expression of immune checkpoints and enrichment of
Treg, suggesting a pressure by tumor toward regulatory
function induction. Interestingly, immune checkpoint
expression only partially overlapped in the different intratumoral T cell subsets indicating that immunotherapy by
immune checkpoint inhibitors must develop new combinatorial protocols associating at least 3 different agents
targeting B7/CTLA-4, PD1/PD-L1 and TIM3/Galectin-9
axes in order to be effective in HNSCC patients.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAVES’ DISEASE,
MICRONUTRIENTS AND T REGULATORY CELLS:
PRELIMINARY DATA OF A PILOT STUDY
Gallo D1, Cattaneo SAM2, Piantanida E1, Mortara L3,
Merletti F2, Nisi M2, Gentile L1, Doday M3, Tanda ML1,
Bartalena L1 and Chianese R2
1 Department of Medicine and Surgery, Endocrine Unit,
University of Insubria, 21100 Varese, Italy
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Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, University of
Insubria, Varese, Italy
SimonaAntonia.Cattaneo@asst-settelaghi.it
Objective
Graves’ Disease (GD) is the most common cause of hyperthyroidism in iodine-sufficient areas. Autoantibodies directed
to the TSH-receptor (TRAb) represent the ultimate cause.
As for other autoimmune disorders, environmental triggers
contribute to the development of the disease in genetically
predisposed individuals. Data on the role of Vitamin D
(VITD) and Selenium (SE) are still not conclusive. We reported on the relationship between e serum VITD and SE
levels, T regulatory cells and severity of GD.
Methods
Blood samples from consecutive newly diagnosed GD
patients were collected to measure thyroid hormones (FT4,
FT3), TSH and thyroid autoantibodies (TRAb, AbTPO). SE
was analyzed by Atomic Absorption Spectrometry Lamp and
VITD by Radioimmunoassay. Premixed-Fluorophore-conjugated antibodies were used for Flow Cytometry, i.e. CD45
Horizon V500, CD4 V450, CD8 APC-H7, CD25 PE, CD3
FITC, CD127 APC for T regulatory cells. Thyroid volume
was established by ultrasonography. Descriptive statistics
detailed clinical characteristics of the cohort. Healthy blood
donors, matched for sex and age, served as control group.
Spearman and Pearson tests identified significant correlation between selected variables.
Results
Twenty-eight patients (women 22/28; mean age 44±11
years) and 22 controls (women 12/22; mean age 43.5 ±11
anni) have been enrolled. At baseline serum negative correlations were found between SE (mean values 92±13mcg/l),
FT4, FT3 and TRAb levels. T regulatory cells were slightly
depleted in the group with lower VITD levels (testing mean
sample VITD levels as cut off). T regulatory cells were inversely related to FT4, FT3 and TRAb levels. Surprisingly, the
percentage of T regulatory cells was similar in GD patients
and controls.
Conclusion
Although preliminary, our results suggest a correlation between low micronutrients status (SE, VITD) and GD severity.
Ongoing functional tests on T regulatory cells will aim to clarify the role of T regulatory cells in the clinical manifestations
of the disease.

BASOPHIL ACTIVATION TEST IN ORAL
DESENSITIZATION TO COW'S MILK ALLERGY
Garziano F.1; De Falco C.1; Vitale A.2; Strisciuglio C.2;
Atripaldi L.1; Perna F.1
1Ospedali dei Colli-U.O.C. Biochimica Clinica-Diparimento
di Servizi Sanitari. - 2Università degli Studi della Campania
Luigi Vanvitelli–Dipartimento della Donna, del Bambino e
di Chirurgia Generale e Specialistica
federica.garziano@gmail.com
Introduction: Cow’s milk protein allergy (CMPA) is the
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most frequent food allergy in childhood with an incidence
of 2-3% among newborns. Long-term prognosis in affected children is generally satisfactory despite the increasing impact in terms of socio-medical costs resulting from
the exclusion diet. Although milk tolerance may occur
spontaneously in 80-90% of subjects within the fifth year
of life, several desensitization therapies have been proposed to accelerate this recovery. Basophil Activation
Test (BAT) has been widely used in the screening of allergy sufferers and in the selection of candidates to cow’s
milk reintroduction. Several studies showed that treatment with the probiotics L. Gassari CECT5714 e L.
Coryniformis CECT5711 has beneficial effects on different immunological parameters including reduction in
allergen-specific IgE.
Methods: In a cohort of 8 children CMPA with a positive skin prick test, BAT was performed to confirm the diagnosis at time 0 (T0), and repeated to monitor the course
of therapy after 45 days of probiotic administration (T1),
and 45 days after having stopped therapy (T2). We used
Beckman Coulter Allergenicity kit that utilizes CD203c PE
e CD3 PC7 to select the basophil population inside the
lympho-monocyte region (CD3- CRTH2+); CD203c, normally present on basophil granulocytes but over-expressed on activated ones, evaluates IgE-mediated activation.
Results: BAT confirmed skin prick testing with high levels
of specific degranulation at T0; a significant decrease in
basophil activation for all tested milk proteins was observed at T1. Values returned similar to basal levels at T2.
Conclusions: BAT is a reliable test in the diagnosis of
cow's milk allergy and in the screening of subjects candidate to oral food challenges. BAT may also prove useful
in monitoring desensitization therapy to define its effects
over time in order to establish the correct duration of treatments.

MULTICENTER HARMONIZATION OF A SIX-COLOR
FLOW CYTOMETRY PANEL FOR NAÏVE/MEMORY T
CELL IMMUNOMONITORING
Macchia I.1, La Sorsa V.2, Sanchez M.4, Tirelli V.4,
Carollo M.4, Fedele G.5, Leone P.5, Schiavoni G.1,
Buccione C.1, Rizza P.3, Nisticò P.6, Palermo B.6,
Morrone S.7, Maria Stabile H.8, Rughetti A7, Nuti M.7,
Zizzari I.7, Fionda C.8, Maggio R.7, Capuano C.7,
Quintarelli C.9, Sinibaldi M.9, Agrati C.10, Casetti R.10,
Rozo Gonzalez A.1, Iacobone F.1, Ruspantini I.4,
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Flow-cytometry methods represent an essential tool for
immunomonitoring and their harmonization is crucial to

obtain comparable data in multicenter clinical trials. The
Italian National Institute of Health (ISS) coordinated a multiparametric flow-cytometric panel harmonization among thirteen operators belonging to five clinical and research centers of Lazio Region (Italy). A dead-cell discriminator for peripheral blood mononuclear cells and a pan-leukocyte marker
for whole blood samples were added to a backbone mixture
of dried antibodies (anti-CD3, -CD4, -CD8, -CD45RA, CCR7) to detect naïve/memory T cell subsets, recognized
as potential prognostic/predictive immunological biomarkers
in cancer immunotherapy setting. ISS coordinator center
distributed frozen PBMC (n=3) and whole blood (n=3) samples from healthy donors, reagents and Standard Operating
Procedures including gating strategy instructions, to participants who performed experiments in triplicates returning raw
data and reports to ISS for central analysis and statistical
elaboration. Harmonized and reproducible results were
obtained by sharing experimental set-up and procedures
along with centralizing data analysis, leading to a reduction
of cross-center variability for all naïve/memory subset frequencies particularly in whole blood experimental setting.
Furthermore, data variability was not affected by instrument
choice. These achievements highlight the advantages of
harmonizing pivotal tools and approaches to evaluate potential immunological markers.

IMPLEMENTING BAT TEST SERVICE IN A FLOW
CYTOMETRY LAB: SHARING OF LAST YEAR
EXPERIENCE AT LUM (Bologna).
E. Magrini, M. Bassi, P. Selva, A. Carangelo, H. Silvestri,
G. Deleonardi, P. Galati, R. Mancini
Lab Ematologia Speciale, LUM, Azienda Ospedaliera di
Bologna.
The Basophil Activation Test (BAT) has emerged as an
additional tool that can be integrated into the diagnostic
workup especially for difficult allergies like drug hypersensitivity reactions (DHR), Hymenoptera venom allergy,
and pediatric food allergy.
As special hematology service lab, we were offering the
BAT test service to both internal and external clinicians
since several years.
We analyzed the last year of BAT service from a lab perspective to identify trends and relevance in the clinician's
request and potential improvements in the lab workflow in
order to offer an even better service to patients.
We used a standardized BAT test and allergens (Flow
CAST® and CAST® Allergens, Bühlmann Laboratories),
expressing patient reports in percentage of CD63 positive basophils, identified as CCR3pos/SSClow, for each
single allergen stimulation.
The BAT test is performed twice a week, integrated into
our main flow cytometry routine.
In 2018, we tested 289 patients in 79 sessions, with an
average of 3.7 patients/day for a total of 1402 allergens.
The main requests of BAT were for drug allergens, specifically antibiotics (36%) and analgesics (34%). An average of 4.8 allergens for the patient was requested, in 70%
of patient allergens from one class of drug, in 29% from
two classes, few from 3 or more.
We found 80/289 (28%) patients positive to at least one allergen.
The most frequently positive allergens were analgesics (18%, in
which aspirin represent the 94%) and antibiotics (16%).
The requests came mainly from specialists (73%), the
majority were an internal and external allergist. Only 12%
came from general practitioners.
The usability of BAT assay was as much important for our
lab as standardization. Our current BAT workflow allowed
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to process the majority of requests, with 2 days of testing
per week, integrating BAT into all our routine. Any optimization and improvement in lab workflow will be taken in
consideration to fulfill the current increasing needs of the
test from clinicians.
We have very few information on the clinic of the patient
to evaluate the relevance of the request. The only parameters we have are the high percentage of requests
coming from specialist only and the quality of request
focusing only on specified drug classes. From both side
we got good results coming out from years of interaction
and discussion with clinicians. Further improvement in
this regards will be discussed with clinicians to better
analyze the aspirin results.

EVALUATION OF AUTOPHAGY IN LYMPHOCYTE
POPULATIONS DURING ATHEROSCLEROTIC
PLAQUE PROGRESSION WITH FLOW CYTOMETRY
Mandatori S.,1 Pacella I.,2 Piconese S.,2 Starace D.,1
Caprio M.,3,4 Armani A.,3 Marzolla V.,3 Mammi C.,3
Padula F.,1 Ziparo E.,1 Cecconi F.,5,6,7 and Filippini A.,1
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IRCCS San Raffaele Pisana, Rome, Italy. - 4 Department
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Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the
large arteries and represents the primary cause of heart
disease and stroke. The exact cause of atherosclerosis is
not known. A variety of studies show that autophagy deficiency may be pro-atherogenic and the role of autophagy
in smooth muscle cells, macrophages and endothelial
cells has been investigated. However, to date no studies
addressed the effect of autophagy on lymphocyte subsets playing a role in plaque formation and development.
The present project aims to better clarify the role played
by autophagy in lymphocytes homeostasis in human
atherosclerotic plaques. We characterized lymphocyte
populations in different types of lesion by using flow cytometry. In particular, we detected OX40 as marker for conventional T cells promoting division and survival of effector and memory populations and pS6, a marker for an
active mTOR pathway and autophagy detection. The
understanding of the role of autophagy as a further
mechanism underlying lymphocytes stability may open
new therapeutic avenues for atherosclerosis.

EFFECTS OF PLANT SMALL-RNAS IN HIV INFECTION
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Plants and herbs have been used since the early days of
humankind for the treatment and prevention of disease.
Traditional medicine, in many countries, is still the most
common type of medicine used. In Africa, up to 90% of
the population depend on traditional medicine to help
meet their health care needs. Traditional medicine is
mainly chosen, because it is more affordable, more closely corresponds to the patient’s cultural heritage, and
allows greater public access to health information.
In Africa herbal medicines are often used as primary treatment for HIV/AIDS and for HIV-related problems. Many
studies have investigated the effects of natural products
on HIV infection.
Plants play an important role in providing indispensable
micro-nutrients; in the last years, among them, specific
small RNAs are studied, and they can regulate human gene
expression in a cross-kingdom manner.
The basis of a cross-kingdom interactions, for which dietary small RNAs and miRNAs affect gene expression in mammals, is largely discussed by the scientific community.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effects of small
RNAs from plants on cell viability immune response and
HIV infection in PBMCs from HIV+ patients.
Thirty-five (n=35) chronic HIV-infected patients were enrolled before of antiretroviral treatment (cART-naïve) and their
PBMCs have been transfected with a pool of plant small
RNAs from Moringa oleifera, (mol-sR pool). This plant has
been chosen, because is one of the most used in African
traditional medicine. The presence of miRNAs belonging to
18 conserved families of plant miRNAs was detected in
high concentration by qRT-PCR.
Through bioinformatics analysis, several genes involved in
cell cycle, apoptosis and immune response were identified
as target of specific plant small RNAs. The effects of the
plant small RNAs transfection of HIV-positive PBMCs were
analysed by flow cytometric approach. The plant small
RNAs introduction determines a decrease of viability associated to an increase of apoptosis. An increase of T helper
cells expressing Fas (CD4+CD95+) and a decrease of
intracellular Bcl2 protein expression was observed in
PBMCs from HIV+ patients, while no effects are detected in
PBMCs from Healthy donors.
In CD4+ T cells the treatment significantly reduced cell activation (CD25+CD4+) and modified the T cell differentiation
decreasing both central effector memory cells
(CCR7+CD45RA- and CCR7-CD45RA-respectively) and
increasing effector memory RA cells (CCR7-CD45RA+).
The plant small RNAs transfection induces a reduction of
intracellular HIV p24 protein and of the viral DNA integration.
All these effects are clearly evident only in HIV+ patients
who show CD4>200/mmc but not in patients with CD4 T
cells <200/mmc, in which the transfection does not cause
any significant change.
Among the identified plant small RNAs, the miR858 targets VAV1, a protein involved in the regulation of HIVpathogenesis mediated by Nef. The transfection of HIV+
PBMCs with a synthetic plant miR858 determines a
reduction of VAV1 protein expression and the decrease of
HIV p24 protein expression.
Altogether, these data may define some mechanisms
underlying the effectiveness of traditional medicine in HIV
patients.
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EFFECTS OF PARP-1 GENE KNOCKOUT IN FOXP3+
AND HELPER-17 T CELL DIFFERENTIATION
Novelli F., Pioli C.
ENEA, Division of Health Protection Technologies,
Laboratory of Biomedical Technologies, Rome, Italy.
claudio.pioli@enea.it
Recent findings highlighted the role of ADP-ribosylating
enzymes in inflammation and immune responses, with
PARP-1 (poly(ADPribose)polymerase-1) playing a relevant role in leukocyte activation and differentiation. We
had found that PARP-1 deficient (PARP-1KO) mice
display increased number of regulatory CD4+Foxp3+ T
cells (Tregs) in central as well as peripheral lymphatic
organs compared with wild-type (WT) controls. PARP1KO Tregs were functional as assessed both in vitro and
in vivo. While in a chimera competitive assay PARP-1KO
thymocytes generated higher numbers of Tregs compared with WT cells, we wondered whether conversion of
naïve CD4 cells to inducible Tregs (iTregs) was also
affected. Purified naïve CD4 cells from PARP-1KO mice,
stimulated in vitro with CD3/CD28 and TGFb1, expressed
Foxp3 mRNA at higher levels and generated a greater
number of Foxp3+ iTregs than the WT counterpart.
Interestingly, in vitro differentiation of purified naïve CD4
cells to Th17 cells, as induced by CD3/CD28, TGFb1 and
IL-6, was not affected by PARP-1 deficiency. In peripheral lymphatic organs, conversion to Foxp3+ iTregs occurs
upon stimulation by dendritic cells (DCs) in a tolerogenic
context. Noteworthy, we found that purified WT naïve
CD4 cells, stimulated with CD3 and TGFb1 in the presence of either WT or PARP-1KO DCs, generated comparable numbers of Foxp3+ iTregs. At variance, WT DCs
induced a higher frequency of IL17+CD4+ cells compared with PARP-1KO DCs. Altogether, these results indicate that PARP-1 plays an important role in the balance
between regulatory and Th17 cell differentiation with the
involvement of both CD4 T cell intrinsic and DC-mediated
effects.

EFFECTS OF PLANT MICROVESICLES CONTAINING
MIRNAS ON PROLIFERATION AND APOPTOSIS IN
TUMOUR CELL LINES
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Pietrobono. E., Iacovelli1 F., Gismondi A.1, Desideri A.1,
Canini A.1, Colizzi V.1 and Montesano C.1
1Department of Biology University of Rome "Tor Vergata"
Via della Ricerca Scientifica, 1 - 00133 Rome, Italy
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*These authors contributed equally to this work
Recently, the therapeutic potential of medicinal plants
derived microRNAs (miRNAs) has attracted great attention. MicroRNAs have been indicated as new bioactive
ingredients in medicinal plants, last few years, different
studies underline a potential role of plant miRNAs as
regulators in the mammalian systems. In ecosystem the
individual species are not isolated, and a communication
between living organisms is constant. In mammalians,
exosomes serving as extracellular messengers to mediate cell–cell communication.
The human microvesicles (MVs) contain miRNAs and
play crucial functions in pathogenesis of diseases.
Considering that plant MVs display similar features to
mammalian extracellular vesicles (e.g. exosomes),
microparticles from edible plants might enhance the
miRNAs delivery into the mammals’ systems. Moringa
oleifera Lam. (MO) is one of the most well-known and

widely distributed species of the Moringaceae family in
African communities, different preparations of M. oleifera
are used for the treatment of several diseases.
In a previous study we demonstrated the pro-apoptotic
and anti-proliferative effect of Moringa oleifera seeds
acqueous extract (MOES), suggesting that the effect
could be associated with the miRNA of Moringa oleifera
seeds. In this study MVs extracted from MOES (MOESMVs) were characterized and quantified by Flow cytometry analysis. MVs ability to enter into cells host was been
observed in Hela cell lines after thirty minutes of MOESMVs RNA probe treatment.
The miRNA content in MVs was analysed by Real Time
PCR and compared with the miRNAs in MOES: both the
preparations contain the same miRNAs and in comparable amount. Through bioinformatic analysis, specific
human targets of plant miRNA were identified among
genes involved in apoptosis and mitochondrial functions.
In Jurkat and Hela cell lines the treatment with MOESMVs determines a reduction of viability associated to the
enhancement of apoptosis and the decrease of B-cell
lymphoma 2 (BCL2) protein expression. The MOES MVs
treatment reduced the membrane mitochondrial potential
as assessed by JC-1 and CCCP assay. Interestingly, the
effects observed after the treatment with MOES MVs
were comparable with those with MOES and purified
small RNAs pool used as positive control.
In conclusion, MVs isolated from Moringa oleifera seeds
aqueous extract, are able to regulate apoptosis and mitochondrial function in cancer cell lines, and this ability is
associated with the microRNAs present in MVs. These
results highlighted the role of miRNAs as bioactive compounds from natural plants, suggesting the possible use
of MVs from plant as natural miRNA delivery in human.

FLOW CYTOMETRY DETECTION OF PKCEPSILON
EXPRESSING PLATELETS AS A NOVEL DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL FOR FAST CHEST PAIN WORKUP.
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A fast rule-in or -out of myocardial infarction in chest pain
patients admitted to the emergency department is a clinical priority to improve diagnostic outcome and cost-effectiveness of patient management. The use of high sensitivity troponin assay has improved speed and accuracy,
nevertheless the enhanced clinical sensitivity is accompanied by a reduction in specificity. Therefore, new tools
are eagerly needed to improve the diagnostic algorithm
for chest pain patients. Platelet expression of Protein
Kinase C epsilon appears as an early and specific biomarker of myocardial infarction. This kinase is selectively
expressed in platelets of myocardial infarction patients
before the acute event accounting for an increased platelet activation. Given this background, we hypothesized
that PKCepsilon expressing platelets may represent a
pathophysiological marker of myocardial infarction, com43
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plementary to the conventional markers of cardiac injury,
potentially able to add diagnostic information in chest
pain workup. Therefore, we aimed testing the diagnostic
performance of flow-cytometric detection of PKCepsilon
expressing platelets in order to discriminate patients with
or without myocardial infarction, admitted to the emergency department with chest pain. We demonstrated that
platelet population expressing PKCepsilon was significantly higher in patients with acute myocardial infarction
as compared to other final diagnoses. Flow cytometry
detection of PKCepsilon expressing platelets showed
high sensitivity and specificity (87.5% and 84.4%, respectively) and a good diagnostic accuracy (AUC: 0.875).
Moreover, the combination of PKCepsilon expressing
platelets and cardiac troponin clearly identifies patients
with 100% of probability to be affected by myocardial
infarction and patients with 0% of probability to be hit by
myocardial infarction.
Overall, we here describe a new tool for a rapid rule-in or
-out of myocardial infarction, highlighting a dual marker
diagnostic strategy potentially useful for stratification of
patients presenting to the emergency department with
chest pain.
IMMUNEOCT: OCTREOTIDE LAR IN THE INDUCTION
OF IMMUNOLOGIC RESPONSE IN PATIENTS (PTS)
WITH NEUROENDOCRINE NEOPLASMS (NENS): A
PERSPECTIVE OBSERVATIONAL AND
TRANSLATIONAL STUDY (EUDRACT2017-001613-83).
Rea G , Napolitano M, Ottaiano A, Capozzi M,
De Divitiis C, Tatangelo F, Von Arx C, Capiluongo A,
D'Alterio C, Savastano B, Scala S, Tafuto S.
Istituto Nazionale Tumori IRCCS Fondazione G Pascale,
Naples, Italy
g.rea@istitutotumori.na.it
The effects of Octreotide Long-Acting Release (OCT) on
immune-regulatory cells are completely unexplored. This
is the first perspective study addressing this issue in
NENs pts. Aim(s): The primary aim is to evaluate peripheral blood Tregs and MDSC in the of NENs pts treated
with OCT up to six months. ORR according to RECIST,
safety and PFS will be evaluated as secondary aims.
Study of immune-regulatory cells induced by OCT from
baseline to month 6 in well differentiated NENs was preliminary conducted in 24 pts (20 GEP/NET/4 Lung/NET)
evaluated at T0, at 2 weeks (T2w),1 month(T1M), 3
(T3M) and 6 (T6M) after therapy. To date 21 pts are evaluable at T3M and 12 patients are evaluable at T6M.
Significant Treg (CD4+CD25+CD127lowFoxp3+) decrease was detected (p< 0.01). Treg reduction was registered
in GEPNENs at T3M 42%(14/18 pts) (p<0.005), and at
T6M in 61% (9/9) (p<0.005), and in Lung NENs at T3M
74% (4/4 pz) (p<0.05) and at T6M in 74%(3/4 pts)
(p=0.01). The reduction in MDSC was also registered
although not significant. Early MDSc (eMDSc) LIN-HLADR-CD33+CD11+ decreased after 3M of treatment in
14/18 pts and at T6M in 10/13 pts. Polymorphonuclear
MDSc (PMN-MDSc)CD14-CD15+CD11b+ decreased at
T3M in 12/18 pts and T6M in 7/13 pts. OCT remarkably
modulates the peripheral Treg and MDSc status reducing
the immunosuppressive regulatory drivers. Our preliminary data allow to hypothesize a new role of immunoregulation of OCT, as well as provide a rationale for combination and sequential immunotherapeutic approach.
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DOWN REGULATING mGluR5 IN THE SOD1G93A
MOUSE MODEL OF ALS REDUCES THE REACTIVE
PHENOTYPE OF EX-VIVO CULTURED SPINAL CORD
ASTROCYTES
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a lethal neurodegenerative disease characterized by a selective death of
upper and lower motor neurons (MNs). Although the etiopathogenesis is not completely understood, in-vitro and
in-vivo studies demonstrated that damage within MNs is
sustained by the degeneration of non-neuronal cells such
as microglia and astrocytes. Group I metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR1, mGluR5) likely play a role in
ALS, since they are over-expressed and functionally altered in different experimental model of ALS. We demonstrated that knocking-down mGluR1 or mGluR5 significantly prolongs survival and ameliorates the clinical progression in the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS. The
aim of this work is to investigate the effects of mGluR5
knocking-down on the reactive phenotype of astrocytes in
ALS. We used here spinal cord astrocyte cell cultures
from adult SOD1G93A mice and SOD1G93AmGluR5+/mice, heterozygous for mGluR5, and WT mice.
Experiments with the FURA-2 dye showed a significantly
higher cytosolic calcium concentration ([Ca2+]i in
SOD1G93A than in WT mice, both under basal condition
and after exposure to the Group I mGluRs agonist 3,5DHPG (30 μM). mGluR5 knocking-down significantly
reduced the excessive [Ca2+]i.
Confocal microscopy revealed that the astrogliosis markers GFAP, vimentin and S100β were more expressed in
SOD1G93A respect to WT mice and decreased in
SOD1G93AmGluR5+/- mice. The same was true for the
expression of the authophagy activation marker LC3. Of
note, mGluR5 knocking-down also translates in a significant lower presence of misfolded-SOD1 protein when
comparing SOD1G93AmGluR5+/- and SOD1G93A mice.
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β2-AR BLOCKADE POTENTIATES ERK/MEK
INHIBITORS EFFECT ON HNSCC BY REGULATING
NRF2-MEDIATED DEFENSE MECHANISM.
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The β2-Adrenergic receptors (β2-ARs) are cell membrane spanning proteins, physiologically activated by sympathetic nervous system (SNS), able to promote many
biological effects via cAMP stimulation, among which
bronchodilation and smooth muscle relaxation. Recent
studies demonstrated an enhanced expression of α-AR
(α1, α2 subtypes), and β-AR (β1, β2, β3 subtypes) in
several neoplasia such as melanoma, prostate, lung, breast, liver and ovarian cancer, hemangioma and head and
neck cancer. β-AR isoforms have been described to have
a role in drug resistance mediated by several mechanisms involving the IL-6 and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling.
According to these scientific evidences and our preliminary data, we investigated the role of the β2-ARs in
human Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma
(HNSCC), typically characterized by the alteration of
ERK/MAPK pathway. In this context, this molecular axis
is triggered in response to the Tyrosine Kinase Receptors
(TK) uncontrolled activation (i.e EGFR), observed also in
other malignancy such as colon carcinoma, melanoma
and breast cancer (HER2+), and represents a widely
adopted target for the biological therapy with ERK/MEK
inhibitors.
Here we demonstrate a new strategy to potentiate
MEK1/2 inhibition in HNSCC cell line (UMSCC 103),
obtained by β2-AR blocking, which drives to the impairment of Nrf2 signaling.
Firstly we demonstrated the inhibition of cell viability and
proliferation mediated by the combination of selective
inhibition of β2-AR, with ICI118,551 (IC25= 10uM; IC50=
25uM), and ERK with U0126 (10 uM)), through the activation of the apoptosis (70,25% of increment of apoptotic
population in combined treatment). The analysis of the
effect of the combined treatment, performed with the
compusyn software, demonstrated a synergistic effect
between the compounds, verified at different concentrations. MEK/ERK inhibition has been described to increase Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), while resistance to
this class of drug is usually associated with increased
scavenger machinery.
For these reasons we hypothesized that oxidative stress
may play a role in observed synergism. Thus, we investigated oxidative stress levels in UMSCC 103 (CellROX
assay), finding an increment of free radicals and peroxides upon MEK/ERK inhibition which was potentiate in
combination treatment.
Nrf2 is a master regulator of the cell anti-oxidant response. This transcriptional factor is inhibited in basal condition by Keap1, which is able to hold it in the cytoplasm;

after the intracellular ROS accumulation, Keap1 is removed and Nrf2 is free to migrate into the nucleus and activate the transcription of antioxidants Responsive
Elements (ARE), and the relative synthesis of antioxidant
enzymes. In our system we observed that the treatment
with both drugs has a strong effect on the Nrf2 regulation:
MEK/ERK inhibition activate Nrf2 and induce it to translocate into the nucleus, while β2-AR antagonist induces a
significative inhibition of Nrf2 translocation.
The Nrf2 inhibition, obtained by the β2-AR antagonist,
has shown an effect also on the SOD activity, which
results significantly lower in the samples treated with ICI118,551 at the concentration of 25 M (p 0.05). Moreover,
considering that the treatment with U0126 led to an increment of SOD activity (SOD assay), a cell response
mechanism against the oxidative effect induced by the
MEK 1/2 inhibitor, we verified that the β2-AR antagonist
is able to significantly revert this effect, with a dosedependent trend (p 0.001).
PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling is pathway frequently activated as compensative mechanism in MEK/ERK inhibitor
resistant cells, moreover it can be altered by increased
oxidative stress and can activate salvage mechanism
such as autophagy.
Interestingly we found that the β2-AR antagonist pare
down the expression of both AKT-p and mTOR-p. Tacking
in account that AKT and mTOR are well-known autophagic flux inhibitors, we firstly investigated this biological
mechanism in UMSCC 103, after treatment with both β2AR and MEK 1/2 inhibitors, through immunofluorescence
staining (IF) with the LysoTracker live staining. In our
model we observed higher fluorescence in the samples
treated with the combination of the two drugs, that correlate with an increment of lysosomes number and size and
then with a positive regulation of the autophagy flux. This
result has been confirmed also by western blot analysis
that showed an increased autophagosome degradation
rate (decreased levels of p62), after treatment with the
inhibitors, and contemporary increased levels of
LC3II/LC3I complex, direct interactor of p62, that correlate with an enhancement in number and size of autophagosome vesicles. The same trend is reported also in the
samples treated only with ICI at the concentration of 25
M. These results demonstrate an activation of autophagic
flux driven by β2-AR inhibition, that increases in the combination with MEK1/2 inhibitor.
The autophagy could be considered as well as an adaptor resistance or a pro-apoptotic mechanism, according
to the biological condition and the extracellular stimuli. To
assess this aspect, we performed a viability assay, cotreating our samples also with 3-methyladenine (3-MA),
an inhibitor of autophagic flux. We observed that the 3MA significantly decreased the viability in presence of ICI
(p 0.05), U0126 (p 0.05) and in combination of them (p
0.05). Interestingly we found that the inhibition of both
pathways, gains the autophagy flux rate, demonstrating
that this is a protective mechanisms.

EFFECT OF THE NEW CISPLATIN-BASED PT(IV)ACPOA PRODRUG ON RAT C6 GLIOBLASTOMA CELLS
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Gliomas are the most frequent primary tumours of Central
Nervous System and they are associated with a poor prognosis. Due the diffuse invasion of tumour cells, surgery
cannot completely remove these tumours, thus radiotherapy and chemotherapy are essential adjuvant treatments.
Cisplatin and its analogues have been used for systemic
cancer therapy, but despite their effectiveness on cancer
cells, outcome of severe side effects (i.e. nephrotoxicity,
ototoxicity and neurotoxicity) and drug resistance limits
their clinical use.
Therefore, one of the main goal in medicinal chemistry is
to produce new platinum-based prodrug possessing high
cytotoxicity paralleled by fewer adverse effects. In this
view, platinum(IV) prodrugs characterized by low effective
dose have been synthesised. Among these, the novel prodrug Pt(IV)Ac-POA represents an interesting complex,
bearing as axial ligand (2-propynyl)octanoic acid (POA),
which is an histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi), able to
generate a synergistic action, upon reduction in the hypoxic tumour cell microenvironment. Its higher activity is probably due to the inhibition of histone deacetylase which
leads to increased exposure of nuclear DNA, thereby permitting higher levels of platination and promoting cancer
cells death.
The present work explored the effects induced by the novel
prodrug Pt(IV)Ac-POA on rat C6 glioma cells, evaluating
morphological and functional alterations. The results showed that treatment with the new prodrug induces the activation of different apoptotic pathways, investigated by citofluorimetry, imunocytochemistry, ultrastructural observations and western blotting analysis.

IPT(IV)AC-POA, A NEW PLATINUM-BASED
PRODRUG. EMERGING IN VITRO STRATEGIES IN
THE TREATMENT OF GLIOBLASTOMA
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Central Nervous System (CNS) cancers represent a very
heterogeneous group, whose characteristics affect
patients’ prognosis and survival. Among these neoplasms, the Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) is the most
common and aggressive tumour. Current multimodality
treatment of GBM, such as surgical resection, chemoand radiotherapy fail to counteract the relapsing forms. In
fact, GBM is characterized by a high proliferation rate,
tendency to invade surrounding tissues and predisposi46

tion to develop metastases. Standard oncotherapies are
often associated with systemic side effects, therefore,
medicinal chemistry aims at producing new platinumbased prodrug characterized by high anticancer activity
paralleled by fewer adverse effects. In this view, platinum(IV) prodrugs characterized by low effective dose
have been synthesised. Among these, the new Pt(IV)AcPOA represents a promising complex, able to generate a
synergistic action, upon reduction in the hypoxic tumour
cell microenvironment. This prodrug bearing as axial
ligand (2-propynyl)octanoic acid (POA), which is an histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi), has an higher activity
probably due to the inhibition of histone deacetylase
which leads to increased exposure of nuclear DNA, thereby permitting higher platination levels and promoting
cancer cells death.
The present study investigated the anticancer effects
induced by the novel prodrug Pt(IV)Ac-POA on human
U251 glioblastoma cells, evaluating morphological and
functional alterations investigated by cytofluorimetric analysis, immunocytochemistry and ultrastructural observations. Our findings demonstrated that Pt(IV)Ac-POA induced cell death through different pathways at a concentration lower than those tested for other platinum analogues,
thus represent a promising improvement of Pt-based
chemotherapy against gliomas, either inducing a chemosensitization and reducing chemoresistance.

HIGHER LEVEL OF TRANSFORMING GROWTH
FACTOR-β1 (TGF-β1) IN TUMOR DRAINING
PULMONARY VEIN AND CD90 EXPRESSION AS
POSSIBLE MARKERS OF POOR PROGNOSIS IN
EARLY NSCLC.
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INTRODUCTION: Non Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC)
accounts for 85% of lung cancer cases and presents
poor prognosis. Several studies described a key role of
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and TGF-B1
in metastatic process. In our study, we focused our attention on the potential prognostic role of soluble TGF-B1 in
tumor draining pulmonary vein, associated to mesenchymal markers and PDL1 expression.
MATERIAL AND METODOS: We have analyzed 90 patients
with NSCLC treated at Thoracic Department of IRCCS INT
Fondazione G. Pascale of Naples. The TGF-β1 plasma
levels were analyzed using ELISA assay and then we have
examined the expression of mesenchymal and epithelial
markers by flow cytometry to evaluate the phenotype of
biopsies. Finally, we investigated the potential changes in
the expression of PDL1 using Real Time PCR.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION: We found high levels of TGFβ1 soluble and overexpression of CD90 in 30% of
patients, overexpression of PDL1 in 37% of samples. The
overexpression of these markers was associated with a
shorter survival. Moreover, a correlation between TGF-β1
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and CD90 was found (p-value 0.039). On the contrary,
high expression of PDL1 was not correlated with overexpression of mesenchymal markers. In conclusion, we
suggest that TGF-β1 soluble and expression of CD90
could be indicative of poor prognosis of NSCLC patients.

A NEW INHIBITOR OF GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE BLOCKS PENTOSE PHOSPHATE
PATHWAY, POTENTIATES TKI TARGET THERAPY
EFFECT AND SUPPRESSES MALIGNANT
PROLIFERATION.
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Pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) is a major glucose
metabolism pathway, which has a fundamental role in
cancer growth and metastasis correlated to cancer progression and drug resistance. Even though PPP blockade has been pointed out as a very promising strategy
against cancer, effective anti-PPP agents are not still
available in the clinical setting. Here we demonstrate that
the natural molecule polydatin inhibits glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), the key enzyme of PPP.
Polydatin blocks G6PD causing accumulation of reactive
oxygen species and strong increase of endoplasmic reticulum stress. These effects are followed by cell cycle
block in S phase, an about 50% of apoptosis, and 60%
inhibition of invasion in vitro. These effects are followed
by cell cycle block in S phase, an about 50% of apoptosis, and 60% inhibition of invasion in vitro. Accordingly, in
an orthotopic metastatic model of tongue cancer, 100
mg/kg polydatin induced an about 30% tumor size reduction with an about 80% inhibition of lymph node metastases and 50% reduction of lymph node size (p < 0.005).
Polydatin is not toxic in animals up to a dose of 200 mg/kg
and a phase II clinical trial shows that it is also well tolerated in humans (40 mg twice a day for 90 days). Thus,
polydatin may be used as a reliable tool to limit human
cancer growth and metastatic spread.
Moreover we found that endoplasmic reticulum stress
was responsible for the deregulation of autophagy flux.
Indeed, G6PD blockade caused a consistent increase of
autophagosomes formation independently from mTOR
status. Cells engineered to overexpress G6PD became
resilient to autophagy and resistant to lapatinib, an antiHER2 tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) largely used in breast cancer treatment. On the other hand, G6PD inhibition
synergistically increased lapatinib-induced cytotoxic
effect on cancer cells, while autophagy blockade abolished this effect. Finally, in silico studies showed a significant correlation between G6PD expression and tumour
relapse/resistance in patients. These results point out
that autophagy and PPP are crucial players in TKI resistance, where their impairment could be used to reinforce TKI efficacy in cancer treatment.

TOPOGRAPHY PLAYS A PIVOTAL ROLE FOR
OSTEOBLASTS RESPONSE, AT DIFFERENT SCALES
OF MAGNITUDE.
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Titanium (Ti) and Ti alloys are used in the orthopedics
field where osseointegration is required for long-term stability. Osseointegration is dependent on the material surface properties, including topography, porosity, chemistry,
and surface charge. Modifications to optimize the surface
properties of implant materials have been performed with
the goal of facilitating new bone growth around and within
the surgical area. The topographical character of titanium
roughness is associated with long-term cell adhesion,
and surface topography and chemistry impact proliferation and differentiation. In general, the integration of the
substrate material with the biological environment of the
surgical area is enhanced by higher porosity and larger
pore sizes (300 to 400 μm are optimal). The cellular
effects of nano-scale topographic features have not been
fully examined yet. Ti surfaces with differences in textures
at several order of magnitude were generated and acidic
etching was performed on the surfaces, in order to alter
the topography of the scaffold at a nanometric scale.
Normal human osteoblasts (NHOst) were cultured on
these scaffolds for 7 days to address how their short-term
proliferation and differentiation were influenced by the
acidic treatment of the underlying surfaces. Although, cell
viability was not significantly improved by acidic treatment, important differences were registered in growth
factors quantification and cell attachment. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and fluorescent staining allowed
us to detect the correlation between nanometric scale
morphology changes and cell behavior. These results
indicate that topography has a pivotal role for osteoblast
lineage, even when the surface does not change at a
micrometric level, variations of the nanometric structure
can produce different biological responses.

KCTD15 MEDIATES THE NF-�B SIGNALING IN
HUMAN ACUTE LEUKEMIAS.
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The term leukemia identifies a group of cancers that are
characterized by the abundance of undifferentiated white
blood cells. At biochemical/biological level, a rather common feature of this pathological state is the anomalous
activation of the NF-kB pathway that sustains the continuous cell growth of leukemic cells. In this study we
demonstrate that KCTD15, a member of the emerging
protein family denoted as KCTD (Potassium Channel
Tetramerization Domain containing proteins), is overexpressed in the pathological cells of pediatric patients
affected by common B-cell acute lymphoid leukemia (BALL) as well as in several leukemic cell lines. The effects
of KCTD15 down and up-regulation have been investigated by either silencing the protein in leukemic cells or
treating normal lymphocytes with the Pokeweed Mitogen
(PWM). These experiments provide a clear and convergent picture of the functional role of the protein. Indeed,
the ensuing data show that KCTD15 activates the IKK
complex with the consequent phosphorylation and ubiquitination of IkB-a, the NF-kB inhibitor, thus leading to
the activation of the NF-kB pathway. Binding experiments
suggest that this activation likely occurs via a direct interaction between KCTD15 and IKK complex. Interestingly,
an over-expression of KCTD15 is also observed in acute
myeloid leukemia (AML) cell lines where the NF-kB
pathway is also constitutively activated. Moreover,
increased KCTD15 protein levels are also detectable in
CD34 positive bone marrow hematopoietic stem cells.
Overall, present findings clearly highlight a striking relationship between NF-kB activation and KCTD15 expression in both the physiological and pathological states.
The mechanism of NF-kB activation identified here suggests that KCTD15 may be an innovative target for therapeutic treatments. Finally, since the activation of NF-kB
is a common feature of a wide variety of tumors these
results may have implications that go well beyond acute
leukemias.

HERICIUM ERINACEUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTATION PROMOTES PROLIFERATION AND NEUROGENESIS IN FRAILTY MICE. AN IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STUDY IN HIPPOCAMPUS AND CEREBELLUM.
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Frailty is a geriatric syndrome associated with aging, characterized by decline in health and cognition. Life quality
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in the elderly affected memory system, impairing memory, reasoning and planning. Epidemiological studies
reported that higher levels of phenotypic frailty predispose to cognitive impairment and dementia suggesting that
this syndrome may be a cognitive decline indicator.
Existing studies on Hericium erinaceus, a widely used
medicinal mushroom, revealed neuroprotective effects of
H. erinaceus supplementation, which can provide a partial recovery of intellectual functions. In the present study,
we assessed the effect of two-month oral supplementation with H. erinaceus on hippocampus and cerebellum in
frailty mice, investigating specific markers representative
of cell proliferation activity and newborn neurons.
Purposely, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and
doublecortin (DCX) were examined by immunofluorescence technique. Moreover, SIRT1, a NAD-dependent
deacetylase protein, was studied, being involved in aging
and inflammation process.
Qualitative and quantitative results in treated mice
demonstrated: (i) hippocampal recovery of cell proliferation in DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons and
the presence of DCX-immunopositive progenitor cells in
DG granule cells; (ii) cerebellar PCNA-immunopositive
cell proliferation upswing and the occurrence of DCXimmunolabelled newborn immature neurons localized in
the molecular layer. As the PCNA identifies DNA
repair/duplication, and DCX links to the presence of newborn neurons, the increased expression of these cytochemical markers may be the manifestation of different
biological responses, involving the recovery of cell proliferation and neurogenesis, highlighting the occurrence of
a renewal phase owed to the neurobiological effects
exerted by H. erinaceus oral supplementation.

AN ALTERNATIVE SOURCE OF MESENCHYMAL
STEM CELLS DERIVED FROM HUMAN OVARIAN
FOLLICULAR FLUID FOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH.
Riva F1, Omes C2, Sammarco G1, Ricci S1, Todaro F2,
Mazzini G3
1 Dept of Public Health, Experimental and Forensic
Medicine, Histology and Embryology Unit, University of
Pavia; 2 Center of Reproductive Medicine, IRCCS S.
Matteo Hospital Foundation, Pavia; 3IGM-CNR, Pavia
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Multipotent cell progenitors with mesenchymal phenotype
have been isolated from bone marrow (BM-MSC) and
also from different anatomical districts such as adipose
tissue, umbilical cord, dental pulp, amniotic fluid and placental tissue. Furthermore, it is now known that stem
cells are included into granulosa cells (GC) of healthy
ovarian follicular antrum and also in follicular fluid (FF). In
our previous studies, we investigated the morphological
and functional features of mesenchymal stem cell population at the first culture step, collected from waste human
ovarian follicular fluid (FF-MSCs), usually cleared after
oocytes recovery for in vitro fertilization.
Now, the aim of this work was to analyse these FF-MSCs
at different culture passages in adhesion after trypsinization, evaluating the maintenance of stemness behaviour
(phenotype, viability, adhesion ability, proliferation and
differentiation capability) in minimal growth culture conditions, to consider them as a new possible and alternative
source of mesenchymal stem cells for basic biomedical
research. The investigation was conducted on cells also
after freezing/thawing process in liquid nitrogen.
Materials and Methods: Waste biological liquid picked-
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up during human assisted reproduction procedure have
been collected from 40 infertile patients (after informed
consent). Cells obtained from human follicular fluid were
seeded and grown in in vitro minimal conditions (without
any kind of specific growth factors) on the culture substrate until to 7th passages after trypsin treatment (P0P7) and also after freezing/thawing process. Different
experimental approaches were planned for each cell
sample: immunocytochemical fluorescence reactions and
flow cytometric analyses to evaluate the expression of
MSC specific markers (CD44, CD90, CD105) and the differentiation capability in osteogenic, chondrogenic and
adipogenic lineages (with Von Kossa, Alcian blue and Oil
Red O staining, respectively). Cell viability with trypan
blue and the proliferative activity by BrdU incorporation
were also detected. The study required a comparative
evaluation with BM-MSC as a positive control.
Results: Morphological analysis revealed a FF-MSCs
capability to adhere on the culture substrate at different
steps of culture and after cryopreservation in nitrogen, showing a fibroblast-like phenotype and maintaining a high
good vitality and the in vitro expansion in all experimental
time conditions. The proliferative index was about 25-30%
at the first passages, decreasing at P7. The same behaviour was observed for FF-MSC cells cryopreserved at 3°4° step. Immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry, cells
showed a positive expression for mesenchymal stemness
markers (CD44, CD105, CD90) both in adhesion culture
condition and after cryopreservation. These cells also
revealed a mesenchymal plasticity, showing an osteogenic, adipogenic and chondrogenic differentiation.
Conclusion: The results highlight that cells derived from
human follicular fluid could be expanded in vitro at different culture steps, maintaining features similar to BMMSC, as confirmed by morphological and immunophenotypic results. Further experiments will be developed to
optimize cell culture protocol adding specific growth factors in medium (i.e platelet lysate or leukemia inhibitory
factor). Therefore, FF-MSCs could be considered an
alternative cheap source of mesenchymal stem cells for
biomedical and biotechnological basic research.

homologous proteins with an intrinsic acetyltransferase
activity (KAT3) implicated in control of cell growth, cellular differentiation, DNA repair, apoptosis and tumor suppression. Both proteins acetylate p53 and several DNA
repair factors involved in Base Excision Repair (BER)
and Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER). In order to investigate whether a relation exists between the acetylation
of these factors and the DNA damage response in RSTS
cells, we have performed viability assays on RSTS lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) treated with oxidative agents
or drugs inducing DNA lesions which elicit either process
of DNA repair. To assess the BER efficiency, we have firstly analyzed the cell sensitivity to potassium bromate
and found that RSTS cells are more sensitive to oxidative DNA damage induced by this compound. We have
also verified that the acetylation level of various BER factors, including OGG1, DNA polymerase beta and PCNA,
were significantly reduced, as compared with LCLS from
healthy donors. In addition, higher basal levels of oxidative DNA damage were observed in RSTS cells, in concomitance with an impaired BER efficiency. Overexpression
of either CBP or p300 partially restored cell resistance,
and reduced basal levels of oxidative DNA damage. The
cell sensitivity to cisplatin and campthotecin were also
assessed in order to understand whether the efficiency of
NER, and of other DNA repair mechanisms, were compromised in RSTS cells. The results showed that RSTS
cells were more sensitive also to these drugs, thus indicating that reduced acetylation levels of DNA repair factors impair the DNA damage response. These lines of
evidence further support that RSTS patients are more
prone to tumor formation, and may provide a rationale for
chemotherapeutic approaches improving the acetylation
level of DNA repair factors.

ASSESSING SENSITIVITY TO DNA DAMAGING
AGENTS AND DNA REPAIR EFFICIENCY IN
RUBINSTEIN-TAYBI SYNDROME LYMPHOBLASTOID
CELL LINES.
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The Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (RSTS) is a rare and
complex autosomal-dominant disease affecting 1 out of
125 000 newborn. It is characterized by intellectual disability, diverse skeletal abnormalities, growth deficiency,
and an increased risk of tumors. The disease is mainly
caused by mutations in two highly conserved genes:
CREBBP coding for CBP protein (about 50% of cases)
and EP300 coding for p300 protein (about 10% of cases).
For another significant fraction of RSTS patients, the
molecular basis is still unknown. CBP and p300 are
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